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The automation of research has been talked about in various pretenses over the last few 
years. The evolutionary steps taken by the scientific community were born out of the desire for a 
quicker and cheaper route to enhanced knowledge and understanding to elaborate more research 
publications. 

 
Meta-research is the study of research using scientific paradigms to minimize waste and 

maximize research quality in all fields. It concerns itself with research efficiency improvement and 
the detection of bias, methodological flaws, and other errors and inefficiencies [1]. 

 
Reviewing research and data lifecycles, we find that data quality, data governance, and data 

analysis are the pivotal elements in both research and data lifecycles [2,3,4,5]. Assessing the 
research process, we uncover that it suffers from many limitations subdivided into three main 
categories [6,7,8,9]: Flaws are methodological errors primarily due to insufficient training and are 
nearly unintentional [6,10,11]; Fraud is usually deliberate and corrupts scientific findings 
[6,7,8,9,12]; Constraints are difficulties facing the overall process which can lead to increased 
financial expenditure, time-waste in addition to low investment return (ROI) ratios 
[1,7,8,9,11,13,14]. 

 
To address these limitations, we sought to: shorten the lifecycle of clinical research, ensure 

flexible, accurate, and exhaustive data capture of all medical record elements within the minimum 
duration, assert data quality guarantees, support polymorph, and flexible record schemes, offer a 
frictionless experience to lower the barrier of entry for researchers, ensure the ease of data 
exploitation, democratize, anonymize and secure access to clinical data, reduce the linguistic 
overhead, ensure conformance with personal data protection regulations and laws, being able to 
construct arbitrary data queries, and to integrate charting and data visualization solutions. 

 
To automate research, these limitations must be addressed; Towards complete pipeline 

automation, all aspects must be automated, including headlines generation, data quality, data 
governance, data exploration, data analysis, reports writing, and research quality tools and 
assessment [15,16]. 

 
Therefore, we aimed to introduce health informatics solutions combined with data science 

solutions to establish a continuous research pipeline and assert data quality attributes and data 
governance by constructing four major systems: an Electronic Health Record (EHR), a Clinical Data 
Warehouse (CDW), a Hospital Management System (HMS), and a Practice Management System (PMS). 
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I. Medical record 
1. Definition 

The medical record is an integral, written, and continuously updated record that 
encompasses everything that can be memorized in a patient: administrative, clinical, paraclinical, 
diagnostic, therapeutic, preventive, prognosis data as well as the intervention of all care providers 
[17]. 

 
A. Administrative record 

It captures all the administrative elements that allow a patient to be identified: his 
professional occupation, his social security coverage, his date of entry into the establishment, and 
his discharge date [18]. 

 
B. Professional record 

It is the written memory of clinical, biological, diagnostic, and therapeutic information about 
a patient, both individual and collective, regularly updated [19]. 

 
C. Nursing record 

It captures the preventive, curative, educational, relational aspect of care, and the care plan 
that should be established with the person being treated [19]. 

 
2. History 

For a long time, the medical record was the simple materialization of a need of the doctor 
who, fearing his memory's betrayal, kept personal notes that allowed him to remember his patient's 
history [20]. 

 
The earliest patient records were written on the columns of temples in ancient Egypt, Greece, 

and Rome. Thus the papyrus discovered by Smith near THEBES dated 1700 BC contained the 
structured description of 48 clinical cases whose descriptive quality was at the origin of the fame of 
Hippocrates [21]. 

 
In the 9th century, when Muslim doctors, such as Rhazès (865-925), Avicenna (930-1037), 

or Avenzoar (1073-1162), created clinical medicine. The history of interesting cases is thus written 
and kept in registers such as the "Hospital observations", to which Rhazès alludes in his "Continens" 
[22]. 
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The notion of a medical record attached to each patient did not appear until the end of the 
18th century, like a patient register in god hotels, but the content of which remains succinct [22]. 

 
It was until the 19th century when modern hospitals were created that the medical record 

appeared: it included medical, social, and administrative data. Some hospitals, like the Mayo Clinic 
in the United States, have placed great importance on the patient's record for medical research. As 
early as 1931 in the USA, a "medical record", quality recording of medical data in hospitals was 
considered an ethical requirement [22]. 

 
The years 1945-1970 will see major turning points in terms of patient rights and the 

evolution of medical practices with a deep awareness of reintegrating the person into the patient- 
doctor relationship, that is to say, from an ethical and legal point of view, integrating information 
and consent into medical research and care practice [22]. 

 
Today, the medical record appears to be a multifaceted tool, defined more by its use than its 

intrinsic properties [22]. 
 

The emergence of new information and communication technologies in the health sector 
opened wide the doors to the computerization of hospital information systems and the electronic 
medical record's birth. 

 
3. Structure 

Structuring can be defined as the grouping of isolated elements to form more complex 
objects [18]. 

 
The records can be structured along different axes [23]: 

 
 Structure according to the actors: medical record, administrative record, nursing record, 

physiotherapist record, social assistance record, etc. 
 Structure by type of information: letters, operative reports, delivery reports, anesthesia 

records, vaccinations, biology examinations, imaging, etc. 
 Temporal structuring: the various data and information are recorded chronologically, for 

example, in the observation form, which records the various elements concerning the patient 
over time. 

 The structuring according to the source: the current medical record traditionally remains 
oriented according to the source (or the origin). That is to say, the data obtained from the 
interview (history, symptoms), clinical examination, additional examinations, diagnostic, 
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therapeutic, and prognostic data are grouped into separate sections. The diagnostic section 
is the most crucial section since its function is to integrate as much data as possible to derive 
the correct and relevant decisions. This model is perfectly functional for specialty records 
because patients are often hospitalized for a single problem, which gives importance to the 
data classified by sources that lead to the diagnosis and management of this problem. 

 Structuring by medical problem handled: the Anglo-Saxons' problem-oriented medical 
record based on the idea of structuring the plan and progress notes according to a hierarchy 
rooted in the list of problems. The concept of problem is a broader concept than the concept 
of diagnosis since it includes any condition requiring further attention for diagnosis, 
treatment, or monitoring (a problem can be a symptom or a diagnosis). This structure has 
two main advantages. On the one hand, it highlights the importance of the list of problems 
(the root of the tree). On the other hand, it forces the user to take a systemized, problem- 
based approach. However, it includes a certain number of constraints, in part inherent in the 
hierarchical model chosen, and which limit its dissemination. To be effective, such a model 
requires relative independence of the branches of the tree, that is, of the data associated 
with each problem, which is rarely the case for problems concerning the same patient. This 
model has more space in the files of family physicians who follow their patients for long 
periods of time. It also finds its application in computerized medical files. 

 
4. Roles 

The medical record must first and foremost remain a tool for improving the doctor's work 
quality and the main instrument for centralizing and coordinating activities within a healthcare 
establishment for better management of patient health [20]. 

 
A. Symbolic role 

The medical record represents the sign of the presence, the assumption of responsibility, 
and the permanence of the bond between the doctor and the patient. It is integrated into the trust 
contract between the parties. Above all, it must remain an element of the doctor-patient relationship 
and, as such, guarantee confidentiality and professional secrecy [24]. 

 
B. Ease physicians workflow 
 Memory aid 

The amount of information collected is such that it is impossible to memorize everything. 
The role of the record is to remedy these shortcomings [24]. This function represents the very basis 
of the creation of the first medical records in history. 
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 Guarantee of the medical process 
The medical record contains all patient’s past and present decisions to facilitates the 

development and monitoring of the process of the diagnostic, therapeutic, and preventive actions 
based on effective scientific methods [24]. 

 
C. Coordination and communication tool 

A record is a communication tool for patients, fellow specialists, general practitioners, and 
any other caregiver or person involved in the care process made in compliance with the legal and 
ethical rules of professional secrecy and with the sole aim of promoting patient care [24,25]. 

 
D. Care roles 
 Continuity of care 

A recording of the successive episodes, in addition to the restitution of the antecedents 
relating to the health problems of the moment, makes it possible to guarantee as much as possible 
the continuity of care [24]. 

 
 Integration of care 

Good medical record-keeping makes it possible to integrate the curative and preventive 
aspects in the same episode of care, which implies a multidisciplinary vision of the patient's 
problems [24]. 

 
E. Medico-legal role 

Personal health-related data can be used as legal evidence in legal cases where the 
responsibility of the doctor is engaged. Patients' rights are also better guaranteed on such bases by 
the adequate recording of data in the event of an accident, disability, etc. [24]. 

 
F. Assessment tool 

The assessment of medical practices consists, according to the High Authority of Health 
(HAS), in regularly analyzing its actual practice against the recommendations. Two main methods 
are possible: 

 
 The a posteriori evaluation (retrospective approach) which consists in analyzing the data on 

clinical activity (kept in the medical file) against a recommendation for practice. 
 The a priori assessment which consists of practicing by following a recommendation, for 

example by applying a pre-established protocol (prospective approach). 
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This assessment, made compulsory in France in 2005, is necessary to improve the quality of 
care [24]. 

 
G. Teaching and research tool 

Patient records accumulate a large amount of health-related data over time; when made 
available to researchers, studies are constructed to improve medical practices and knowledge and 
also contribute to the teaching of new generations of practitioners and in the orientation of health 
policy in terms of health management and economics [24]. 

 
II. Computerization of the medical record 

1. Motive 
The computerization of the medical record is not only a natural evolution of things, but it 

also responds to a real need [26]. 

 
A. Drawbacks of the paper form 

Limits of paper-based medical information management are intuitively apparent and 
especially in the face of considerable advances in information technology that make these limits 
clearer and easier to demonstrate [27]. These limits are either attached to the paper medium itself, 
or to the content and structure of the paper record. 

 
The various studies on the quality of the medical record, of which the clinical audit remains 

the main one, have made it possible to highlight these drawbacks. These audits have shown that 
the paper records do not contain, in a large number of cases, elements considered essential such 
as the identity of the patient or the writer of the record, the reason for hospitalization, the date of 
entry and discharge, hospital reports and discharge conclusions, etc. And even if they exist, they 
are sometimes unreadable and poorly maintained. On the other hand, the paper medical record 
offers only limited access in time and space; that is, the record cannot be accessed when and where 
we want. 

 
This also hinders its communication. We sometimes see a loss of one or more elements of 

the record during the transfer between practitioners and sometimes a loss of the entire record. 
Likewise, the paper record has limitations in terms of archiving since paper has limited durability 
over time. Thus, several records get torn and degraded after a while and sometimes are not even 
found. Also, by the volume they constitute, paper records are often eliminated after a given time 
due to lack of storage space. 
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All this has harmful consequences on the functions of the medical record, the quality of care, 
and on scientific and medico-economic research despite all the efforts made [28,29]. 

A. The record size has increased 
For a given patient, for the same disease, in the same structure, the mass of information 

collected has increased considerably. There are many reasons for this: the shift to a written culture, 
an effort to be exhaustive, an increase in examinations, the difficulty of sorting information, the 
management of chronic diseases and aging, the widespread practice of copies, regulatory 
constraints, and medico-legal concerns, the appearance of paramedical records, etc. 

 
Faced with this inflation, each practitioner or each hospital service tried to organize and 

structure the record. 
 

In practice, the records are thick, information is difficult to find, and the systematic search 
for precise information is almost impossible. 

B. The number of records has increased 
Increasingly, a person's health information is fragmented into multiple specialties. The 

number of professionals concerned has continued to increase: alongside the general practitioner, 
the specialist, the nurse, and the pharmacist organize their records. Likewise, the flow of patients 
to medical services has multiplied. 

C. The practical importance of the record has increased 
More and more, particularly in an emergency and in a hospital environment or at the interface 

between care structures, exemplary patient care depends heavily on the information in a previous 
record that is generally inaccessible. It is not so much general information that the patient knows, 
but detailed, ad hoc information. In addition to this function of continuity of care, a "perfect" record 
could also allow a significant development of prevention, evaluation of the quality of care, its 
timeliness and costs as well as the development of clinical and epidemiological research. . This need 
is also increasing in the face of the opportunities offered by new information technologies, which 
can hardly be overlooked [26]. 

 

Hence, the computerization of medical records may prove to be beneficial or even necessary 
[30]. 

 

2. History 
During a first period, lack of power, everything had to be "coded": in the form of a 

questionnaire, finely developed, and easily exploitable, which could only concern a very limited field 
from a research perspective without much practical interest [29]. 
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In a second period, computer power helping; it was possible to integrate whole texts, even 
images or other signals into the computer records. Electronic storage of an entire record became 
possible, revealing undeniable logistical advantages. The need to structure the record has, therefore, 
been reduced [29]. 

 
In a later period: electronic information can be shared between health actors, certain 

standardization of the record, and the principles of exchange were required [29]. 
 

3. Benefits 
Computerization makes it possible to significantly improve the quality of medical records 

essentially by the structuring and organization that it provides, and by the IT tools and the 
possibilities specific to the technologies of information. 

 
A computerized medical record is more readable, more precise, and more complete than a 

paper record. It can be more exhaustive without being difficult to complete. The fill rate is often 
high, regardless of the age and IT experience of the physicians who use it. The intra- and inter- 
doctor variability is significantly reduced compared to the traditional record. Data entry can be 
guided based on quantitative semiology, checking the entered values against limits, alerting to the 
absence of essential data thus allowing quality control at source [17,26,31]. 

 
An additional contribution consists of the IT tools integrated into the electronic medical 

record: pharmaceutical and semiological databases such as electronic Vidal, Banque Claude Bernard, 
etc. are valuable tools for the prescriber. The automatic callback feature helps with care planning 
and patient education. In this way, screening examinations and vaccinations can be programmed 
(chronological alerts). The same is true for the additional examinations to be carried out periodically, 
which contributes enormously to improving medical monitoring, especially in the long term. The 
possibility of editing pre-established information sheets on an illness, a complimentary examination 
or prevention sheets (dietary advice, lifestyle, etc.) also help inform and empower patients. The alert 
function strongly contributes to the quality and safety of care. Thus, for example, the prescription 
of drugs that interact with each other gives rise to warning messages that allow the doctor to adapt 
his prescriptions better. It is the same for a patient allergic or carrier of certain pathologies or a 
pregnant woman. The automatic calculation of certain values or individual scores and the automated 
production of summaries, reports, and conclusions offer additional support for diagnosis and 
prescription. They facilitate doctors' work and save a large part of their time, which they can invest 
with their patients. The representations of information in an adequate form allow a faster and safer 
synthesis through summary records and chronological graphical views which make the monitoring 
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of the evolution of clinical and biological parameters easier and more efficient [30,31,32]. 
 

Likewise, the management of medical information benefits enormously from 
computerization. Electronic medical records are both more accessible and better protected than 
paper records. Access to an electronic record is immediate and can be consulted anywhere and by 
several stakeholders at the same time. Physical protection is facilitated by their small size, it can be 
supplemented by logical measures (passwords, data encryption, etc.). Computerized records 
facilitate data sharing, communication and coordination between the various partners in the 
healthcare system [30,32,33]. 

 
Its communication is fluid, fast and efficient without the risk of loss of documents or data. It 

is also monitored and regulated in order to protect the ethical and professional rules. The 
information, once archived and stored in an appropriate format, in a short space of time and space, 
can be displayed or retrieved in multiple ways depending on the needs of the physician or teacher 
[26,32,33]. 

 
The contribution of computerization to the collective use of medical records is considerable. 

In public health, epidemiology and health security (sentinel networks, registers, etc.) become more 
efficient and reliable with the electronic transmission and rapid dissemination of information. 
Computerized records facilitate the gathering of data for clinical research and the evaluation of 
practices by ensuring the combination of essential elements: accessibility, completeness, 
organization, and reliability of data as well as the multiple ways of carrying out research (depending 
on age, weather, symptoms, treatments, etc.) [26,28]. 

 
4. Solutions 

Health informatics is an interdisciplinary study of designing, implementing, introducing, and 
applying IT-based technologies in health services [34]. 

 
Health care informatics covers sub-fields of clinical informatics, such as pathology 

informatics, clinical science informatics, imaging informatics, public health informatics, community 
health informatics, home health informatics, medical informatics, consumer health informatics, 
clinical bioinformatics, and health and medicine research and education informatics [35,36,37,38]. 

 
There are many systems that can be categorized as clinical informatics; these systems 

interfere with each other in terms of concern; these systems help enhance patient care by digitizing 
paper trails, thereby providing better transparency, legibility, portability, usability, and asserts some 
data quality guarantees depending on implementation [37,38,39]. 
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Health information systems are usable by healthcare professionals. This involve those 
directly working with patients. Healthcare practitioners gather and compile data to make healthcare 
decisions for patients, client groups, and the general public. 

Health information systems include: 
 

 Electronic Health Record: EHR is a structured digital collection of patient and community 
health information. These documents can be spread through healthcare settings. Records 
are exchanged across network-connected, enterprise-wide, or other knowledge networks 
and exchanges. EHRs may include a variety of data, including demographics, medical history, 
prescription and allergies, immunization status, laboratory test results, radiology images, 
vital signs, personal statistics like age and weight, and/or billing information [40]. 

 Electronic Medical Record: an electronic medical record (EMR) is a subset system of electronic 
health record systems dedicated to clinical information only [37]. 

 Personal Health Record: PHR is a health record where the patient maintains his health records 
and other patient-related information. This contrasts with the more commonly used 
electronic medical record run by institutions (such as hospitals) and includes clinician data. 
A PHR offers a full and comprehensive description of an individual's medical history [41]. 

 Hospital Management System: the hospital management system (HMS) is an integrated 
software that handles different clinic workflows. It manages the smooth healthcare 
performance along with administrative, medical, legal, and financial control. That is a 
cornerstone of the successful operation of the healthcare facility [42]. 

 Practice Management System: PMS is a form of healthcare software that manages the day- 
to-day operations of a clinic, hospital, or medical cabins, such as scheduling appointments, 
billing, and other administrative tasks; it is a subset of the HMS [43]. 

 Clinical Decision Support: CDS offers expertise and patient-specific information to 
physicians, nurses, patients, or others, intelligently filtered, or delivered appropriately. CDS 
encompasses numerous methods to improve clinical workflow decision-making; CDSS is a 
vital topic in medical artificial intelligence [44]. 

 Clinical Data Warehouse: CDW is an important solution for achieving clinical stakeholders' 
goals by combining heterogeneous data sources into a central repository and discovering 
strategic clinical-related responses, thus supporting clinical decisions [45]. 

 
III. Meta-research 

Meta-research is the study of research using research methods. Also known as "research on 
research", it aims to reduce waste and increase research quality in all fields and concerns itself with 
research efficiency improvement and the detection of bias, methodological flaws, and other errors 
and inefficiencies [1]. 
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Table I: major themes covered by meta-research [1] 
 

Area Definition 

Methods Performing research, study design, methods, statistics, 
research synthesis, collaboration, and ethics 

Reporting Communicating research, reporting standards, study 
registration, disclosing conflicts of interest, information to 
patients, public, and policy-makers 

Reproducibility Verifying research, sharing data and methods, 
repeatability, replicability, reproducibility, and self- 
correction 

Evaluation Evaluating research, prepublication peer review, post- 
publication peer review, research funding criteria, and other 
means of assessing the scientific quality 

Incentives Rewarding research, promotion criteria, rewards, and 
penalties in research evaluation for individuals, teams, and 
institutions 

 
1. Research limitations 

Meta-research studies revealed many limitations on the research process; these limitations 
are known as frauds, flaws, and constraints; flaws are methodological faults that are mostly due to 
the lack of adequate training and are almost unintentional; frauds are usually deliberate and 
compromise the integrity; Constraints are challenges facing the whole process, which might result 
in increased expenses, time wastes and poor investment income (ROI) ratios [6,7,8,9]: 

 
Frauds in research vary from [6,10,11]: 

 
 Plagiarism. 
 Deception. 
 Attribution theft. 
 Biases. 
 Conflict of interest. 
 Data and results truncation. 
 Procrastination. 
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Flaws in research processes are [6,7,8,9,12]: 
 

 Improper data collection. 
 Improper data exploration methodology. 
 Improper data analysis algorithms. 
 Improper reporting and discussion materials. 
 Improper report writing syntax, grammar, or styles. 

 
Constraints in research are [1,7,8,9,11,13,14]: 

 
 Lack of human resources. 
 Feedback loop delay. 
 Time and resource constraints. 
 Financial costs. 
 No or few data quality assertions. 
 Data is not governed. 
 Lack of process standardization. 
 Sample sizes and data collection constraints. 
 Impact is limited to minorities. 
 Language constraints. 
 Research quality. 
 Unexpected research outcome or poor outcome. 

 
2. Medical research 

Medical research (or biomedical research), also known as experimental medicine, covers a 
broad variety of studies, ranging from fundamental research — including fundamental scientific 
principles that may relate to preclinical understanding — to clinical research involving studies of 
patients who are subjects in clinical trials [46]. 

 
Medical research often involves fundamental sciences such as mathematics, physics, 

chemistry, and philosophy during its lifecycle and as a paradigm. 
 

Medical research is either interventional or non-interventional; Research is said to be 
interventional if it interferes with patient management or requires an additional or unusual 
monitoring or diagnostic procedure. Interventional research involves biomedical research and 
healthcare interventions; as of non-interventional research, it often applies statistical analysis and 
inference in the form of prospective, retrospective, and clinical essay trials [47]. 
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Automation can be implemented across many research processes; it starts by ensuring data 
quality and data management , data warehouses can be developed to enforce these guarantees, 
additionally data discovery and report publishing can be streamlined as well [15,16]. 

 
Research aspects that can be automated [15,16]: 

 
 Data quality: data quality assertions like its validity, veracity, variety, etc. 
 Data governance: access and data management frameworks. 
 Headline suggestion: research subject suggesting and literature research. 
 Data exploration: data exploration before data analysis. 
 Data querying: data analysis and query execution. 
 Reports writing: the writing of ready to publish research reports. 
 Citations management: automated annotations, citations quality assessment … etc. 
 Research quality: research quality assessment, writing style assessment, critical reviewing of 

researches. 
 Peer reviewing: evaluating research by one or more people with similar competencies as the 

producers of the work. 
 

4. Data lifecycle 
The data lifecycle represents all data stages through its life, from its conception for research 

to distribution and reuse. The data lifecycle starts with a developer designing a study concept; once 
a study concept is created, the study collects data. After collecting data, it is stored for other end- 
users for distribution to be and used later. Data discovery leads to data repurposing, by creating a 
continuous loop back to the data processing stage where the repurposed data are archived and 
distributed for discovery [3,4,5]. 

 
Data protection and privacy are essential aspects of data governance and are subject to local 

laws and regulations. They must be enforced in-depth (In transit, at rest, and at use) whenever 
possible [49]. 

 
The data lifecycle overlaps in its steps with the research lifecycle for various reasons [50,51]: 

 
 Research does make use of data iteratively and exploit data for research. 
 Data is considered the starting point of any work, and the purpose of any study is to infer 

and summarize new data. 
 Research transforms data to draw conclusions. 
 Quality data and quick data retrieval and transformation are essential to accelerated quality 
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research iterations. 
 Automated data solutions can result in shorter research lifecycles. 
 Continuous/automated research pipelines require automated data solutions. 

 

Figure 2: data lifecycle steps [52] 
 

Figure 3: research data lifecycle [53] 
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I. Methodology 
1. Software development lifecycle 

Software is a set of instructions that tell the machine how to function. This contrasts with 
the physical hardware on which the machine is designed and actually operates [54,55]. 

 
Software development lifecycle, also known as systems/application development life cycle 

(SDLC), is a process for planning, creating, testing, and deploying an information system. There are 
usually six stages in this cycle: planning, analysis, design, implementation, testing & integration, 
and maintenance [56]; Software development lifecycle dictated our methodology. 

 

Figure 4: software development lifecycle (SDLC) [56] 
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2. Agile methodology 
Numerous software development methodologies exist: Agile, DevOps, Waterfall, Rapid, 

Prototype, Dynamic System, Spiral, Feature driven, Joint Application, Lean Development… etc. 
 

We’ve chosen the Agile methodology for the benefits it promises to deliver and for the 
advantages it provides over the other methodologies. 

 
In software development, Agile approaches are specifications for development and solutions 

related to the collective effort of self-organizing, cross-functional teams and their stakeholders. It 
promotes adaptive planning , evolutionary development, early delivery and quality improvement, 
encouraging flexible responses to change [57,58]. 

 
Agile software development advocates these principles and values, including [58,59]: 

 
 End-user satisfaction by early and continuous delivery of valuable software. 
 Welcome changing requirements, even in late development. 
 Deliver working software frequently (weeks rather than months). 
 Close, daily cooperation between end-users and developers. 
 Projects are built around motivated individuals, who should be trusted. 
 Face-to-face conversation is the best form of communication (co-location). 
 Working software is the primary measure of progress. 
 Sustainable development, able to maintain a constant pace. 
 Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design. 
 Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done—is essential. 
 Best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams. 
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Figure 5: Agile software development methodology [57,58] 

 
3. Scrum framework 

Scholars consider Agile methodology to be mindset of values and principles rather than a 
methodology process; thereby many Agile methods or process exist with each has its own focus, 
scale, and application domain [60,61,62]. 

 
We’ve chosen the Scrum framework because it is a lightweight, simple to understand 

framework, and because it fits for our scale, focus on people and outcome, and advocates adaptive 
planification [63]. 

 
Scrum is a process framework used to manage product development and other knowledge 

work with people as the core focus, it consist of three roles: Product Owner, Development Team, 
and Scrum Master; three artifacts: Product Backlog, Sprint Backlog and Increment; five events: Sprint, 
Sprint Planning, Daily Scrum, Sprint Review, and Sprint Retrospective [63] (see Appendix 1). 
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Figure 6: Scrum framework [63] 

 

II. Workflow 
1. Artifacts 

A. Product backlog 
The Product Backlog is an ordered list of prioritized features that are needed as a part of the 

product (see Appendix 1). 
 

Backlog items (or User Stories) were constructed from ideas, features, requirements, 
functions or enhancements, each item has a description, value, class, and an order (see Appendix 
1). 

 
Stories were classified by their impact and their progress status; semantic impact inspired 

by Semver (semantic versioning) was used. 
 

Semantic impact classifies stories by their consequences on backward compatibility; 
backward breaking changes are considered as major changes; backward compatible changes are 
considered as minor changes, whereas changes that do not modify the interface are considered as 
patch changes; since the project was a work-in-progress (WIP), another class has also been 
introduced for refactoring changes [64]. 
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Semantic impact classification has many advantages, such as its being interoperable with 
semantic versioning (which is the leading standard of versioning in software engineering) [64]. With 
the use of semantic commit messages; Changelogs can be automatically generated, and version 
numbers can be bumped automatically. 

 
Each story is assigned a story points (value) that estimates its development cost and time 

complexity, so each Sprint can comprise no more than a threshold of story points. 

 
B. Sprint backlog 

The Sprint Backlog is a list of tasks to be done during a single sprint. These items are picked 
from the Product Backlog during the Sprint Planning Meeting based on the priorities set by the 
Product Owner and the team’s vision (see Appendix 1). 

 
C. Increment 

The Product Increment is the summation of overall backlog items finished during the Sprint 
and the previous completed Sprints (see Appendix 1). 

 
2. Events 

A. Sprint 
The heart of Scrum is a Sprint, a consistent iterative time-box during which a "Done" 

releasable product Increment is created (see Appendix 1); In our workflow sprints were timeboxed 
as a one-week duration. 

 
B. Sprint planning 

The work to be performed in the Sprint is planned at the Sprint Planning by the collaborative 
work of the entire Scrum Team (see Appendix 1). 

 
In our workflow, sprints were planned at the beginning of every sprint; while the next sprint 

items are being organized during the current sprint, items from the Product Backlog gets moved 
constantly to the next Sprint backlog. 
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C. Daily scrum 
The Daily Scrum is a daily 15-minute time-boxed event for the Development Team during 

which the team plans work for the next 24 hours, inspects the current day work and communicates 
any roadblocks (see Appendix 1). 

 
D. Sprint review 

A Sprint Review is held at the end of the Sprint to inspect the Increment and adapt the Product 
Backlog if needed. During the Sprint Review, the Scrum Team and stakeholders collaborate about 
what was done in the Sprint and the next things that could be done to optimize the workflow (see 
Appendix 1). 

 
E. Sprint retrospective 

The Sprint Retrospective is an opportunity for the Scrum Team to inspect itself and create a 
plan for improvements to be enacted during the next Sprint (see Appendix 1). 

 
3. Roles 

A. Product owner 
This role was played both by the thesis laureate and the supervisor; The product owner is a 

person(s) responsible for working with the development team to decide the features to be included 
under the product (see Appendix 1); 

 
B. Development team 

This role was ensured by the thesis laureate; The Development Team consists of persons 
who do the actual implementation work of the features, requirements or enhancements described 
in the Sprint Backlog (see Appendix 1); 

 
C. Scrum master 

This role was ensured by the thesis laureate; The Scrum Master is responsible for promoting 
and supporting by helping everyone understand Scrum theory, practices, rules, and values (see 
Appendix 1); 
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4. Software testing 
Software testing is an investigation conducted to provide stakeholders with information 

about the quality of the software product or service under test [65]. 
 

As the number of possible tests for even simple software components is practically infinite, 
all software testing uses some strategy to select feasible tests for the available time and resources 
[54,66,67]. 

 
There are at least three testing levels: unit testing, integration testing, and system testing. 

However, developers may provide a fourth level, acceptance testing [54,66,67]. 

 
A. Unit testing 

Unit testing refers to tests that verify a particular code operation, usually at the function 
level, it involves a coordinated implementation of defect prevention and detection techniques to 
minimize software development risks, time, and expense [68,69]. 

 
Unit testing seeks to remove building errors before code is promoted for additional testing; 

this approach aims to enhance the consistency of the resulting software and the overall development 
process [68,69]. 

 
The software was developed following a test-driven development approach, Mocha and 

Istanbul are two major development dependencies, acting as framework and runner respectively. 
Targeted unit tests extensively tested each piece of functionality; used methods include fuzzy 
testing, behavior testing, static testing, fault injection, etc. 

 
External dependencies were selected by the code-coverage metric; only software with code 

coverage above 95% and that is battle-tested is retained. 

 
B. Integration testing 

Integration testing is any type of software testing that seeks to verify the interfaces between 
components against a software design [69]. 

 
The system components and interfaces were thoroughly tested via integration tests; testing 

techniques include mocking, stubbing, and snapshot testing. 
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C. Acceptance testing 
Acceptance testing serves as a final check of the system 's efficiency and proper operation, 

emulating real-world conditions. If the program works as required and without problems during 
daily use, the same degree of stability could be reasonably extrapolated in production [69,70]. 

 
Our acceptance testing objective was to ensure that all HMS and EHR components work 

properly, the EHR system captures all medical record data, all EHR and HMS data are exploitable and 
the ability to construct arbitrary real-time data queries (continuous clinical research pipelines). 

III. Considerations 
1. Standardization 

It corresponds to the precise definition of the semantic categories of medical language, to 
the organization of terms within each category and to the precise definition of each term. Three 
main international classifications exist: the ICD (International Classification of Diseases), SNOMED 
(Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine), and MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) [17]. 

 
The classification effort has mainly focused on establishing lists of terms. A particular effort 

must be made to standardize the linking elements of a sentence (verbs, conjunctions) and to the 
treatment of adjectives [17]. 

2. Structuring 
Like the paper record, electronic records can be oriented according to the source, the 

problem, the chronology, with structures more suited to particular uses than others (general 
medicine, specialized file, etc.). 

 
But the peculiarity of computerized records is that the techniques systems now allow more 

complex structures to be considered, making a clear distinction between the model of the internal 
representation of data (its deep structure, or the structure of the database) and the view (s) that 
users may have of this data (the different surface structures or user interfaces). The theoretical 
objective is then to design the deepest structure as general as possible and to establish bridges 
between the surface structures seen by the user (for example, structure can be oriented according 
to the source or according to the problems) [17]. 

 
Medical data can be entered in three ways: either as free text or as precise forms and 

questionnaires or a combination of both. The first case offers great ease and freedom of expression 
and description. Still, it does not make it possible to benefit from the possibilities of 
computerization, such as the speed and efficiency of entering, classifying, and the use of 
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accumulated data. On the contrary, hyper-structured records allow better efficiency and reliability 
of the data collected but can be less flexible and less accepted by practitioners. Their use remains 
limited to the specialized record of specific problems or pathologies (followed by diabetes, 
alcoholism, dialysis, etc. ) [17,31]. 

1. Software quality 
In this project, software quality was a major focus; the essence of the development process 

was Domain-driven (DDD), and Test-driven (TDD), a continuous integration (CI) pipeline was put in 
place, tests were automated, the code was statistically reviewed, code style was enforced thanks to 
linters, code parts were subdivided into modules and were correctly bundled and compacted. 

 
Code quality was a major concern during development. We have chosen Typescript language 

as the primary programming language due to its type-checking capabilities; Code was linted by 
TSLint from code smells and style inconsistencies. 

 
Checklists for software reliability, efficiency, security, and maintainability were made and 

where been adequately assessed (see Appendix 2). 
 

2. Security 
To ensure patient privacy and data security, compliance with local legislation is mandatory. 

Data used in clinical research must be anonymized and access regulated, data must be secured from 
breaches and security measures must be enforced in-depth, for data in transit, at rest, and in use 
[71] (see Appendix 3). 
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Figure 7: multilayered defense in depth [71] 

 
3. Legislation and ethics 

In Morocco, the medical record is an ethical obligation cited in Articles 22, 24 and 60 of the 
Code of Physicians and in Article 44 of the Code of Dental Surgeons. It became legal with the 
promulgation of Law 65-00 on compulsory health insurance. However, no law specifies the 
modalities of its holding, nor the sanctions applied in the event of derogation; Other related 
regulations are the internal regulations of hospitals in Articles 137 and 140 which asserts ownership 
and responsibility (see Appendix 4). 

 
In contrast, Moroccan regulations appear to be shallow compared to the French counterpart 

which elaborates more on record types and components, data privacy, access and governance, and 
archiving 

 
Many local laws and regulations related to the protection of personal data exist, mainly the 

09-08 laws (published in 2009) regarding the protection of personal data and its related regulations 
[72,73] (see Appendix 4). 
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The Moroccan regulations compared to the international regulations appears to be 
sufficiently covering; in contrast with the HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
of the U.S.), the HIPAA regulation is more concise on accountability as it defines penalties and 
measures such as the implementation of audit trails, assignment of data privacy officers, governed 
access control [74,75] (see Appendix 4). 

 
4. User experience 

User Experience (UX) is a person's perceptions and attitudes towards using a product, system, 
or service. It covers the practical, experiential, affective and substantive dimensions of human- 
computer interaction. It also involves a person's understanding of system aspects such as utility, 
accessibility and efficiency [76]; Several user experience principles were taken into consideration 
[77,78] (see Appendix 5). 
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I. Architecture 
Visualizing a software architecture and decomposing it into components can be tedious; the 

C4 model is the most commonly used model to visualize hierarchies in software engineering [79,80]. 
 

The C4 model is an "abstraction-first" approach to software architecture diagramming, it 
illustrates how software architects and developers think and construct software. The few 
abstractions and diagram types make the C4 model easy to learn and use [80]. 

 
1. Level 1: System diagram 

A system context diagram is a good starting point for diagramming and illustrating a 
software system, visualizing the overall system, users and surrounding contexts [80]. 

 
 Core context: universal content management system (CMS), which theoretically can be 

tailored for any need to accommodate any schema. 
 Major contexts: include hospital management system, practice management system, 

electronic health record, and clinical data warehouse contexts. 
 Person: the intended audience is the whole medical and para-medical staff. 
 Technology: the technologies used are mainly web technologies; following the latest trends, 

we used Typescript – a statically type-checked superset of JavaScript – in both backend 
(through NodeJS) and frontend development, NPM (Node Package Manager) was used to 
manage external dependencies (see Technology Stack chapter). 

 
Table II: major application contexts 

 

Context Description 

HMS context The system must offer HMS capabilities such as HR management, 
procedure management, and other administrative procedures 

PMS context Users of the system and physicians must be able to carry their practice 
routines 

EHR context Patient charts, procedures, interventions, prescriptions, and all their 
admission data must be recorded and displayed in highly accessible 
interfaces and/or format 

CDW context Clinical data must be centralized, and its quality assessed, governed, and 
easily accessed through secure channels, and can be transformed and 
queried arbitrarily in real-time 
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Figure 8: level 1 c4 diagram applied to our system 

2. Level 2: container diagram 
The container diagram illustrates the architecture's high-level shape and how tasks are 

spread through it. It also demonstrates the major technology choices and how containers 
communicate altogether. It is a simple, high-tech diagram, useful for software developers and 
support / operation employees alike [80]. 

 
A. Content container 

This container is a multifaceted container with many interlaced components; It was built 
bottom-up with some critical considerations in mind: 

 Scheme elasticity: accomplished through dynamic expressions, preconditions, and fault 
tolerance. 

 Fault tolerance: to ensure backward and forward compatibility on scheme changes. 
 Record actions: allow create, update, read, and delete actions to be carried on single and 

bulk records. 
 Query variants: display custom variant views of the same scheme records. 
 Type/Expression visual inference: display inputs and visual representation of datatype, 

customize inference through visual hints. 
 Custom listing views: customize listing displays, including element positioning, view types, 

and item card customization. 
 Print everything: enable two appearance variants for each scheme part, and enable scheme 
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records to be printed with ease. 
 

Key container components are ordered by the level of abstraction, incrementally: 
 

 Segment: is the cornerstone unit of schemes; each segment is defined by its key/name pairs 
mapping, it has at least one property, segments are stored as key-value maps. 

 Scheme: is the next level of abstraction; a scheme can be a list of segments/schemes, or a 
map of segments/schemes, or a relation scheme of a scheme. 

 Action: one type of CRUD action can be mapped as one action with read-only keys, editable 
keys, and fallback mappings. 

 Variant: is a how scheme records can be queried, where results can be limited, filtered, 
transformed, or sorted. 

 Element: is a single editable, single-action, single-scheme record, can be used to map 
configurations or to create calculator interfaces. 

 View: is a custom mapping between variants into a single display, with custom element 
positioning, custom record card configurations, and custom media mappings. 

 Interface: they are used to group views and items into custom menus. 
 

Figure 9: level 1 container c4 Model diagram for content container 
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B. Ontology container 
Ordinary scheme expressions and datatypes are not enough to warrant all data quality 

promises, primarily due to free-entry drawbacks, in particular: 
 

Table III: data quality guarantees missing on free-entry input systems 
 

Attribute Description 

Semantic Ensuring each data concept has a semantic 
meaning, and its semantic meaning is correct 

Hierarchical Ensuring that hierarchical data is represented in 
such a manner and its hierarchy is respected 

Encoding Ensuring that encodable data are correctly 
encoded and can be correctly decoded if 
supported 

Variety Support of similar data varieties encodings 

Veracity Ensuring data correctness 

 
The ontology container comes in place to solve those problems providing a single source of 

truth for an auto-encodable hierarchical, semantic concepts tree. 
 

Keys features of the ontology container are [81]: 
 

 High-performance in-memory representation of the whole concepts tree. 
 Realtime ontology lookup and traversal using a graph data structure that allows both depth 

and breadth-first search. 
 Concepts are automatically sorted alphabetically. 
 Concepts are auto-encoded as a digital prefix tree (Trie), which allows both retrieval and 

traversal in O(1) – constant time. 
 Concept codes are semantic and hierarchic, thanks to the Trie data structure. 
 Concept lookups are efficiently cached and memoized. 

 
The ontology container offers useful properties in runtime: 

 
 Traversal and retrieving of parent and children relations for a concept. 
 Grouping, categorization of ontological concepts by ancestors. 
 Encoding and decoding of concepts codes and concept labels and relations. 
 Ability to exclude parenting or sibling relationship between two concepts in constant time 

thanks to the probabilistic nature of the Trie data structure using prefix and suffix binary 
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comparison. 
 Ability to create and carry complex ontology aggregation and grouping transformations. 
 Data compression and minimal storage capacity consumption by storing only concept codes 

which are space efficient small strings. 
 Ensure a free-entry like experience while asserting variety, semantic, hierarchy and 

organization quality attributes. 

 
Figure 10: Trie data structure (digital prefix tree) [81] 

 

Figure 11: ontology container C4 Model level 2 component-level diagram 
 

C. Datatype container 
A data type or simply type is a data attribute that tells the compiler or interpreter how to 

store, retrive and use data [82]. 
 

Datatypes are an essential concept in our application; datatypes are the cornerstone of 
expressions, segments, and conditions. 
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Datatype engine was supplied by metatype, which is a proprietary datatype engine that 
parses datatypes, validates data against datatypes, generate fake realistic data based on datatypes, 
generate empty deterministic placeholders, can be used to infer and apply arithmetic on datatypes, 
among other features. 

 

Figure 12: basic datatypes in programming 

It comes with native support for 22 scalar types, with support for compound types such as 
arrays and objects, and merge types such as union and intersection. 

 
Scalar types can be extended with custom attributes and pattern names and flags with over 

40 attributes and 60 patterns supported. 
 

For example, to define a datatype that matches emails strings between 10 and 60 characters, 
one can use “string(min=10,max=60) as email”. 

 
It supports type coercion, normalization, sanitization, synonym down-sampling, range 

trimming, and fault tolerance through custom tolerance flags. 
 

Type coercion stands for type conversion capability on inter-coercible types, such as the 
coercion of a string of digits into an integer [83]. 

 
Data normalization or canonicalization is the operation of normalizing similar data into a 

lookalike pattern such as lower-casing all letters; normalization can be contextual, e.g., name cases 
must not be normalized, whereas usernames must be all lower-cased [84]. 
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Synonym downsampling is the process of normalizing synonyms of the same concept into 
one concept, e.g., “true,” “yes,” “on” and “valid” would be all down-sampled into TRUE Boolean value. 

 
Sanitization is the process of stripping out unwanted characters to clean up data, e.g., 

removing white-spaces out passwords, emails, or usernames [85]. 
 

Type arithmetic consist of union and intersection merges and subset and superset checks. 
 

Also, it supports file manipulation, including file trans-coding, file validation, and 
asynchronous file transformation and coercion of image, video, audio, and document files. 

 
Every feature of metatype has been concisely used in our application; for example, type 

arithmetic and type checking were used in the inference engine and the validation engine 
respectively of the Expression container. File manipulation capabilities of metatype were mandatory 
to allow file management. 

 
metatype also allows access to datatype metadata from raw parsed data; this property is 

effective in generating input and form interface to ensure total synchrony with the datatype 
counterpart in real-time. 

 
D. Expression container 

The expressions container is provided by metalambda, which is a proprietary general- 
purpose expression evaluation engine. 

 
metalambda is powered both by metaparser and metatype; it is a procedural programming 

language, it supports all major arithmetic operators (summation, subdivision, multiplication, 
modulus, exponent) in addition to string concatenation operator, it supports piping, conditions, 
type guards, and typecasting, it comes with hundreds of utility functions for string, number, date, 
duration manipulation in addition to math utilities. 

 
Expressions have useful properties: 

 
 It can be used as dynamic fallback values. 
 It can be used to infer the datatype of similar values. 
 It can be statically analyzed for external variable dependencies. 
 It can be used to infer the visual appearance of its input. 
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Expressions are used across the project, particularly in: 
 

 Segment properties. 
 Scheme/property preconditions. 
 Variant queries. 
 Action values. 
 Data queries. 

 
In theory, expressions can represent an unlimited combination of datatypes and, therefore, 

might be used to capture many datatypes. 

 
E. Internationalization container 

internationalization and localization, abbreviated i18n and l10n respectively, are means of 
adapting computer software to different languages. Internationalization the engineering process, in 
constrast Localization is the process of doing the actual translation [86]. 

 
Internationalization support was been implemented thanks to metatext, which is a 

proprietary i18n and l10n application ecosystem. 
 

Internationalization capabilities are further enforced within the system through: 
 

 The widespread use of entity keys and property tags. 
 Dynamic extraction of keys for translation. 
 Automated key translations. 
 Double sources of translations, one for system and the other for content. 
 The support of both LTR and RTL languages. 
 Proper data encoding. 
 Compressed just-in-time translation tags and templates delivery system. 

 
F. Parsing container 

Parsing, syntax analysis, or syntactic analysis is the process of analyzing a string of symbols, 
either in natural language, computer languages, or data structures, conforming to the rules of a 
formal grammar [87]. 

 
Parsing consists of many steps before obtaining the abstract syntax tree; these steps are 

tokenization, lexing, and parsing [88]. 
 

The parsing container is the core of every operation in our application; it is used to parse 
datatypes, expressions, schemes, and language templates. 
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Parsing syntax is an intensely repetitive task, and therefore it must be optimized, cached, 
and predictable. 

 
Our parser is a top-down LL parser-combinators parser that syntactically analyzes 

expressions using custom grammar trees. 
 

Figure 13: parsing container and its layers of abstraction 
 

II. Technology stack 
In computing, a technology/solution/software stack is a set of software subsystems or 

components needed to create a complete platform such that no additional software is needed to 
support applications [89]. 

 
In software engineering, the terms front end and back end apply to the separation of 

concerns between the presentation layer (front end) and the data access layer (back end) of the 
software [90]. 

 
1. Backend stack 

The system is compiled as a Docker image that can run on any Docker container runtime, 
which allows the system to be run in virtually any operating system [91]. 

 
NodeJS serves as the application runtime environment, Node.js is an open-source, cross- 

platform, JavaScript runtime environment that executes JavaScript code outside a web browser. 
Node.js lets developers use JavaScript to write command-line tools and for server-side scripting 
programs [92]. 

 
Typescript is used to overload native JS capabilities; it is an open-source programming 

language developed and maintained by Microsoft. It is a strict syntactical superset of JavaScript and 
adds optional static typing to the language. TypeScript is designed for the development of large 
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applications and transcompiles to JavaScript [93]. 
 

ExpressJS was used as the server web framework for Node.js, released as free and open- 
source software under the MIT License [94]. 

 
YAML and JSON data serialization are the primary serialization framework used in the system. 

Numerous security frameworks were used in the back-end, such as JSON web token, Bcrypt, JWK, 
JWA, and JWS. 

 
meta suite dependencies were used interchangeably in the backend and the frontend. 

 
Table IV: meta suite dependencies 

 

Dependency Description 

metaparser Serves as the parser container, a LL, parser 
combinator, and context-free grammar parser 

metatype Datatype container, and engine for datatype parsing, 
checking, casting, faking, inference, arithmetic, and 
validation for primitives, blobs, compounds, and 
merges 

metalambda Serves as the expression’s container, a procedural, 
strongly-typed, statically typed programming 
language 

metatext Complete internationalization, globalization and 
localization ecosystem and runtime 

metacontent Universal content management system and universal 
data management system provider 

 
2. Frontend stack 

The programming language used in front-end development is JavaScript overloaded with 
Typescript capabilities, meta suite was also heavily used. 

 
LESS language was used at the styling layer; it is a dynamic preprocessor style sheet language 

that can be compiled into Cascading Style Sheets and run on the client-side or server-side. Designed 
by Alexis Sellier [95]. 

 
React was used as the presentation engine; it is an open-source JavaScript library for building 

user interfaces or UI components. It is maintained by Facebook and a community of individual 
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developers and companies [96]. 
 

ApexCharts was used to render charting plots; it is a free and open-source modern charting 
library that helps developers to create beautiful and interactive visualizations for web pages [97]. 

 
3. Development stack 

Several technologies were used in the development stack to govern the development process 
taking into account SDLC and security considerations. 

 
Mocha was used to drive the TDD; it is a feature-rich JavaScript test framework running on 

Node.js and in the browser, making asynchronous testing simple and fun. tests run serially, allowing 
for flexible and accurate reporting while mapping uncaught exceptions to the correct test cases 
[98]. 

 
Instanbul was used to keep track of code coverage, it instruments ES5, and ES2015+ 

JavaScript code with line counters [99]. 
 

Nodemon was used as a live-reload server; it is a tool that helps develop Node.js based 
applications by automatically restarting the node application when file changes in the directory are 
detected [100]. 

 
Webpack was used as the module bundler; it is an open-source JavaScript module bundler. 

It is made primarily for JavaScript, but it can transform front-end assets such as HTML, CSS, and 
images if the corresponding loaders are included [101]. 

 
Typescript and TSLint enhance the development experience, assert static checking, and 

enforce coding style; it is an extensible static analysis tool that checks the TypeScript code for 
readability, maintainability, and functionality errors. It is widely supported across modern editors & 
build systems and can be customized with your own lint rules, configurations, and formatters [102]. 

 
metatext ecosystem was used to govern and manage the internationalization, globalization, 

and localization processes. 
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III. System containers 
1. Electronic medical record 

An electronic health record (EHR) is the systematized collection of patients records in digital 
format. These documents can be exchanged through healthcare environments [37,103]. 

 
A. Patient demographics 

Patients demographics are also known as patient identity in the paper form counterpart; all 
relevant information must be collected to carry an upright examination. 

 
Demographics include non-medical patient information. It includes information to locate the 

patient, including identifying numbers, addresses, and contact numbers. It contains information 
about race and religion as well as the workplace and professional occupation. 

 
Every concept in the demographic’s ontology is guaranteed to be complete and exhaustive 

at the time of writing this dissertation. 
 

Figure 14: captured patient demographic information 

A click-to-select interface connects patient records with admission records; patient records 
can be created on request or retrieved and chosen. 
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Figure 15: patient record relation with admission record 

 
B. Admission status 

Admission status is tracked by a dedicated component; parameters include date of 
admission, discharge date, chief complaint (symptom), cause (diagnosis), service (department), 
gender, bed number, IP reference and admission status. 

 
Figure 16: admission status component 

 
C. History component 

The medical history is a longitudinal record of what has happened to the patient since birth. 
It chronicles diseases, major and minor illnesses, as well as growth landmarks. It gives the clinician 
a feel for what has happened before to the patient. 

 
The patient history scheme is a flexible scheme subject to the admission department, patient 

gender, and patient age. 
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Figure 17: medical history component 

 
 

Figure 18: disease ontology picker 
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Figure 19: surgical history component 

 
 
 

Figure 20: allergic history component 
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Figure 21: obstetric history component 

 
 

Figure 22: gynecologic history component 
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Figure 23: delivery history component 

 
 

Figure 24: family history component 
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Figure 25: problem history component 

 
D. Examination component 

Clinical examination or system review (ROS), is a methodology used by healthcare providers 
to assess organs/systems to collect physical symptoms in contrast to subjective symptoms collected 
during the medical history [104]. 

 
Notice that clinical examination is a dynamic scheme subject and flexes to the attributes of 

admission department, patient gender, and patient age. 
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Figure 26: general examination component 

 
 

Figure 27: pulmonary examination component 
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Figure 28: cardiovascular examination component 

 
 

Figure 29: abdominal examination component 
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Figure 30: genitourinary examination component 

 
 

Figure 31: neurologic examination component 
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Figure 32: rhumatologic examination component 

 
 

Figure 33: newborn examination component 
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Figure 34: newborn reflexes examination component 

 
 

Figure 35: newborn apparent malformations examination component 
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Figure 36: newborn unapparent malformations examination component 

 
 

E. Assessment component 
This component was implemented to track patient evolution over specific scales, indices, 

scores, or classifications, with nearly 700 assessments supported. 
 

Figure 37: assessment component 
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F. Intervention component 
This component was implemented to track and instruct interventions for patients. 

 
 

Figure 38: intervention component 
 
 

Figure 39: intervention types ontology picker 
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G. Diagnosis component 
This section keeps track of patient diagnoses and diseases along with arguments that are in 

favor or are against the diagnosis in addition to its status as retained or not. 
 

The ontology is exhaustive. It contains nearly 170,000 diagnoses and was imported from 
ICD-11. 

 

Figure 40: diagnosis component 
 

H. Monitoring component 
When a patient is hospitalized, daily updates are entered into the medical record 

documenting clinical changes, new information, etc. These are entered by all healthcare team 
(doctors, nurses, physical therapists, dietitians, clinical pharmacists, respiratory therapists, etc.). 
They are kept in chronological order and document the sequence of events leading to the current 
state of health. 
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Figure 41: vitals monitoring component 

 
 

Figure 42: scope monitoring component 
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Figure 43: ventilation monitoring component 

 
 

Figure 44: blood gas monitoring component 
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Figure 45: ionogram monitoring component 

 
 

Figure 46: kidney monitoring component 
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Figure 47: CBUE monitoring component 

 
 

Figure 48: blood culture monitoring component 
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Figure 49: blood cell count monitoring component 

 
 

Figure 50: biochemistry monitoring component 
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Figure 51: obstetric monitoring component 

 
 

Figure 52: anthropometrics monitoring component 
 

I. Summary component 
This component displays patient admission summaries, including his identity, clinical 

conclusion, diagnosis, procedures, interventions, and treatments. These summaries are captured 
through a rich editor. 
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Figure 53: summary component 

2. Hospital management system 
Also called hospital information system (HIS), it is an element of health informatics that 

focuses on administrative needs of hospitals. A HIS is a comprehensive, integrated information 
system with many implementations designed to handle all facets of hospital operation, such as 
medical , administrative, financial , and legal issues, and the related processing of services [105]. 
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Figure 54: hospital management system 

Potential benefits of hospital information systems include [105]: 

 Efficient and accurate administration of finance, the diet of the patient, engineering, and 
distribution of medical aid. It helps to view a broad picture of hospital growth. 

 Improved monitoring of drug usage and study of effectiveness. This leads to the reduction 
of adverse drug interactions while promoting more appropriate pharmaceutical utilization. 

 Enhances information integrity, reduces transcription errors, and reduces duplication of 
information entries. 

 Hospital software is easy to use and eliminates errors caused by handwriting. New 
technology computer systems give perfect performance to pull up information from servers 
or cloud servers. 

 
Patients are at the center of every HMS; HMS must register patients, accept patients, transfer 

/ discharge patients, ensure patient follow-up via appointments, and medical staff must be able to 
request and respond to treatments, medications, and consulting. 

 
A. Patient management 

Patient management follows the CRUD approach; patient records are created, updated, 
deleted, or viewed. 

 
Captured demographics include identity, origin, residence, parental status, socioeconomic 

status, lifestyle, ethnicity, address … etc. 
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Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays the full 
name, gender, age, birth date 

 
Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the grid 

view being the default view. 
 

Records can be filtered, reordered, and navigated in real-time; Actions can be carried on 
single items as well as on a bulk of items. 

 
Only one listing variant is available for patient records, as the patient record is at the core of 

the system, and it is added before any related entity. 
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Figure 55: create patient action 

 
 

Figure 56: patients listing interface 
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B. Admission management 
Similarly, admissions management follows the CRUD approach; admission records are 

created, updated, deleted, or viewed and requested, accepted, rejected, discharged, or transferred. 
 

In some cases, it would be counter-intuitive to load the whole admission record just to read 
the summary. 

 
Every admission record is directly related to a patient record and linked with other EHR record 

entities. 
 

Captured entities are all components of an EHR record, including admission status, history, 
examination, evaluations, procedures, interventions, prescriptions, monitoring. 

 
Table V: admission unconventional CRUD actions 

 

Action Description 

Request Request an admission 

Accept Accept an admission 
request 

Reject Reject an admission request 

Discharge Discharge an admission 

Status View admission status 
details 

Summary View admission summary 

 
Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays the full 

name, service/department, age, gender, and admission status. 
 

Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the grid 
view being the default view. 
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Figure 57: create admission action 

 

Figure 58: request admission action 
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Table VI: admission record components 
 

Component Description 

Patient Patient record relation linking 

Status Information related to the admission that is HMS related such 
as department, bed number, gender, admission/discharge 
date, and status 

History Patient history; custom forms will be displayed depending on 
the admission department; supported history types are 
medical, surgical, allergic, obstetric, gynecologic, delivery, 
and family histories. 

Examination Clinical examination, all regions are supported, pediatric and 
newborn examinations are supported; exams displayed will 
change according to the admission’s department. 

Assessment Medical scores, scaling, evaluations will go here 

Consent Patient consents go here 

Intervention Interventions requested for the patient 

Procedure Patient procedures go here; imaging, biological, and 
exploration procedures are supported 

Prescription Patient prescription go here, doses and drug formulations 
are calculated in real-time 

Consulting Patient inter-disciplinary medical consults 

Diagnosis All suggested patient diagnoses are saved in this 
component, whether retained or not, including arguments 
that are in favor or that are against 

Monitoring Patient monitoring tables and charts 

Summary Admission summary 

 
Six record listing variants are available, filtered by status; Yet listing variants can be further 

filtered via real-time filtering. 
 

Records can be filtered, reordered, and navigated in real-time; actions can be carried on 
single items as well as on a bulk of items. 
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Table VII: admission listing variants 
 

Variant Description 

All Listing of all admissions 

Pending Listing of ongoing admissions 

Requested Listing of requested admissions 

Rejected Listing of rejected admissions 

Discharged Listing of discharged admissions 

Transferred Listing of transferred admissions 

 

Figure 59: admission records listing 
 

C. Procedure management 
Similarly, procedures management follows the CRUD approach, procedure records are 

created, updated, deleted, or viewed, and yet procedures can be requested, accepted, rejected, 
responded, or ended. 
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Table VIII: procedure unconventional CRUD actions 
 

Action Description 

Request Request a procedure 

Accept Accept a procedure request 

Reject Reject a procedure request 

End End a procedure 

 
Each procedure is directly linked to a patient record and may be indirectly linked to an 

admission record. 
 

Procedures are organized by department, and can comprise as many procedures as long as 
they fit into the same department; procedure motives are also captured. 

 
We compiled a list of the most requested procedures and made preconfigured input 

templates to ease data capture; added frequent biochemistry, microbiology, hematology, and 
imaging report templates along with four generic report templates. 
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Table IX: supported procedure report types 
 

Report Description 

Blood count Blood count and hemogram 

Ionogram Major electrolytes concentration in blood 

Gasometry Blood gases and acid-basic equilibrium 

Biochemistry Commonly requested biochemistry procedures that doesn’t 
fit in other templates 

Kidney Kidney function and excretion monitoring 

Liver Liver function and excretion monitoring 

Heart Hearth acute and chronic failures monitoring 

Hematology Coagulation and hematologic functions 

Iron Iron metabolism panel 

Lipid Lipids metabolism panel 

Urine 
examination 

Cytology-bacterial urine examination panel 

Microbiology Common bacteriology panels 

Lumbar 
punction 

Cytology-bacterial-biochemistry cerebral-spinal fluid panel 

Imaging Imaging procedures 

Table Parameter-value-unit-interpretation tuple table suitable for 
biochemistry findings 

Text Suitable for textual reports 

Key/value Suitable for key/value tuple pairs 

X/Y Suitable for numeric mappings or mathematical functions 
mapping 
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Figure 60: supported procedure templates 

 

Figure 61: blood count panel report 
 
 

Figure 62: ionogram panel report 
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Figure 63: kidney function panels report 

 
 

Figure 64: liver function panels report 
 
 

Figure 65: cardiac function panels report 
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Figure 66: gasometry panel report 

 
 

Figure 67: hematology panel report 
 
 

Figure 68: iron metabolism panel report 
 
 

Figure 69: lipid metabolism panel report 
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Figure 70: common biochemistry panels report 

 
 

Figure 71: cyto-bacterial urine examination procedure report 
 
 

Figure 72: microbiology panels report 
 
 

Figure 73: lumbar punction panel report 
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Figure 74: imaging procedures report 

 
 

Figure 75: generic biochemistry table report 
 
 

Figure 76: generic text report 
 
 

Figure 77: generic key/value report 
 
 

Figure 78: generic x/y report 
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Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays department, 
patient name, patient gender, status, and if it has received a response or not. 

 
Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the grid 

view being the default view. 
 

Five record listing variants are available, filtered by status; Yet listing variants can be further 
filtered via real-time filtering. 

 
Table X: procedure listing variants 

 

Variant Description 

All Listing of all procedures 

Pending Listing of ongoing procedures 

Requested Listing of requested procedures 

Rejected Listing of rejected procedures 

Finished Listing of finished procedures 

 

Figure 79: create procedure action 
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Figure 80: procedure reporting interface 

 
 

Figure 81: procedure records listing 
 

D. Prescription management 
Electronic prescribing (e-prescribing or e-Rx) is the computer-based electronic generation, 

transmission, and filling of a medical prescription [106,107,108]. 
 

Similarly, prescriptions management follows the CRUD approach, prescription records are 
created, updated, deleted, or viewed, and yet prescriptions can be requested, accepted, rejected, 
responded, disposed, collected, or ended. 
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Table XI: prescription unconventional CRUD actions 
 

Action Description 

Request Request a prescription 

Accept Accept a prescription 
request 

Reject Reject a prescription 
request 

Dispose Dispose a prescription 
request 

End End a prescription 

 
Our prescription management model is considered to be a qualified e-prescribing software 

as it is capable of performing all of the following functions [106,107,108]: 
 

 Patient identification. 
 Generating a complete active medication list. 
 Access to patient historical data. 
 Printing prescriptions. 

 
Compared to paper-based prescribing, e-prescribing can improve health and reduce costs 

because it can [106]: 
 

 Reduce prescribing and dispensing errors. 
 Decrease the work needed to execute a prescription. 
 Speed receipt of prescribed drugs. 
 Improve medication compliance (taking the prescribed medications on time) by reducing lost 

and unfilled prescriptions and minimizing patient costs. 
 Reduce the incidence of drug diversion (drug abuse) by alerting providers and pharmacists 

of duplicate prescriptions for controlled substances. 
 

Each prescription is directly linked to a patient record and may be indirectly linked with an 
admission record. 
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Table XII: prescription record components 
 

Component Description 

Patient Patient record relation 

Intake Patient general information such as weight, 
height in addition to intake information 

Enteral feeding Enteral feeding prescription by weight, 
delivered in portions 

Electrolyte perfusion Electrolyte perfusion by mmol by weight 
delivered in portions 

Par-enteral perfusion Treatment perfusion by mg by weight 
delivered in portions 

Auto perfusion Drug auto infusions by µg/kg/min delivery 
by auto perfusion devices 

Medication Medications that cannot be delivered 
through perfusion or have specific delivery 
instructions 

Transfusion Blood derivatives transfusion and 
treatments 

 

Figure 82: prescription intake component 
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Figure 83: prescription enteral feeding component 

 
 

Figure 84: prescription electrolyte perfusion component 
 
 

Figure 85: prescription parenteral perfusion component 
 
 

Figure 86: prescription auto perfusion component 
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Figure 87: prescription medication component 

 
 

Figure 88: prescription transfusion component 

Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays department, 
patient name, patient gender, status, and if it has received a response or not. 

 
Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the grid 

view being the default view. 
 

Seven record listing variants are available, filtered by status; Yet listing variants can be 
further filtered via real-time filtering. 

 
Records can be filtered, reordered, and navigated in real-time; Actions can be carried on 

single items as well as on a bulk of items. 
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Table XIII: prescription listing variants 
 

Variant Description 

All Listing of all prescriptions 

Pending Listing of ongoing prescriptions 

Requested Listing of requested prescriptions 

Rejected Listing of rejected prescriptions 

Disposed Listing of disposed prescriptions 

Collected Listing of collected prescriptions 

Finished Listing of finished prescriptions 

 

Figure 89: prescription records listing 
 

E. Consulting management 
Medical consulting is the interdisciplanry cooperation between different specialities to 

construct an integrale view of patient records. 
 

Similarly, consulting management follows the CRUD approach; consulting records are 
created, updated, deleted, or viewed, and yet consulting can be requested, accepted, rejected, 
responded, or ended. 
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Table XIV: consulting unconventional CRUD actions 
 

Action Description 

Request Request a consulting 

Accept Accept a consulting request 

Reject Reject a consulting request 

End End a consulting 

 
Each consulting record is directly linked to a patient record and may be indirectly linked with 

an admission record. 
 

Clinical information is delivered through a free entry form; physicians can also read 
admission records by following relation links. 

 
Consulting reports use a generic reporting template that monitors progress, severity, 

temporality, symptoms, and diagnoses. 

 

Figure 90: generic consulting reporting component 

 
Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays department, 

patient name, patient gender, status, and if it has received a response or not. 
 

Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the grid 
view being the default view. 

 
Five record listing variants are available, filtered by status; Yet listing variants can be further 

filtered via real-time filtering. 
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Table XV: consulting listing variants 
 

Variant Description 

All Listing of all consulting 

Pending Listing of ongoing consulting 

Requested Listing of requested consulting 

Rejected Listing of rejected consulting 

Finished Listing of finished consulting 

 

Figure 91: create consulting action 
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Figure 92: request consulting action 

 
 

Figure 93: consulting records listing 
 

F. Consent management 
Informed consent is a process for getting permission before conducting a healthcare 

intervention on a person or for disclosing personal information. A health care provider may ask a 
patient to consent to receive therapy before providing it, or a clinical researcher may ask a research 
participant before enrolling that person into a clinical trial. Informed consent is collected according 
to guidelines from medical ethics and research ethics [109,110]. 

 
Similarly, consents management follows the CRUD approach; consulting records are created, 
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updated, deleted, or viewed, and yet consulting can be requested, accepted, or rejected. 
Table XVI: consent unconventional CRUD actions 

 

Action Description 

Accept Accept a consent request 

Reject Reject a consent request 

 
For an individual to give valid informed consent, three components must be present: 

disclosure, capacity, and voluntariness [109,111]. 
 

Table XVII: informed consent requirements [109,111] 
 

Requirement Description 

Disclosure Requires the requestor to supply each 
prospective subject with the information 
necessary to make an autonomous decision and 
ensure that the subject adequately understands 
the information provided. This latter 
requirement implies that a written consent form 
be written in lay language suited for the 
comprehension skills of the subject population, 
as well as assessing the level of understanding 
through conversation (to be informed) 

Capacity Pertains to the ability of the subject to both 
understand the information provided and form 
a reasonable judgment based on the potential 
consequences of his/her decision 

Voluntariness Refers to the subject's right to freely exercise 
his/her decision making without being 
subjected to external pressure such as coercion, 
manipulation, or undue influence 

 
Our model includes an exhaustive list of disclosure acknowledgments, capacity statements, 

and voluntarism expressions. 
 

Consent response is recorded and can be consolidated with visual proof by uploading the 
proof image file. 
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Each consent record is directly linked to a patient record and may be indirectly linked with 
an admission record. 

 
Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays type, patient 

name, patient gender, and status. 
 

Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the grid 
view being the default view. 

 
Four record listing variants are available, filtered by status; Yet listing variants can be further 

filtered via real-time filtering. 
 

Records can be filtered, reordered, and navigated in real-time; actions can be carried on 
single items as well as on a bulk of items. 

Table XVIII: consent listing variants 
 

Variant Description 

All Listing of all consent 

Pending Listing of ongoing consent 

Requested Listing of requested consent 

Rejected Listing of rejected consent 
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Figure 94: create consent action 
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Figure 95: consent records listing 

 
 
 
 
 

G. Appointment management 
Appointments management follows the CRUD approach; appointment records are created, 

updated, deleted, or viewed, and yet consulting can be responded to, canceled, or ended. 
Table XIX: appointment unconventional CRUD actions 

 

Action Description 

Cancel Cancel an appointment 

End End an appointment 

 
Each appointment record is directly linked to a patient record and may be indirectly linked 

with an admission record. 
 

Appointment reports use a generic reporting template that monitors progress, severity, 
temporality, symptoms, and diagnoses. 
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Figure 96: generic appointment reporting component 

 
Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays department, 

patient name, patient gender, status, and response status. 
 

Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the grid 
view being the default view. 

 
Five record listing variants are available, filtered by status; Yet listing variants can be further 

filtered via real-time filtering. 
 

Table XX: appointment listing variants 
 

Variant Description 

All Listing of all appointments 

Unattended Listing of unattended appointments 

Attended Listing of attended appointments 

Passed Listing of past appointments 

Pending Listing of pending appointments 

 
Records can be filtered, reordered, and navigated in real-time; actions can be carried on 

single items as well as on a bulk of items. 
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Figure 97: create appointment action 

 
 

Figure 98: appointment records listing 
 

H. Guide management 
Guides make good educational material for newly enrolled interns, residents, or students; 

guides are written in Markdown language, which makes them uniform and easily modifiable. 
 

Our markup editor is both a markup editor and a WYSIWYG editor, which brings the best in 
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both worlds. It supports all conventional content types in rich text documents such as paragraphs, 
images, lists, tables, headings, links, comments, blocks, code highlighting … etc. 

 
Guides management follows the CRUD approach; guides are created, updated, deleted, or 

viewed. 
 

Records listing are ordered by creation date from newer to older, listing displays department, 
patient name, patient gender, status, and response status. 

 
Listing is available through the three conventional view types (Grid, Row, List), with the row 

view being the default view. 
 

Records can be filtered, reordered, and navigated in real-time; actions can be carried on 
single items as well as on a bulk of items. 

 

Figure 99: create guide action 
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Figure 100: guide records listing 

3. Multi-purpose content management system 
Content consists of two parts: records and schemes; records are data entered by users, and 

schemes are the configuration of those data, much like a template or the rules that govern those 
data. 

 
Therefore, content management is done through two processes, the first process is data 

definition, and the latter is data entry and manipulation. 
 

From a technical viewpoint, data definition is considered as a configuration capture process, 
whereas data entry and manipulation are considered as the run-time of those captured 
configurations. 

 
Data can take several forms, shapes, and volumes; it can be structured and unstructured, 

relational or not, linear, or non-linear. 
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Figure 101: data structures hierarchy 

It is mandatory to define what data shapes any content management system can capture or 
manage. 

 
JavaScript Object Notation is an open standard file format and data interchange format that 

uses human-readable text to store and transmit data objects consisting of attribute-value pairs and 
array data types (or any other serializable value). It is a universal data format with a diverse range 
of applications [112]. 

 
JSON data structure is proven to be the most widespread data serialization standard; 

analyzing its data structure, we find that it's composed of primitive data structures and compound 
data structures [113]. 

 
JSON primitive data structures are numbers, strings, booleans, and null values, whereas 

compound data structures are arrays and objects [113]. 
 

Numbers can hold numeric data in the form of a double floating number; strings can hold 
textual data or binary data, booleans hold true/false values while null values are used to reference 
undefined values [113]. 

 
Arrays are considered to be a list of primitives or other compound values; objects are key- 

value pairs of primitives or other compound values; recursive references are not allowed JSON 
serializations [113]. 
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Yet JSON data format has proven to be the most widespread data serialization standard. Still, 
it doesn’t cover sufficiently certain data structures, e.g., files, blobs, date, and duration values are 
not directly supported. 

 

 

 
A. Prerequisites 

Figure 102: JSON data structures 

metatype and metalambda dependencies serve as the core of the content management 
system. 

 
The most simplistic unit of abstraction is properties; properties are equivalent to primitives 

in the JSON data-structure counterpart. Nonetheless, they might be composed of union types or 
compound types. 

 

Metadata and inference are essential concepts in which the content management system was 
built. 

 

Properties are defined mainly by their expression value and their key name; Expressions are 
provided by metalambda and can express the fallback value, infer the property’s datatype, and value 
dependencies. 

 
Property value metadata is poly-morph, and combinations are endless; properties can be 

hidden, visible, disabled, enabled, read-only, prefilled, filled on time, dynamic, or static. 
 

Datatypes are provided by metatype; metatype can express an endless combination of 
datatypes; it supports 14 primitive datatype, array, object, union, and intersection datatypes. 
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Table XXI: metatype primitive datatypes 
 

Primitive Description 

any Any datatype primitive or compound, be it 

null Accommodate undefined values 

number Accommodate any numeric value 

integer Accommodate whole numbers without the 
fractional component 

float Pretty much like a number datatype 

string Accommodate textual values 

boolean Accommodate true/false values 

date Accommodate date values 

duration Accommodate duration values 

file Accommodate file blobs 

image Accommodate image blobs 

video Accommodate video blobs 

audio Accommodate audio blobs 

document Accommodate document blobs 

 
Datatype can be fine-grained thanks to attributes, patterns, and flags; nearly 24 attributes, 

65 patterns are supported. 
 

Properties can also be preconditioned, meaning that their visibility state is conditioned with 
an individual expression that evaluates a Boolean value. 

 
metatype metadata data are used to infer datatype appearance and input state; appearance 

can be further customized thanks to datatype hints, e.g., one can infer a markup editor for a string 
primitive by instructing “string#markdown”. 

 
Expressions allow us to infer many metadata information without having the user specifying 

them explicitly; They allow real-time synchrony between the fallback value, input type, and visual 
appearance. 

 
B. Segment entity 

Segments are the first layer of abstraction in the elastic scheme system; they are the 
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equivalent to the object compound data structure in the JSON counterpart. 
 

Segments consist of key-value pairs or properties; properties have these metadata: 

Table XXII: segment property metadata 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Properties can be reordered thanks to the drag and drop interaction; a segment must have 
at least one property to be valid. 

 
Each segment is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 

characters only and must not be duplicated. 
 

If a segment is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 
until the lock is released. 

 
Segments listing display the name and properties count in addition to creation and last 

update dates; three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with the row variant 
as the default. 

Key Description 

Key Property’s key name and its translations 

Value metalambda expression from which we infer 
that fallback value, property’s datatype, and 
property dependencies 

Appearance Property’s appearance in the run-time editor, 
appearances as input, hidden, read-only, or 
disabled are supported 

Condition Optionally a precondition metadata 
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Figure 103: segment entity editor 

 
 

Figure 104: segment property editor 
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C. Scheme entity 

Figure 105: segment entities listing 

Schemes are the next layer of abstraction; schemes are considered the template that 
guideline and govern data towards its final constrained shape. 

 
Five types of schemes are supported, schemes can reference segments or other schemes 

recursively, cyclic dependencies, and undefined references are not allowed. 
 

Table XXIII: supported scheme types 
 

Type Description 

Segment type Reference segment entities directly; this type is 
the end type in the scheme tree 

List type The array equivalent in the JSON counterpart, 
list metadata are min count and optionally a 
max item count 

Map type The object equivalent in the JSON counterpart, a 
key-value association of other sub-schemes 

Reference type This type can reference another sub-scheme 
recursively 

Relation type Use this type to link between scheme records 
with a link reference, e.g., the relationship 
between patient records and admission records 
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Scheme appearances are hinted via appearance flags, appearances like table, tabs, 
accordions are supported; over 40 appearance flags are supported. 

 
Each type has additional metadata: 

 
 Name: optional or mandatory; if mandatory, then it is to assert scheme name, else then to 

override the reference name. 
 Appearance: used to instruct scheme appearance directives. 
 Condition: optionally a precondition metadata. 

 

Figure 106: list scheme editor 
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Figure 107: map scheme editor 

 
 

Figure 108: reference scheme editor 
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Figure 109: relation scheme editor 

 
 

Figure 110: segment scheme editor 

 
Each scheme is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 

characters only and must not be duplicated. 
 

If a scheme is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 
until the lock is released. 
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Schemes listing display the name, type, label, and precondition in addition to creation and 
last update dates; three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with the row 
variant as the default. 

 

 
D. Action entity 

Figure 111: scheme entities listing 

Actions define how scheme records can be created, updated, deleted, or viewed; they instruct 
the runtime engine to expose consumption endpoints and instruct the front-end to expose the 
proper editing/reading interface. 

Table XXIV: action entity types 
 

Type Description 

Create Inserting new records, this is a write-only action 

Update Updating an existing record, this is a write and 
read action 

Delete Delete an existing record; this is a read-write 
action 

Read Reading of an existing record, this a read-only 
action 

 
Actions can be carried on a single record and a bulk of records; actions can require user 

feedback or can be run without user feedback. 
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The runtime editor takes concern of the display editing/reading interface of an action 
configuration over a scheme record. 

 
Runtime editor support form resetting, content printing, progress auto-save, content 

validation, and relationship navigation. 
Table XXV: action entity metadata 

 

Key Description 

Height Editor’s window height in pixels 

Width Editor’s window width in pixels 

Icon Button’s icon art 

Variant Button’s style variant 

Message On success callback message 

Flags Override appearance flags on matched paths 
with target values 

Keys Determine what properties are to be displayed 
as read-only 

Inputs Determine what properties are editable using 
match paths 

Values Automatically populate matched property paths 
with target values 

Variant Button’s style variant 

 
In practice, it is counter-intuitive to display “Keys” or “Inputs” for a delete action as the 

records will be deleted anyway. Therefore, metadata visibility follows an availability matrix that is 
based mainly on the action type. 
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Table XXVI: action entity metadata availability matrix 
 

Action 
Create Update Delete Read 

Key 

Height Yes Yes No Yes 

Width Yes Yes No Yes 

Icon Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Variant Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Message Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Flags Yes Yes No Yes 

Keys No Yes No Yes 

Inputs Yes Yes No No 

Values Yes Yes No No 

 
 

Figure 112: action create type 
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Figure 113: action update type 
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Figure 114: action delete type 
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Figure 115: action read type 

Each action is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 
characters only and must not be duplicated. 

 
If an action is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 

until the lock is released. 
 

Actions listing display the name, type, and keys count in addition to creation and last update 
dates; three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with the row variant as the 
default. 
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E. Variant entity 

Figure 116: action entities listing 

A scheme can have as many query variants as required; scheme records for a target scheme 
are all saved to the same corresponding datatable no matter through what variant were added. 

 
It is up to the content master to filter saved records to obtain a variant data view: Queries 

support transformation, filtering, ordering, limitation, and grouping operations. 
 

The returned query result must be a list of objects, each object must expose an “id” property, 
and its value must be unique within the list. 

 
Table XXVII: variant entity metadata 

 

Key Description 

Key Variant key name and its translations 

Scheme Target records scheme 

Vector Vector media art for empty results 

Query metalambda expression that defines the query 
request 

Paragraph Paragraph or description tag key and its 
translations 
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Figure 117: variant entity editor 

Each variant is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 
characters only and must not be duplicated. 

 
If a variant is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 

until the lock is released. 
 

Variants listing display the name, scheme, and vector art key in addition to creation and last 
update dates; three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with the row variant 
as the default. 
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F. Item entity 

Figure 118: variant entities listing 

Items are single record single action entities, they always have a fallback value, and they are 
always update-only single records; items can be suitable for configuration endpoints or to make 
calculator interfaces. 

 
Items follow a hybrid metadata configuration set between variant entities and action entities, 

they always display on page with full width and height without a popup window, and they always 
have a success callback message. 

 
Table XXVIII: item entity metadata 

 

Key Description 

Key Item key name and its translations 

Scheme Target records scheme 

Message On success callback message 

Flags Override appearance flags on matched paths 
with target values 

Keys Determine what properties are to be displayed 
as read-only 

Inputs Determine what properties are editable using 
match paths 

Values Automatically populate matched property paths 
with target values 
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Figure 119: item entity editor 

 
Each item is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore characters 

only and must not be duplicated. 
 

If an item is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 
until the lock is released. 

 
Items listing display the name, keys count, flags count, values count, and inputs count in 

addition to creation and last update dates; three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, 
and List) with the row variant as the default. 
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G. View entity 

Figure 120: item entities listing 

View entity is the uppermost layer of abstraction, but a simple entity that serves a simple 
purpose: Instruct the listing component and map variants with actions altogether. 

 
This entity is metadata-rich; it captures listing elements positioning, variants mapping, 

action mapping, types configurations, and viewers configurations. 
 

Table XXIX: view metadata components 
 

Component Description 

Listing elements 
position 

Instruct where and if a listing component 
element should be displayed or not 

Variants mapping Map a set of variants with a view entity 

Actions mapping Map a set of actions with a view entity 

Types 
configurations 

Configure and map result keys into listing card 
elements 

Viewers 
configurations 

Configure card appearances and viewers 
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Figure 121: view entity editor 

The listing component allows a wide array of operations to be carried on records such as 
filtering, reordering, pagination … etc. 

 
Table XXX: listing component supported operations 

 

Operation Description 

Filtering Keeping only relevant result to a filters query 

Ordering Sorts result against a key-value in a specific 
order direction 

Pagination Navigates listing records through the pagination 
system 

Checking Checking a selection of records to carry a bulk 
action 

Search Runs a full-text search or a search by id. 

View switch Switch display type 

Range checking Checks or uncheck a range of records 
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Table XXXI: listing component elements 
 

Element Description 

Title component title 

Pagination Pagination component 

Buttons set Call-to-action or create-actions buttons 

Search Natural language full-text search 

Filters Filtered keys and filters count 

Selection range Range checking component 

View type Switch display type 

Bulk actions Bulk actions that can be carried on a selection of records 

 
Variants mapping enabled the content master to link similar query variants of the same 

scheme altogether; variants must point to the same scheme and must be unique. 
 

Actions mapping link data manipulation layer width data definition layer, actions must be 
unique. 

 
Types configurations map variant query’s results with listing card elements and define how 

the listing would appear. 
 

Several types are supported to cover a wide range of possibilities; combinations are endless; 
each type configuration has its specific metadata to enable further customization. 
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Table XXXII: listing types configurations 
 

Type Description 

Title type Instruct that a property is of title type 

Subtitle type Instruct that a property is of subtitle type 

Icon Define the card component’s icon media art 

Text Instruct that a property is of textual type 

Date Instruct that a property is of date type, several formats are 
supported 

Duration Instruct that a property is of duration type, several formats are 
supported 

Number Instruct that a property is of numeric type, several formats are 
supported 

Boolean Instruct that a property is of boolean type; True/False, On/Off, 
Valid/Invalid, Yes/No, and Up/Down formats are supported 

 

Figure 122: type configuration editor 

 
Viewers define how the listing component should display card components; three types of 

viewers are supported. 
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Table XXXIII: supported viewer types 
 

Type Description 

Grid display card components in a grid manner, four 
card components in a row, can display many 
buttons 

Row display card components in a row manner; rows 
are fatter than lists but can display no more 
than two buttons 

List display card components in a list manner; lists 
are thinner than rows but can display many 
buttons 

 
Each viewer has its configurations; combinations are endless; each configuration requires a 

certain amount of type configurations and types of certain kinds to be valid. 
 

Table XXXIV: grid viewer metadata 
 

Key Description 

Icons visible Define the card’s icons visibility 

As profile Enable/disable a title/subtitle media pair style 

Media position Define the card’s media art positioning 

Action 
appearance 

Defines buttons set appearance 

Elements count Defines exact card elements count to be 
displayed 
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Figure 123: grid viewer editor 

Table XXXV: row viewer metadata 

Key Description 

Icons visible Define the card’s icons visibility 

Display size Defines row size; small, medium, and big sizes 
are supported 

Elements count Defines exact card elements count to be 
displayed 

 

Figure 124: row viewer editor 
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Table XXXVI: list viewer metadata 
 

Key Description 

Icons visible Define the card’s icons visibility 

As profile Enable/disable a title/subtitle media pair style 

Label visible Define the card elements’ label visibility 

 

Figure 125: list viewer editor 

To make a valid view entity, these conditions must be asserted: 
 

 At least one variant. 
 At least one non-create action. 
 At least one type configuration. 
 At least one viewer configuration. 
 Variants must not be duplicated. 
 Actions must not be duplicated. 
 All variants must point to the same scheme. 
 Types configurations must match every viewer configuration. 

 
Each view is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore characters 

only and must not be duplicated. 
 

If a view is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed until 
the lock is released. 

 
View listing displays the variants count, actions count, types count, and viewers count in 

addition to creation and last update dates; three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, 
and List) with row variant as the default. 
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H. Layout entity 

Figure 126: view entities listing 

Layouts help organize views and items into menu items; similar entities can be grouped 
together; grouping can be of any flavor. 

 
Links will be created automatically, and menu items will be added according to group 

contents; links are deduplicated and shortened automatically. 
 

Links shortening uses an algorithm based on the most frequent prefix/suffix sub-string; 
this sub-string will be stripped out if a predefined frequency threshold was hit. 

 
Table XXXVII: layout entity metadata 

 

Type Description 

Icon Sidebar icon art 

Description Sidebar item description 

Entities Mapping of items and/or views 
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Figure 127: layout entity editor 

Each layout is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 
characters only and must not be duplicated. 

 
If a layout is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 

until the lock is released. 
 

Layouts listing displays the icon art key and entities count. In addition to creation and last 
update dates, three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List), with the row variant 
as the default. 
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Figure 128: layout entities listing 

 
 
 

I. Editor component 
After defining the data structure, the front-end runtime component is responsible for 

displaying action runtimes and records listing. 
 

Action runtime was designed to be as interactive as possible while maintaining fault- 
tolerance. 
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Table XXXVIII: user experience principles followed when crafting the editor component 
 

Consideration Description 

Feedback Immediate validity feedback 

Consistency Visual appearance consistency 

Tolerance Tolerance of faulty inputs 

Printing Every element in the editor is print-ready and 
have a custom print appearance 

Accessibility Easy navigation between inputs and short filling 
duration 

Checkpoints Ability to save progress without exiting the 
editor window 

Read-only Read-only variants for reading actions 

Accommodation Long labels must be accommodated within 
small spaces 

 
Data entered in the editor are immediately validated, accurate error messages will be 

displayed on erroneous inputs so users can take immediate action. 
 

Inputs and fields are consistent across datatypes thanks to metatype metadata, yet inputs 
do flex/blend to fit within their containers. 

 
Printability considers that a partial content print may be requested, yet partial printing must 

not cut off parts of the scheme; Therefore, scheme types are the smallest unit of printable content. 
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Figure 129: partial printing example 

One can easily select to print a segment, a relation, or a whole scheme tree by clicking on 
the print icon near the scheme unit title. 

 
A QR code will be automatically generated containing metadata that allows the reproduction 

of exact print results. 
 

Subject (username), role, date, entity, and reference metadata will be automatically added to 
the print page's header along with the application logo and header text; Footer will consist of the 
footer. 
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Figure 130: printing result example 

 
 
 

J. Listing component 
This component is a pivotal component in the front-end runtime abstraction tree; all entities 

and scheme records are displayed through this component. 
 

It accommodates a wide array of use cases; it allows for consistent listing appearance but 
flexible to list all entities and scheme records. 

 
Table XXXIX: supported listing component operations 

 

Operation Description 

Filtering Keeping only relevant result to a filters query 

Ordering Sorts result against a key-value in a specific 
order direction 

Pagination Navigates listing records through the pagination 
system 

Checking Checks a selection of records to carry a bulk 
action 

Search Runs a full-text search or a search by id 

View switch Switch display type 

Range checking Checks or uncheck a range of records 
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Supported filters are: 
 

 Numeric range filters. 
 Date range filters. 
 Duration range filters. 
 Exact match filter. 
 Search match filter. 

 

Figure 131: listing filters component 

Sortable keys are title, subtitle, text, date, duration, numeric and Boolean types; Two sort 
directions are supported: ascending and descending; One can access directly to filters by right- 
clicking on sort keys. 
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Figure 132: listing sorting component 
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Views switch can accommodate an endless amount of views; if the available views fit exactly 
the three conventional views pattern (3 views respectively, grid, row, and list), it will be shown in a 
button switch appearance; otherwise, it will be displayed on a drop-down selection list. 

 

Figure 133: listing range checking component 
 

K. File and storage management 
metatype dependency is an extremely powerful dependency in terms of file upload and file 

management; It allows for automatic file transcoding, metadata extraction, file validation, and type 
coercion; Once a file is uploaded, its metadata will be automatically extracted, accurately two 
metadata types are extracted: 

 
 Generic blob metadata: such as file size, extension, mime type, and upload date. 
 File type-specific metadata: metadata extracted by the corresponding type transcoder, e.g., 

for an image type metadata would be like width, height, depth, channels … etc. 
 

File validation can leverage metadata that are both generic and specific; tolerance degree 
can be defined accordingly. 

 
In case a file that was validated but only through a large degree of tolerance, it will be coerced 

asynchronously, e.g., an image that is larger than the specified dimension will be downsized to 
match specified dimensions asynchronously. 
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Files can be uploaded from 18 different providers; Providers include locale filesystem, 
camera, direct URL, and social networks such as Facebook, Twitter … etc. 

 

Figure 134: file upload component 

Selected images can be transformed on the fly before being uploaded; Supported 
transformations are cropping, resizing, labeling, rotation, color transformations … etc. 

 

Figure 135: image on-the-fly transformation 

Uploaded file path and metadata are serialized in a string format and digitally signed with a 
private key to prevent tampering; Metadata can be viewed on file metadata viewer. 
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Figure 136: upload file preview 

 
 

Figure 137: upload file details 
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Figure 138: upload file metadata 

To add file upload support to a segment, one can just enter a file or image as an input 
datatype, and the framework will take care of the rest. 

 

Figure 139: storage items listing 
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4. Identity, access management, and security 
Access control (AC) is the selective restriction of access to resource while access management 

describes the process. The act of accessing may mean consuming, entering, or using. Permission to 
access a resource is called authorization [114]. 

 
A. Role-based access control 

Role-based access control (RBAC) is a policy-neutral access-control mechanism defined 
around roles and privileges. The components of RBAC role-permissions and user-role make it 
simple to perform user assignments. RBAC can facilitate the administration of security in large 
organizations with hundreds of users and thousands of permissions [115,116]. 

 

Figure 140: role-based access control 

Each user is assigned a role on registration time; this role may later be updated via user 
management entity. 

 
Each role defines a set of grants from the list of available grants, grants for content, settings, 

language, data, identity, and runtime management. 
 

Grants are generated on runtime by merging predefined grants for the CMS with grants 
matrix for the runtime content. 
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Figure 141: role grants matrix editor 

 
The interface will automatically hide unwarranted areas, and an error will be thrown if a 

forbidden request was issued directly through an HTTP client. 
 

Specific routes are publicly accessible such as language fetches; some others do require a 
login-state only, such as the user information update route, while the rest often require extra grant 
privileges. 

 
The root role is added by default to every application instance with universal grant rights to 

carry any action on the system; a root user will be created on application boot as well. 
 

RBAC is a versatile access control policy, but, as simplistic, it makes it easy to identify new 
groups and create hierarchies; it avoids the redundancy of ACL by assigning permissions to specific 
operations with organizational significance, rather than to low-level data objects [116]. 

 
Each role is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore characters 

only and must not be duplicated. 
 

If a role is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed until 
the lock is released. 
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Roles listing display grants count in addition to creation and last update dates, three 
conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with the row variant as the default. 

 

Figure 142: role entities listing 
 

B. Attribute-based access control 
Unlike role-based access control (RBAC), which employs pre-defined roles that carry a 

specific set of privileges associated with them and to which subjects are assigned, the key difference 
with ABAC is the concept of policies that express a complex Boolean rule set that can evaluate many 
different attributes [117,118]. 
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Figure 143: attribute-based access control 

ABAC can be seen as [118]: 

 Externalized authorization management. 
 Dynamic authorization management. 
 Policy-based access control. 
 Fine-grained authorization. 

 
Attribute-based access control can be asserted within expressions which are abundant 

throughout the entire application. 
 

Every expression within the scheme runtime has complete access to the user’s metadata and 
attributes and the session’s metadata; Policies can be easily written in metalambda expressions, 
e.g., one can filter admissions by user’s attributed department. 

 

Figure 144: user metadata attributes 

Our ABAC implementation is exceptionally flexible that CBAC, GBAC, and ERBAC policies can 
be implemented as well. 
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C. Hierarchical role-based access control 
Hierarchical role-based access control H-RBAC or simply hierarchical access control is the 

next abstraction level of RBACs; roles are not just flat without no relation between each other but 
hierarchical, its hierarchy can be defined using recursive references or by comparing grant sets for 
superset/subset relations; Further restrictions can be applied based on hierarchy, e.g., a user can 
only invite users that are below him in the hierarchy level [119]. 

 
Our implementation is based on the set relations algorithm; a role is either a parent, a child 

or not related to another role; The root role is always a parent role. 
 

For a role to be considered a child role, its grants set must be of a strict subset of the parent 
role. 

 

Users cannot manage other users who’s their roles are not a child of their role; likewise, they 
cannot add new roles unless they don’t make for a child for them. 

 
D. User management 

User management describes the ability for administrators to manage user access to various 
IT resources. it is a core part of any directory service and is basic security essential for any 
organization [120]. 

 
Authentication, not to be confused with user management, is the act of proving an assertion, 

such as the identity of a computer system user. In contrast with identification, the act of indicating 
a person or thing's identity, authentication is the process of verifying that identity [120]. 

 
Table XL: supported account management operations 

 

Action Description 

Register A user can register to the application 

Login Sign in a new session 

Logout Sign out from an existing session 

Update 
information 

Update user own metadata 

Change password Change password given the old password 

Recover password Send a recovery code to email and use it to 
recover the password 
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Figure 145: register new account interface 

 
 

Figure 146: login to an existing account 
 
 

Figure 147: send recovery code interface 
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Figure 148: recover account interface 

 
 

Figure 149: change account details interface 
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Table XLI: supported user management operations 
 

Action Description 

Create Create new users 

Update Update other users’ metadata, excluding 
password 

Activate Activate other accounts 

Disable Disable other accounts 

Delete Delete other accounts 

Reassign Reassign users’ roles 

 
Each user is identified by a numeric auto-incremented id; users listing display subject, role, 

and status in addition to creation and last update dates, three conventional view variants are 
available (Grid, Row, and List) with the row variant as the default. 

 

Figure 150: user records listing 
 

E. Session management 
A session is a temporary and interactive information interchange between a computer and 

user. A session is established at a certain point in time and then torn at some later point [121]. 
 

Session management refers to the process of securely handling multiple requests to a web- 
based application from a single user. Typically, a session is started when a user authenticates their 
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identity using a password or another authentication protocol. it involves sharing secrets with 
authenticated users, and as such, secure cryptographic network communications are essential to 
maintaining session management security [121]. 

 
Session management focuses on the entire session lifecycle from its creation destruction; 

Several vulnerabilities can arise if session management was flawed or poorly implemented. 
 

Those countermeasures were taken: 
 

 User’s credentials are transmitted through a secure TLS connection with correct and valid 
certificates. 

 Passwords are encrypted and protected from brute-force attacks against parallelization and 
salt key reuse using battle-tested and robust password encryption standards. 

 Password or username login correctness leaks are contained. 
 Tokens are transparent, digitally signed, and are short-lived tokens; JWT, JWK, JWA battle- 

tested standards were used. 
 Tokens are refreshed on the 90th percentile of the token’s age. 
 Tokens are protected against tampering, against session fixation, and CSRF attacks. 
 Passwords are never compromised or exposed to a request. 
 Tokens are doubled checked, their metadata will be validated, and its digital signature is 

verified. 
 Tokens are digitally signed with a strong private key. 
 Tokens have double expiration windows: a max-age window, e.g., a password cannot be 

refreshed anymore past its max-age, and a timeout window, e.g., a token can be refreshed 
if the refresh request was issued within the timeout window or it will be expired otherwise. 

 
These capabilities are supported: 

 
 Multiple sessions are allowed. 
 A maximum count of sessions cannot be created. 
 Users can switch sessions at any time. 
 Sessions are automatically refreshed as long as they don’t pass the timeout window. 
 Expired sessions will be automatically purged out. 
 Request low-latency thanks to the transparent nature of JWT tokens. 
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5. Ontology container 

Figure 151: sessions listing 

Entries with a large degree of variability can be captured via free-entry inputs, yet free entry 
inputs are considered to one of the worst data capture forms [122]. 

 
The ontology container comes in place to solve these issues offering a single source of truth 

for an auto-encodable hierarchical, semantic tree of concepts. 

 
A. Ontology structure 

In computer science, a Trie, also called a digital tree or prefix tree, is a kind of search 
tree—an ordered tree data structure used to store a dynamic set or associative array where the 
keys are usually strings. All the descendants of a node have a common prefix of the string 
associated with that node, and the root is associated with the empty string. Keys tend to be 
associated with leaves, though some inner nodes may correspond to keys of interest. Hence, keys 
are not necessarily associated with every node [81,123]. 
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Figure 152: Trie data structure (digital prefix tree) 

 
B. Ontology features 

Keys features of the ontology container are: 
 

 High-performance in-memory representation of the whole concepts tree. 
 Realtime ontology lookup and traversal through the use of a graph data structure that allows 

both depth and breadth-first search. 
 Concepts are automatically sorted alphabetically. 
 Concepts are auto-encoded as a digital prefix tree (Trie), which allows both retrieval and 

traversal in O(1) – constant time. 
 Concept codes are semantic and hierarchic, thanks to the Trie data structure. 
 Concept lookups are efficiently cached and memoized. 
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Table XLII: supported operations that can be carried on ontology 
 

Operation Description 

Interpolate Interpolate an ontology code to its ontology 
concept counterpart 

Children Enlist children for a given code 

Parents Enlist parents trail for a given code 

Inspect Returns deep children count and shallow 
children count for a given code 

Ancestor Return at the utmost the nth parent code 
related to a given code and a given root code, 
helpful in categorizing codes according to 
major chapters rather than distinct concepts 

Search Run a natural-language full-text search over a 
code child concepts 

Strict prefix check Check if a code lies within a given code sub- 
tree using the prefixed nature of the ontology 
container; a strict prefix means that a code lays 
strictly within the code sub-tree 

Non-strict prefix 
check 

Check if a code lies within a given code sub- 
tree using the prefixed nature of the ontology 
container; a non-strict prefix means that a code 
lies within the code sub-tree, the target code 
may be equal to the root code 

 
C. Ontology overview 

Taking data quality guarantees into consideration, we’ve decided to get rid of free-entry 
inputs and replace them with ontology concepts inputs whenever possible. 

 
We have encoded a massive concept database with a total of 270,516+ concepts, it that 

covers attributes in EHR, HMS, and PMS system components. 
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Table XLIII: themes covered by the ontology 
 

Theme Description Concepts 

Anatomy Complete human anatomy; major 
typologies supported: region; 
surface; surgical; function … etc. 

11,159 

Diagnosis Complete database of all human 
diagnostics provided by WHO CIM- 
11 2020 revision, French translation 

170,819 

Drug 
/ Medication 

Complete database of all 
drugs/treatments following the ATC 
(anatomical, therapeutic, chemical) 
hierarchy provided by WHOCC ATC 

5,768 

Finding Complete ontology database of all 
medical findings 

4,508 

Function Complete ontology database of all 
anatomic and biologic functions 

13,494 

Intervention Complete ontology database of all 
medical, surgical, nursing, and 
paramedical interventions 

18,131 

Organism Complete ontology database of all 
biologic organisms 

18,632 

Parameter Complete ontology database of all 
procedure result parameters 

648 

Procedure Complete ontology database of all 
medical procedures 

5,163 

Substance Complete ontology database of 
major chemical substances 

6,600 

Symptom Complete ontology database of all 
symptoms 

848 
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Table XLIV: attributes covered by the ontology 
 

Attribute Description Concepts 

Units Universal units of measure ontology 1,237 

Devices Ontology of medical devices 765 

Facilities Ontology of healthcare facilities 166 

Demographics Ontology of patient demographics 5,232 

Consents Ontology for informed consents 29 

Assessments Ontology of all medical assessments 735 

 
Attributions to WHO CC and NLM for the IDC-11, ATC, SNOMED-CT and MeSH ontologies 

used in the diagnoses and drugs, anatomy, organisms, finding and function themes (UMLS license); 
and to NABM for the procedures lists (CC-0 license), Other ontology themes or parts were compiled 
from open source databases (MIT, CC-0, GPL … etc). 

6. Data warehouse system 
Content captured by the universal content management system can be exploited by the 

universal data warehouse system; in our context, it serves as a clinical data warehouse. 
 

A Clinical Data Repository (CDR) or Clinical Data Warehouse (CDW) is a real-time database 
that consolidates data from various clinical sources to present a unified view of system data. It is 
optimized to allow clinicians to retrieve data for a single patient rather than to identify a population 
of patients with common characteristics or to facilitate a specific clinical department's management. 
Typical data types that are often found within a CDR include clinical laboratory test results, patient 
demographics, pharmacy information, radiology reports and images, pathology reports, hospital 
admission, discharge and transfer dates, ontology codes, discharge summaries, and progress notes 
[45,124]. 
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Figure 153: clinical data warehouse [124] 

 
A. Expression container 

metalambda container is qualified as an: 
 

 Information retrieval query language. 
 Data manipulation language. 
 Procedural programming language. 
 Declarative programming language. 
 Single-threaded synchronous language capable of executing asynchronous calls in a 

synchronous manner. 
 

External dependencies such as content, ontology … etc. are ported in as interfaces: 
 

 Content: you can pull scheme records and navigate relations within expressions. 
 Ontology: you can interpolate and retrieve metadata about ontology codes. 
 Fetching: you can download content from the internet, you can pull data out of Google Sheets 

… etc. 
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Table XLV: supported list data transformations 
 

Operation Description 

Transform List entities can be remapped to different 
outcomes per item 

Filter Unwanted entities can be stripped out 

Sort Entities can be sorted according to an entity 
value increasingly or decreasingly 

Limit List length can be truncated down to a 
maximum count, or an offset can be skipped 

Group Entities can be grouped by similar key values, 
and grouped entities can be further aggregated 

 
Supported arithmetic operations: 

 
 Multiplication. 
 Summation. 
 Subdivision. 
 Division. 
 Modulus. 
 Exponentiation. 

 
Supported boolean operations: 

 
 AND operation. 
 OR operation. 
 Boolean negation. 

 
Supported comparison operations: 

 
 Strict equality. 
 Non-strict equality. 
 Negated strict equality. 
 Negated non-strict equality. 
 Greater comparison. 
 Lesser comparison. 
 Greater or equal comparison. 
 Lesser or equal comparison. 
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In addition to the built-in operations support, these functions are supported as well: 
 

 Statistics: descriptive statistics operations are supported, such as the mean, mode, standard 
deviation … etc. 

 Text: manipulation of textual data, e.g., concatenation, splitting, join … etc. 
 Date and duration: interpolation of date or duration values. 
 Type: type coercion, type checking, and fake data generation. 

 
B. Query entity 

Queries are the first layer of abstraction in the data management system; they interface 
directly with the content and the ontology. 

 
Queries are ultimately metalambda expressions, whether supplied as expressions or over 

the visual editor. 
 

Each query must return a list of key-value objects; expressions must be strongly typed down 
to the key-value datatype so the query runtime can infer keys datatypes. 

 

Figure 154: available predefined query templates 
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Figure 155: query expression editor 

 
 

Figure 156: query visual editor 

Expressions are a qualified data manipulation and information retrieval query language 
solution capable of executing the vast majority of modern data queries. 

 
Queries can be verified in realtime; results are strongly typed and are visualized in a table 

component. 
 

Data displayed in the table component can be navigated using pagination controls; It is 
possible to download results in CSV format (can be opened in any tabulation software effortlessly). 
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Figure 157: query results interface 

 
 

Each query is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 
characters only and must not be duplicated. 

 
If a query is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 

until the lock is released. 
 

Queries listing display query characters count in addition to creation and last update dates; 
three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with the list variant as the default. 

 
C. Chart entity 

Data visualization is the graphic representation of data. It involves producing images that 
communicate relationships among the represented data to viewers of the images [125]. 
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Figure 158: data visualization plots 

Query results are returned as a strongly typed list of key-values; values are always scalars. 

Table XLVI: supported visualization plot types 
 

Plot Description 

Table Display results in a tabular form, the default 
plot 

Summary Display a numeric vector through a descriptive 
statistics summarizer 

Line x-y line plot for numeric data; categorical and 
time-series axis are supported 

Area x-y area plot for numeric data; categorical and 
time-series axis are supported 

Bar x-y bar plot for numeric data; categorical and 
time-series axis are supported 

Pie Radial sectors or pie sector for probabilistic or 
prevalence vectors 

Gauge Gauge plots suitable for scalar vectors 

Radar Radar or web-like plot for categorical sets of 
numeric vectors 

Scatter x-y-z plots suitable for two-dimensional 
numeric vectors 
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Bubble x-y-z plots with z-axis emphasis the scale of 
dots, suitable for three-dimensional numeric 
vectors 

Heat-map Suitable to display frequency vectors 

Pyramid Suitable for pyramid numeric vectors 

Funnel Suitable to numeric vectors of a funnel 

Chord Display interchange scales between components 
for a pivot NxN matrix 

 
Each plot variant can be configured, its appearance customized; the combinations are 

endless; each configuration set requires a data shape, so it is mandatory to check configurations 
validity by toggling into the visualization tab. 

 

Figure 159: chart variant editor 
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Figure 160: chart entity editor 

Each chart is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 
characters only and must not be duplicated. 

 
If a chart is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed until 

the lock is released. 
 

Charts listing display query key, transformation status, and variants count in addition to 
creation and last update dates, three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) 
with row variant as the default. 

 

Figure 161: chart entities listing 
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D. Board entity 
Boards can be helpful to group contextually similar charts into a single board; they are useful 

 

 Aggregating similar data visualization. 
 Maintain focus on specific charts. 
 Limit access to individual boards. 

 
Boards are edited through a re-sizable drag-and-drop grid component; columns and rows 

sized can be customized; an active chart plot variant can be selected; charts can be auto-packed as 
well. 

 

Figure 162: board entity editor 

 
The same component is used to visualize boards in run-time but without the resizing and 

drag-and-drop features. 
 

Each board is identified by its key; keys must consist of alphanumeric or underscore 
characters only and not be duplicated. 

 
If a board is referenced elsewhere, its key gets locked and cannot be deleted or renamed 

until the lock is released. 
 

Boards listing show rows, columns, and charts count in addition to creation and last update 
dates, three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with row variant as the 
default. 
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Figure 163: board entities listing 

7. Localization and internationalization system 
A. Tags and templates 

Internationalization system organization follows the same separation between data 
definition and data entry, more precisely between container(system) and content. 

 
There are two translations providers: 

 
 System provider: centralize translation of the backend and the frontend; errors, messages, 

and labels are all automatically extracted from source code, linted, checked, validated, and 
compiled into a highly compressed JSON format; they are conventionally named as templates. 

 Content provider: every property, entity, and attribute defined or entered in the content 
definition system is automatically extracted and tracked; they are conventionally named as 
tags. 

 
The system provider supports an unlimited number of locales; support RTL and LTR 

languages; new languages can be added on the fly with zero downtime. 
 

Tags are raw text values; their data structure is a key-value map data structure; each tag key 
has its locale-specific translation counterpart. 

 
Templates make use of metatext dependency; they are dynamic expressions that can be 

computed on the runtime can they can access external variables. 
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Table XLVII: metatext built-in locale-specific features 
 

Feature Description 

Inflections rules Singularization, pluralization, or any inflection 
range 

Date formatting Locale-specific date formatting conventions 

Duration 
formatting 

Locale-specific duration formatting conventions 

Numeric 
formatting 

Flexible numeric values formatting 

Unit formatting 
and conversion 

Unit conversion and formatting for many scales 

Text 
transformation 

Title, sentence, pascal or camel case conversion 
and lowercase or uppercase conversion 

Conjunction Conjunction or dis-junction rules 

 
The system provider already comes pre-translated in French and English locales. 

 
B. Tag entity 

Tags are the content internationalization provider; their data structure is a key-value map 
data structure; each tag key has its locale-specific translation counterpart. 

 
Each tag key has a prefix and a suffix concatenated with a dot; keys are prefixed to prevent 

collisions between tags from different contexts; a key prefix has contextual meaning; meanwhile, a 
key suffix stands for the key name. 

 
Each tag is associated with locale-specific translations, with the empty string as the default 

translation. 
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Figure 164: tag entity editor 

The system automatically keeps track of all tags in use; unused tags can be purged easily. 
 

Tags listing display key, prefix, suffix, and locales count in addition to creation and last 
update dates, three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with the row variant 
as the default. 

 

Figure 165: tag entities listing 
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C. Language entity 
Languages are the cornerstone of the internationalization system; at least one language must 

exist or remain in the system. 
 

Language metadata are language name, code, and direction; language code implements the 
IETF language tag standard, which is extensible to region, dialect, and private designations. It 
references ISO 639, ISO 3166, and ISO 15924. 

 

Figure 166: language entity editor 

Languages listing display name, code, locale, and direction in addition to creation and last 
update dates, three conventional view variants are available (Grid, Row, and List) with row variant as 
the default. 

 
IV. Software testing 

1. Unit testing 
The software was built following a test-driven development approach. Mocha and Istanbul 

are two major development dependencies. They serve as a testing framework and as a test runner, 
respectively. Targeted unit tests thoroughly tested every piece of functionality in the system; testing 
approaches include fuzzy testing, static testing, fault injection … etc. 

 
Code quality was a significant concern during development. We chose Typescript language 

as the primary programming language due to its type-checking capabilities; Code was linted by 
TSLint from code smells and style inconsistencies. 

 
External dependencies were selected by the code coverage metric; only software with code 

coverage above 95% and that is battle-tested are retained. 
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2. Integration testing 
The system components were thoroughly tested via integration tests; testing techniques 

include mocking, stubbing, and snapshot testing. 
 

3. Acceptance testing 
A. Objectives 

Our acceptance testing specifications are mainly based on this dissertation objectives: 
 

 Ensure that all HMS and EHR components work properly 
 Ensure that the EHR system captures all data relevant to the medical record 
 Ensure that all EHR and HMS captured data are exploitable 
 Ensure the ability to create real-time data queries (continuous clinical research pipelines) 

 
B. Materials and methods 

To assert acceptance testing objectives: 
 

 We’ve submitted 19 real patient medical records hospitalized in the newborns department 
for the period between 01/06/2020 and 31/07/2020. 

 Submitted   data include   patient demographics, history notes, examination notes, 
prescriptions sheets, requested procedures, interventions, diagnoses, and progress notes. 

 We’ve exploited submitted data from the clinical data warehouse and conducted a medium 
scale retrospective epidemiological study; all records were included in the study. 

 Execute and create data queries exploring basic counts, basic correlation, advanced counts, 
and advanced correlation for clinical, para-clinical, diagnosis, prognosis, and therapeutic 
parameters. 

 
C. Results 
 Patients gender count 

12 out of 19 patients were male, whereas only 7 of them were female. 
 

Table XLVIII: patients gender count 
 

Gender Count 

Male 12 

Female 7 
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Figure 167: patient gender count query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.patient” datatable, each record was 
mapped for the gender value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated), then all records 
were grouped by gender value, each group was counted. 

 
 Admissions count by gender and status 

6 male patients were deceased in contrast to only 2 deceased female patients; 8 male 
patients were discharged alive in contrast to 3 discharged female patients. 

 
Table XLIX: admissions count by gender and status 

 

Gender Status Count 

Male Alive 8 

Female Alive 3 

Male Deceased 6 

Female Deceased 2 

 
bulk("scheme.patient") 

-> map((item) => { 
gender: item.value.item.gender -> 

interpolate(), 
}) 
-> <[{ 

gender: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@group(["gender"], (item) => { 
gender:  item[0].gender, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
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Figure 168: admissions count by gender and status 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission ” datatable, each record 
was mapped for the gender value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) and status 
value, then all records were grouped by gender and status values, each group was counted. 

 
 Admissions count by reason 

6 male patients were deceased in contrast to only 2 deceased female patients; 8 male patients 
were discharged in contrast to 3 discharged female patients. 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => [item, item -> 
edge("patient:0:out")]) 

-> map((item) => { 
gender: item[0].value.item.admission.gender 

-> interpolate(), 
status: item[0].value.item.admission.status 

-> interpolate(), 
}) 
-> <[{ 

gender: string, 
status: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@group(["gender", "status"], (item) => { 
gender: item[0].gender, 
status: item[0].status, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
reason: item.value.item.admission.reason -> 

interpolate(), 
}) 
-> group(["reason"], (item) => { 

reason: item[0].reason, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
-> <[{ 

reason: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@sort("desc", (item) => 
<integer>item.count) 

 

Table L: admissions count by reason 
 

Reason Count 

Neonatal hyperbilirubinemia due to rhesus incompatibility hemolysis 3 

Structural abnormality in the development of the heart or large vessels 2 

Obstetric asphyxia 2 

Massive pulmonary hemorrhage occurring during the perinatal period 1 

Fetal or newborn sepsis 1 

Congenital myocardial insufficiency 1 

Severe obstetric asphyxia 1 

Newborn urinary tract infection 1 

Fetus or newborn with prolapse 1 

Fetus or newborn with maternal infectious diseases 1 

Primary atelectasis of the newborn 1 

Kernicterus due to isoimmunization 1 

Extreme prematurity of newborn, gestational age 23 weeks completed 1 

Neonatal meningitis 1 

Respiratory failure in newborns 1 

 

Figure 169: admissions count by reason query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for the admission reason value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) then 
all records were grouped by reason value, each group was counted. 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
reason: item.value.item.admission.reason -> 

ancestor("6", 3) -> interpolate(), 
}) 
-> group(["reason"], (item) => { 

reason: item[0].reason, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
-> <[{ 

reason: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@sort("desc", (item) => 
<integer>item.count) 

 

 Admissions count by reason category 
The respiratory diseases category was the most frequent admission reasons category, 

followed by infections and hematologic affections, then malformations. 
 

Table LI: admissions count by reason category 
 

Category Count 

Respiratory disorders specific to the perinatal or neonatal period 6 

Infections of the fetus or newborn 4 

Bleeding or hematological disorders of the fetus or newborn 4 

Structural-developmental abnormalities primarily affecting a bodily 
system 

3 

Fetuses or newborns affected by maternal factors or by complications of 
pregnancy, labor, or delivery 

1 

Newborn disorders related to the length of gestation or fetal growth 1 
 

Figure 170: admissions count by reason category query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for the admission reason category (max depth of 3), then all records were grouped by 
reason category, each group was counted, results were sorted by count decreasingly. 

 
 Apgar score mean by admission status 

A lower Apgar score was correlated with high mortality rates, yet standard deviation intervals 
make the correlation inconclusive. 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
apgar: 

item.value.item.history.delivery_history.apgar, 
}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
mean: float(digit:max=2), 
stdv: float(digit:max=2), 

}*]>@group(["status"], (item) => { 
status: item[0].status, 
mean: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.apgar) -> mean(), 
stdv: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.apgar) -> stdv(), 
}) 

 

Table LII: Apgar score mean by admission status 
 

Status Apgar score (mean) 

Alive 8.63 + 2.50 

Deceased 6.37 + 3.37 

 

Figure 171: Apgar score mean by admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) and 
corresponding Apgar score value, then all records were grouped by status value, mean, and standard 
deviation aggregates were calculated for each group. 

 
 Farr score mean by admission status 

A lower Farr score was correlated with high mortality rates, yet standard deviation intervals 
make the correlation inconclusive. 

 
Table LIII: Farr score mean by admission status 

 

Status Farr score (mean) 

Alive 23.18 + 4.53 

Deceased 17.25 + 6.62 
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Figure 172: Farr score mean by admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) and 
corresponding Farr score value, then all records were grouped by status value, mean, and standard 
deviation aggregates were calculated for each group. 

 
 Unretained admission diagnosis category count 

Hematologic and infections are the most invoked but not retained diagnosis categories 
Table LIV: unretained admission diagnosis category count 

 

Category Count 

Bleeding or hematological disorders of the fetus or newborn 13 

Infections of the fetus or newborn 8 

Transient endocrine or metabolic disorders specific to the fetus or 
newborn 

8 

Structural-developmental abnormalities primarily affecting a bodily 
system 

8 

Neurological disorders specific to the perinatal or neonatal period 4 

Respiratory disorders specific to the perinatal or neonatal period 3 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
farr: 

item.value.item.examination.newborn_exam.farr_score 
, 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
mean: float(digit:max=2), 
stdv: float(digit:max=2), 

}*]>@group(["status"], (item) => { 
status: item[0].status, 
mean: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.farr) -> mean(), 
stdv: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.farr) -> stdv(), 
}) 
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Figure 173: unretained admission diagnosis category count query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, diagnosis list 
is concatenated for all records, then each record was mapped for disease category (max depth of 3) 
along with its retention status, then records that were retained got stripped out, then all records 
were grouped by disease value, each group was counted results were sorted by count decreasingly. 

 
 Maternal age mean by status 

It appears that newborns from older mothers are associated with high mortality rates, but 
standard deviation intervals are inconclusive. 

 
Table LV: maternal age mean by status 

 

Status Maternal age (mean) 

Alive 25 years 6 months + 8 years 10 months 

Deceased 30 years 1 month + 6 years 1 month 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
diagnosis: item.value.item.diagnosis, 

}) 
-> reduce((prev, item) => prev -> 

merge(item.diagnosis), []) 
-> map((item) => { 

disease: item.disease -> ancestor("6", 3) - 
> interpolate(), 

retained: item.retained, 
}) 
-> filter((item) => !item.retained) 
-> group(["disease"], (item) => { 

diagnosis: item[0].disease, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
-> <[{ 

diagnosis: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@sort("desc", (item) => 
<integer>item.count) 
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Figure 174: maternal age mean by status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) and 
corresponding maternal age value, then all records were grouped by status value, mean, and 
standard deviation aggregates were calculated for each group. 

 
 Procedure category count 

Biochemistry procedures are the most request procedures followed by hematology, then 
microbiology procedures. 

 
Table LVI: procedure category count 

 

Category Count 

Biochemistry 9 

Hematology 8 

Microbiology 6 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
age: 

item.value.item.history.gynecologic_history.age, 
}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
mean: duration, 
stdv: duration, 

}*]>@group(["status"], (item) => { 
status: item[0].status, 
mean: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.age) -> <integer>@mean(), 
stdv: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.age) -> <integer>@stdv(), 
}) 
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Figure 175: procedure category count query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, procedures 
list are concatenated for all records, relations with procedures datatable were traversed, then each 
record was mapped for procedure category (interpolated), then all records were grouped by 
procedure category value, each group was counted, results were sorted by count decreasingly. 

 
 Procedure requests count 

Urea-creatinine was the most request procedure, followed by blood hemogram and blood 
ionogram. 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
procedure: item.value.item.procedure 

-> map((procedure) => 
single("scheme.procedure", <integer>@procedure)), 

}) 
-> reduce((prev, item) => prev -> 

merge(item.procedure), []) 
-> map((item) => { 

procedure: item.value.item.procedure.type - 
> interpolate(), 

}) 
-> group(["procedure"], (item) => { 

procedure: item[0].procedure, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
-> <[{ 

procedure: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@sort("desc", (item) => 
<integer>item.count) 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
procedure: item.value.item.procedure 

-> map((procedure) => 
single("scheme.procedure", <integer>@procedure)), 

}) 
-> reduce((prev, item) => prev -> 

merge(item.procedure), []) 
-> reduce((prev, item) => prev -> 

merge(item.value.item.procedure.procedures), []) 
-> map((item) => { 

procedure: item, 
}) 
-> group(["procedure"], (item) => { 

procedure: item[0].procedure -> 
interpolate(), 

count: item -> count(), 
}) 
-> <[{ 

procedure: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@sort("desc", (item) => 
<integer>item.count) 

 

Table LVII: procedure requests count 
 

Category Count 

Urea and creatinine (blood) 9 

Blood count including platelets 8 

Ionogram (blood) 8 

C reactive protein (CRP) (blood) 7 

Bicarbonates or total CO2 6 

Calcium (blood) 6 

Transaminase glut. oxalic. (TGO, ASAT, AST) (another biological medium) 5 

Glucose (blood sugar) (blood) 5 

Alanine aminotransferase (ALAT, TGP) 4 

Glucose (Glucorachia) (CSF) 3 
Microbiological examination of the puncture fluid (CSF, joint, peritoneum, 
etc.) 

3 

Total protein (proteinorachia) (CSF) 3 

Qualitative microbiological blood culture examination 2 

CRP (C reactive protein) (assay) (other fluids) 2 

Bilirubin assay 1 

Urine microbiome examination (CBUE) 1 
 

Figure 176: procedure requests count query 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
weight: 

item.value.item.examination.newborn_exam.weight_kg, 
height: 

item.value.item.examination.newborn_exam.height_cm, 
head_perimeter: 

item.value.item.examination.newborn_exam.head_perim 
eter, 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
weight:  float(digit:max=2), 
height: float(digit:max=2), 
head_perimeter: float(digit:max=2), 

}*]>@group(["status"], (item) => { 
status: item[0].status, 
weight: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.weight) -> mean(), 
height: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) => 

entry.height) -> mean(), 
head_perimeter: item -> 

<[number*]>@map((entry) => entry.head_perimeter) -> 
mean(), 

}) 

 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, procedures 
list are concatenated for all records, relations with procedures datatable were traversed, then each 
record was mapped for procedure list (interpolated), then all procedure lists were concatenated 
altogether, then all records were grouped by procedure value, each group was counted, results were 
sorted by count decreasingly. 

 
 Mean of admission anthropometrics by status 

Low head perimeter, low birth height, and low birth weight are associated with high mortality. 
 

Table LVIII: mean of admission anthropometrics by status 
 

Status Height (mean) Weight (mean) Head Perimeter (mean) 

Alive 48.18 3.18 34.81 

Deceased 41.25 2.30 30.75 

 
 

Figure 177: mean of admission anthropometrics by status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with anthropometrics; then all records were grouped by status value, mean aggregates were 
calculated for each group. 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
instructor: 

item.value.item.history.delivery_history.instructor 
-> interpolate(), 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
instructor: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@group(["status", "instructor"], (item) => 
{ 

status: item[0].status, 
instructor: item[0].instructor, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 

 
 

 Correlation between the instructor occupation and admission status 
No correlation between childbirth instructor occupation and newborn mortality was found. 

 
Table LIX: correlation between the instructor occupation and admission status 

 

Instructor Status Count 

Gynecologist Alive 7 

Midwife Alive 4 

Gynecologist Deceased 5 

Midwife Deceased 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 178: correlation between the instructor occupation and admission status query  

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with instructor occupation value, then all records were grouped by status and instructor values, each 
group was counted. 

 
 Correlation between delivery place and admission status 

Home childbirth seems to be correlated directly with newborn mortality; it appears that 
childbirths of deceased newborns take place either at a medium to high facility level or at home but 
never on a level 1 facility. 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
delivery_place: 

item.value.item.history.delivery_history.delivery_p 
lace -> interpolate(), 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
delivery_place: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@group(["status", "delivery_place"], (item) 
=> { 

status:  item[0].status, 
delivery_place: item[0].delivery_place, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 

 

Table LX: correlation between delivery place and admission status 
 

Delivery place Status Count 

Level 1 Alive 1 

Level 2 Alive 5 

Level 3 Alive 5 

Home Deceased 1 

Level 2 Deceased 5 

Level 3 Deceased 2 

 

Figure 179: correlation between delivery place and admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with delivery place value, then all records were grouped by status and delivery place values, each 
group was counted. 

 
 Correlation between delivery route and admission status 

C section delivery is associated with high mortality rates compared to vaginal delivery. 
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bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
delivery_route: 

item.value.item.history.delivery_history.delivery_r 
oute -> interpolate(), 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
delivery_route: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@group(["status", "delivery_route"], (item) 
=> { 

status:  item[0].status, 
delivery_route: item[0].delivery_route, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 

 

Table LXI: correlation between delivery route and admission status 
 

Delivery route Status Count 

Vaginal Alive 8 

C section Alive 3 

Vaginal Deceased 5 

C section Deceased 3 

 

Figure 180: correlation between delivery route and admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with delivery route value, then all records were grouped by status and delivery route values, each 
group was counted. 

 
 Correlation between delivery durations with admission status 

Low labor durations and high rupture of membranes durations are correlated with high 
mortality rates. 

 
Table LXII: correlation between delivery durations with admission status 

 

Status Labor duration (mean) Rupture of membranes duration 
(mean) 

Alive 5 hours 43 minutes 3 hours 38 minutes 

Deceased 4 hours 37 minutes 3 hours 52 minutes 
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Figure 181: correlation between delivery durations with admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with labor duration and rupture of membranes duration, then all records were grouped by status 
value, mean aggregates were calculated for the two parameters in each group. 

 
  Correlation between pregnancy follow-up status and admission status 

No correlation between pregnancy follow-up status and mortality rates was found. 

Table LXIII: correlation between pregnancy follow-up status and admission status 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
labour_duration: 

item.value.item.history.delivery_history.labour_dur 
ation, 

rupture_of_membranes: 
item.value.item.history.delivery_history.rupture_of 
_membranes, 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
labour_duration: duration, 
rupture_of_membranes: duration, 

}*]>@group(["status"], (item) => { 
status: item[0].status, 
labour_duration: item -> 

<[number*]>@map((entry) => entry.labour_duration) - 
> <integer>@mean(), 

rupture_of_membranes: item -> 
<[number*]>@map((entry) => 
entry.rupture_of_membranes) -> <integer>@mean(), 

}) 

Followed-up pregnancy Status Count 

Yes Alive 6 

No Alive 5 

Yes Deceased 3 

No Deceased 5 
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Figure 182: correlation between pregnancy follow-up status and admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with follow-up value, then all records were grouped by status and follow-up values, each group was 
counted. 

 
 Correlation between consanguinity status and admission status 

Parental consanguinity is correlated with high mortality rates. 
 

Table LXIV: correlation between consanguinity status and admission status 
 

Consanguinity Status Count 

Yes Alive 1 

No Alive 10 

Yes Deceased 3 

No Deceased 5 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
followed_pregnancy: 

item.value.item.history.obstetric_history.followed_ 
pregnancy, 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
followed_pregnancy: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@group(["status", "followed_pregnancy"], 
(item) => { 

status: item[0].status, 
followed_pregnancy: 

item[0].followed_pregnancy, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
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Figure 183: correlation between consanguinity status and admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with consanguinity value, then all records were grouped by status and consanguinity values, each 
group was counted. 

 
 Correlation between consanguinity status and admission diagnosis 

Consanguinity is correlated with a higher incidence of respiratory diseases and 
malformations. 

 
Table LXV: correlation between consanguinity status and admission diagnosis 

 

Category Consanguinity Non-consanguinity 

Infections of the fetus or newborn 0 4 (0.26) 

Respiratory disorders specific to the perinatal 
or neonatal period 

3 (0.75) 3 (0.2) 

Bleeding or hematological disorders of the 
fetus or newborn 

0 4 (0.26) 

Structural-developmental abnormalities 
primarily affecting a bodily system 

1 (0.25) 2 (0.13) 

Fetuses or newborns affected by maternal 
factors or by complications of pregnancy, 
labor, or delivery 

0 1 (0.06) 

Newborn disorders related to the length of 
gestation or fetal growth 

0 1 (0.06) 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
consanguinity: 

item.value.item.history.obstetric_history.consangui 
nity, 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
consanguinity: string, 
count: integer, 

}*]>@group(["status", "consanguinity"], (item) 
=> { 

status: item[0].status, 
consanguinity: item[0].consanguinity, 
count: item -> count(), 

}) 
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Figure 184: correlation between consanguinity status and admission diagnosis query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission diagnosis value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with consanguinity value, then all records were grouped by diagnosis and consanguinity values, 
each group was counted. 

 
 Parity and gestation mean by admission status 

High parity and gestation counts were correlated with high mortality rates. 
 

Table LXVI: parity and gestation mean by admission status 
 

Status Parity (mean) Gestations (mean) 

Alive 2.09 2.09 

Deceased 3.75 3.75 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
diagnosis: item.value.item.admission.reason 

-> ancestor("6", 3) -> interpolate(), 
consanguinity: 

item.value.item.history.obstetric_history.consangui 
nity, 

}) 
-> <[{ 

diagnosis: string, 
consanguinity: integer, 
non_consanguinity: integer, 

}*]>@group(["diagnosis"], (item) => { 
diagnosis: item[0].diagnosis, 
consanguinity: item -> filter((group) => 

group.consanguinity) -> count(), 
non_consanguinity: item -> filter((group) 

=> !group.consanguinity) -> count(), 
}) 
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Figure 185: parity and gestation mean by admission status query 

Query explanation: all records were pulled from “scheme.admission” datatable, each record 
was mapped for admission status value (originally an ontology code that gets interpolated) along 
with parity and gestation value, then all records were grouped by status, mean aggregates were 
calculated for each group. 

 
bulk("scheme.admission") 

-> map((item) => { 
status: item.value.item.admission.status -> 

interpolate(), 
gestations: 

item.value.item.history.obstetric_history.gestation 
, 

parities: 
item.value.item.history.obstetric_history.parity, 

}) 
-> <[{ 

status: string, 
gestations: float(digit:max=2), 
parities: float(digit:max=2), 

}*]>@group(["status"], (item) => { 
status: item[0].status, 
gestations: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) 

=> entry.gestations) -> mean(), 
parities: item -> <[number*]>@map((entry) 

=> entry.parities) -> mean(), 
}) 
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Discussion 
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I. Project impact 
Data quality is a critical determinant of any research quality: proper implementation of data 

exploration and data querying frameworks help to retrieve quality reports; data governance help 
protect, secure data and makes it transparent, portable, and accessible; these attributes are typical 
constraints of the research process. 

 
Health informatics offers significant improvements in healthcare; it helps deliver safer, 

accurate, and consistent healthcare. 
 

Impact of introducing health informatics on healthcare [15,34,35,36,37,40,41,126,127]: 
 

 Reduce typography and validity errors: thanks to the data quality assertions. 
 Offer rich data capture interface: type visual inference enables the consistency between 

datatypes and input appearances, metatype ecosystem support all major programming data 
structures. 

 Improve the readability of medical records. 
 Centralize the writing experience: throughout the use of consistent type inference, 

integrated systems, and user experience considerations. 
 Democratize access to data and charts: throughout the use of security guidelines such as 

access control, user management, and identity management. 
 Rich integrations: integration of formulas, scores, and assessment calculators in real-time. 
 More insights on patient’s data: offer more insights on patient’s data such as plotting and 

active deep learning algorithms. 

 
Health informatics help digitize the classic paper trails, establish centralized data solutions, 

reduce errors, automate operational processes, and automating research processes. 
 

Impact of introducing health informatics on research [34,103,126,127,128]: 
 

 Digitize paper documents: which makes data more transparent, available, and portable. 
 Assert data quality guarantees: by the creation of a data quality framework and assessment 

measures. 
 Enable data governance: thanks to the access control, user management, and session 

management technologies. 
 Shorten research lifecycle: thanks to data automation. 
 Establish a continuous research pipeline: data accessibility, exploration and querying 

pipelines, real-time queries, and immediate feedback are all factors that help establish a 
continuous research pipeline and, at the aftermost, a completely autonomous research 
pipeline. 

 Makes further automation techniques possible: other automation frameworks can be 
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introduced, such as natural language, processing, machine learning, and expert systems. 

Impact of automation on research [16,49,129,130]: 

 Short lifecycle iterations: automating data querying, data exploration, and by asserting data 
quality guarantees. 

 Immediate feedback: thanks to the real-time query execution, results are returned 
immediately, and thus feedback can be taken in real-time. 

 Reduce financial spending: data is more accessible, centralized, and transparent. 
 Help overcome human resources shortage: human activity is automated, and thus human 

intervention is no longer required or minimal. 
 Increase research reuse thanks to standardization: reports and results can be reused by the 

creation of reuse pipelines. 
 Uncover conclusions out of existing research results: results can be augmented and reused. 
 Uncover unseen conclusions or complex correlation models: more data attributes are 

available, and thus, more correlations can be created; advanced data exploration, analysis, 
and querying algorithms can be used to draw tricky conclusions. 

II. Data quality 
Data quality refers to the state of qualitative or quantitative pieces of information [131,132]. 

 
Table LXVII: data quality dimensions [48] 

 

Dimension Description 

Accessibility The extent to which data is available or easily 
and quickly retrievable 

Appropriate 
amount of data 

The extent to which the volume of data is 
appropriate for the task at hand 

Believability The extent to which data is regarded as true 
and credible 

Completeness The extent to which data is not missing and is 
of sufficient breadth and depth for the task at 
hand 

Concise 
representation 

The extent to which data is compactly 
represented and to which data is represented in 
the same format 

Ease of 
manipulation 

The extent to which data is easy to manipulate 
and apply to different tasks 

Free-of-error The extent to which data is correct and reliable 
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Interpret-ability The extent to which data is in appropriate 
languages, symbols, and units and the 
definitions are clear 

Objectivity The extent to which data is unbiased, 
unprejudiced, and impartial 

Relevancy The extent to which data is applicable and 
helpful for the task at hand 

Reputation The extent to which data is highly regarded in 
terms of its source or content 

Security The extent to which access to data is restricted 
appropriately to maintain its security 

Timeliness The extent to which the data is sufficiently up- 
to-date for the task at hand 

Understand- 
ability 

The extent to which data is easily 
comprehended 

Value-added The extent to which data is beneficial and 
provides advantages from its use 

 

Data in our implementation is easily accessible through query requests; access to data was 
augmented with helper functions through a rich domain-specific language. 

 
Our implementation can accommodate huge amounts of data. We’ve designed it to be 

scalable and shard-able; Data shapes are hugely compact thanks to the JSON serialization format 
and the concept-code separation provided by the ontology container. 

 
Believability is granted by two factors: the strength of data quality guarantees asserted by 

our implementation, and by the credibility and reputation of the medical staff. 
 

Data collected by our implementation is complete, exhaustive, and thorough; it covers all 
aspects of the EHR, HMS, and PMS; The ontology is exhaustive regarding the covered themes. 

 
Data representation is concise thanks to the features provided by the universal content 

management systems. 
 

Data can be easily manipulated thanks to metalamba rich features; all primary data 
transformation operations are supported; dozens of helper functions are available. 
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Data collected by our implementation are always syntactically valid and correct, but its lexical 
correctness, objectiveness can be enforced through peer-reviewing. Data collected by our 
implementation is relevant to all primary medical research studies. 

 
Security is asserted by our development paradigm: security by design, security architecture, 

security in-depth, and security measures. 
 

Data collected is always up-to-date; time points and duration points are calculated in 
realtime. Understandability is ensured thanks to the universal nature of the JSON data serialization 
standard. 

 
III. Big data 

Big data is a field that treats ways to analyze, extract or store data sets that are too large or 
complex to be dealt with by traditional data-processing application software [133,134,135]; 
challenges include capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, sharing, transfer, 
visualization, querying, updating, information privacy, and data source [133,134,135]. 

 

Figure 186: the seven "V"s of Big Data [136] 

Big data can be described by the following characteristics [134,135]: 
 

 Volume: the quantity of generated and stored data. The size of the data determines the value 
and potential insight and whether it can be considered big data or not. 

 Variety: the type and nature of the data. This helps people who analyze it to use the resulting 
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insight effectively. Big data draws from text, images, audio, video; plus, it completes missing 
pieces through data fusion. 

 Velocity: the speed at which the data is generated and processed to meet the demands and 
challenges that lie in the path of growth and development. Big data is often available in real- 
time. Compared to small data, big data are produced more continually. Two kinds of velocity 
related to big data are the frequency of generation and the frequency of handling, recording, 
and publishing. 

 Veracity: the extended definition for big data refers to the data quality and the data value. 
The data quality of captured data can vary greatly, affecting accurate analysis. 

 Exhaustive: whether the entire system is captured or recorded or not. 
 Fine-grained and uniquely lexical: respectively, the proportion of each element's specific 

data per element collected and if the element and its characteristics are properly indexed or 
identified. 

 Relational: if the data collected contains common fields that would enable a conjoining or 
meta-analysis of different data sets. 

 Extensional: if new fields in each element of the data collected can be added or changed 
easily. 

 Scalability: if the size of the data can expand rapidly. 
 Value: the utility that can be extracted from the data. 
 Variability: it refers to data whose value or other characteristics are shifting to the context 

they are being generated. 
 

Our system asserts all Big Data attributes, and thus it is considered as a Big Data solution: 
 

 Volume: massive data amounts can be ingested, datatables can be sharded, and data is 
compressed thanks to the use of JSON serialization standard and ontology concept encoding. 

 Variety: all major datatypes are supported thanks to metatype ecosystem. 
 Velocity: data capture duration is minimal thanks to the rich data entry interface, and thanks 

to the user experience consideration taken in mind; Data queries are executed in real-time 
and are always fresh. 

 Veracity: thanks to the validity constraints and the rich, exhaustive, hierarchic, and restrictive 
nature of the ontology system. 

 Exhaustive: all data related to the medical record are captured, the ontology database is 
exhaustive on the covered themes. 

 Fine-grained and uniquely lexical: the ontology container capture data in a fine-grained 
manner thanks to its hierarchic and semantic nature. 

 Relational: record relations are captured thanks to the scheme system; list and object data 
structures are supported as well. 

 Extensional: thanks to the elastic scheme container, new data definitions can be added easily 
in real-time with zero downtime. 

 Value: all data capture by the system is transparent, available, portable, and governed; and 
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is accessible to the query engine thanks to the universal data warehouse system. 
 Variability: new scheme changes can be accommodated easily, in real-time, with zero 

downtime. 

 
IV. Practical constraints 

Three types of constraints complicate the computerization process [17]: 
 

 Computerization requires complex modeling of medical data and knowledge; 
 Logistical, technical and financial problems; 
 Human problems which are often underestimated. 

 
On the one hand, the initial models, modeled on the linear organization of "paper" records, 

quickly showed their shortcomings, hence the need for a different and efficient model making a 
balance between structured data and free text, where the difficulty lies practically. On the other 
hand, computerization requires a large budget, so we must convince decision-makers of the 
contributions of information technologies to invest enormous financial means in the research and 
logistics necessary for computerization [30]. 

 
In addition, since its inception, computing has raised security, practitioner acceptability and 

maintenance challenges. But the development of computer techniques makes their use safer, more 
attractive and easier. 

 
The implementation of the electronic medical record is often faced with resistance from 

healthcare professionals. This is fueled by fears about the rigidity of computer systems, changes in 
habits and work organization. The time needed for adaptation and learning could be at the expense 
of that spent with patients [137,138]. 

 
Also fears of inaccessibility to the record in the event of a computer failure, the different 

management of the patient relationship where the computer "interferes", sometimes make 
practitioners reluctant [32]. 
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V. French experience 
Created by the French law of August 13, 2004 relating to health insurance, the personal 

health record is a service designed to help improve coordination, continuity and therefore the quality 
of care. 

 
It is a single, computerized personal health record filed with an approved health data host. 

It is made available to any beneficiary of health insurance. As a result, he is the holder of this record 
and can therefore designate the host of his choice and control the process of opening, consulting 
and supplying his record [139]. 

 
It contains [139]: 

 
 General medical data: history, allergies, vaccinations, consultation histories, summaries…; 
 Care data: reports of additional examinations and diagnostic and therapeutic procedures; 

Prevention data: risk factors, preventive treatments, etc.; 
 Medical imaging documents; 
 An expression space for the holder. 

 
The personal medical record has these advantages [139]: 

 
 Allow the patient to transmit his health data to any caregiver (especially if the disease is 

chronic with several stakeholders) and at any time, even in an emergency, even if he is 
unconscious and even when he is in displacement; 

 Avoid redundancy in the prescription of additional examinations (reduces the pain for the 
patient and the cost for society); 

 Be a vehicle for health education (the patient, better informed, better taken care of); 
 Encourage changes in medical behavior (learn to communicate with other caregivers, discuss 

and question their habits). 
 

But the PHR cannot replace the professional medical record, and risks violating the 
confidentiality of the data and certain fundamental rights such as the right to hide data and the right 
not to know one's diagnosis. 

 
There is also the risk of constituting data banks, the use of which cannot be predicted in the 

future by the pharmaceutical industry, insurance, security, the state, etc. The priority given to the 
computer characteristics of the file risks accumulating purely clinical and biological data, without 
precisely taking into account the clinical dimension of the doctor / patient relationship [35]. 

 
All these limits were raised by the National Consultative Committee of Ethics for Life Sciences 

and Health after it was seized in 2008 by the Minister of Health about the development of 
information technologies in the medical field. This committee affirmed that the PHR in its current 
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conception cannot be adopted for every citizen, at the national level as it does not meet the 
established objectives, while its cost of implementation is very high. Corrective measures were then 
proposed in his report [139]. 

 
After years of experimentation, the EHR found itself confronted with difficulties linked to its 

environment: non-communicating information systems, insufficient development of information 
systems for the production of care in the hospital, compartmentalized care organization, dispersed 
and inconsistent industrial offer, fragmented governance in the form of multiple players whose areas 
of intervention included significant areas of adherence, etc. 

 
This is why the French Minister of Health, at the end of various investigative works 

commissioned on the subject, announced the changes which were to accompany the relaunch of the 
EHR. The Agency for Shared Health Information Systems (ASIP Santé) and the Performance Support 
Agency for Health and Medico-Social Establishments (ANAP) were therefore created, which will work 
in close consultation to construct and implement the conditions favorable to the deployment of 
shared health information systems in line with a national framework, taking into account the steps 
taken in the course of its progress and responding to the needs expressed by the various actors in 
the health field [140]. 

 
VI. Research automation 

Automation can be applied through many research processes; it begins by ensuring data 
quality and data governance, data warehouses can be created to enforce those guarantees, data 
exploration, and results publishing can be automated as well [53]. 

 
Research aspects that can be automated [53]: 

 
 Data quality: data quality assertions like its validity, veracity, variety … etc. 
 Data governance: access and data management frameworks. 
 Headline suggestion: research subject suggesting and literature research. 
 Data exploration: data exploration before data analysis. 
 Data querying: data analysis and query execution. 
 Reports writing: the writing of ready to publish research reports. 
 Citations management: automated annotations, citations quality assessment … etc. 
 Research quality: research quality assessment, writing style assessment, critical reviewing of 

researches. 
 Peer reviewing: evaluation of research by one or more people with similar competencies as 

the producers of the work. 
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1. Headline suggestion 
Research subject suggesting is a task that always involves literature research and knowledge 

base research. The purpose of a literature review is to [141]: 
 

 Place each work in the context of its contribution to understanding the research problem 
being studied. 

 Describe the relationship of each work to the others under consideration. 
 Identify new ways to interpret prior research. 
 Reveal any gaps that exist in the literature. 
 Resolve conflicts among seemingly contradictory previous studies. 
 Identify areas of prior scholarship to prevent duplication of effort. 
 Point the way in fulfilling a need for additional research. 
 Locate your research within the context of existing literature. 

 
This process can be automated by developing universal knowledge graphs and by employing 

natural-language generation algorithms. 
 

The construction of knowledge graphs requires knowledge data-sets; data-sets can be 
pulled by using data mining techniques such as API integration, data scraping, data augmentation 
… etc. 

 
Pulled data-sets are prone to data quality inconsistencies. Therefore, they must be cleansed, 

normalized, and must have their quality assessed. 
 

Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of linguistics, computer science, and artificial 
intelligence concerned with the interactions between computers and human language, particularly 
how to program computers to process and analyze large amounts of natural language data [88,142]. 

 
Natural-language understanding/interpretation (NLU/NLI) is a subtopic of natural-language 

processing in artificial intelligence that deals with machine reading comprehension [142]. 
 

Transformers are a new natural language deep learning model (AI) capable of representing 
language models [143], they are designed to handle sequential data, such as natural language, for 
tasks such as translation and text summarization [143]. 

 
BERT transformer was a breakthrough in natural language understanding; it is a technique 

for natural language processing (NLP) pre-training developed by Google. BERT was created and 
published in 2018 by Jacob Devlin and his colleagues from Google. Google is leveraging BERT to 
better understand user searches [144]. 

 
To make an automated research headline generator, the suggested artificial intelligence 
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model would be a transformer trained on a knowledge base (as an input) to make a knowledge 
graph, to output research headlines through a generative-adversarial neural network (GAN). 

 
2. Data exploration 

Data exploration is the initial data analysis to understand the characteristics of the data 
including data size, completeness of the data, the correctness of the data, possible relationships 
amongst data elements, or files/tables in the data [145]. 

 
Data exploration is typically conducted using a combination of automated and manual 

activities. Automated activities can include data profiling or data visualization, or tabular reports to 
give the analyst an initial view of the data and an understanding of key characteristics [145]. 

 
Data exploration techniques often involve descriptive statistics and unsupervised learning 

techniques [145]. 
 

In descriptive statistics, summary statistics are used to summarize a set of observations, to 
communicate the largest amount of information as simply as possible. Statisticians commonly try 
to describe the observations in [146]: 

 
 A measure of location or central tendency, such as the arithmetic mean. 
 A measure of statistical dispersion like the standard mean absolute deviation. 
 A measure of the shape of the distribution like skewness or kurtosis. 
 If more than one variable is measured, statistical dependence is measured, such as a 

correlation coefficient. 
 

Our implementation includes a summary plot type and a summary helper expression 
function that automatically compute the sever-number summary for a vector of numbers. 

 
Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning that looks for previously undetected 

patterns in a data set with no pre-existing labels and minimal human supervision. In contrast to 
supervised learning that usually uses human-labeled data, unsupervised learning, also known as 
self-organization, allows for modeling probability densities over inputs. 

 
Two of the main methods used in unsupervised learning are principal component and cluster 

analysis. Cluster analysis is used in unsupervised learning to group or segment datasets with shared 
attributes to extrapolate algorithmic relationships [147]. 

 
Some of the most common algorithms used in unsupervised learning include: (1) Clustering, 

(2) Anomaly detection, (3) Neural Networks, and (4) Approaches for learning latent variable models. 
Each approach uses several methods, as follows [147]: 
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 Clustering: 
o hierarchical clustering. 
o k-means. 
o Mixture models. 
o DBSCAN. 
o OPTICS algorithm. 

 Anomaly detection: 
o Local Outlier Factor. 

 Neural Networks: 
o Autoencoders. 
o Deep Belief Nets. 
o Hebbian Learning. 
o Generative adversarial networks. 
o Self-organizing map. 

 Approaches for learning latent variable models such as: 
o Expectation–maximization algorithm (EM). 
o Method of moments: 

 Blind signal separation techniques. 
 Principal component analysis. 
 Independent component analysis. 
 Non-negative matrix factorization. 
 Singular value decomposition. 

 

Figure 187: supervised learning vs. unsupervised learning [147] 

3. Data querying 
Query languages or data query languages (DQLs) are computer languages used to make 

queries in databases and information systems [148,149]. 
 

Querying is the process of writing, designing, and executing data fetching and manipulation 
of instructions written on domain-specific languages [148]. 
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Writing data queries can be tedious; it requires knowledge of the data query language, data 
structure, and data scheme. 

 
Some data query languages can have a steep learning curve, data structures can be 

ambiguous, and schemes can be undocumented. 
 

Table LXVIII: query writing constraints 
 

Constraints Description 

Syntactical 
correctness 

Language grammar must be strictly followed 

Lexical 
correctness 

Language instructions must be written correctly 

Types correctness Datatype for inputs, outputs, function calls 
must be respected 

Time complexity The duration on which query may need to be 
computed must be within reasonable limits 

Space complexity The memory space the query may use must be 
within reasonable limits 

 
A Natural Language Interface (NLI) facilitates users to pose queries to retrieve information 

from a database without using any artificial language such as the Structured Query Language (SQL). 
Several applications in various domains, including healthcare, require elaborating structured data 
having information on the text [149]. 

 
Two primary frameworks exist for natural language to database query conversion [149]: 

 
 Rule-based and syntax analysis: employs traditional natural language processing techniques 

such as tokenization, stemming, lemmatization, POS tagging, and parsing to construct 
abstract syntax trees that will be converted to corresponding query syntax. 

 Machine learning: employs deep learning techniques such as recurrent neural networks, 
transforms, generative adversarial networks, convolution neural networks, autoencoders … 
etc. 

 
Data can be directly streamlined into artificial intelligence agents: 

 
 Gradient tree boosting: it consists of the construction of decision trees using gradient 

descent algorithms [150]; e.g. they can be used to construct decision trees when the patients 
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present certain conditions. 
 Regression neural networks: it consists of a set of machine learning methods that allow us 

to predict a continuous outcome variable (y) based on the value of one or multiple predictor 
variables (x). Briefly, the regression model's goal is to build a mathematical equation that 
defines y as a function of the x variables [151]; e.g., can predict a patient expected parameter 
value given specific parameters or conditions. 

 Classification neural networks: it is a supervised learning concept that categorizes data sets 
into classes [152]; e.g., can classify patients according to specific parameters, traits, or 
conditions. 

 Generative neural networks: it is an unsupervised learning task in machine learning that 
involves automatically discovering and learning the regularities or patterns in input data in 
such a way that the model can be used to generate or output new examples that plausibly 
could have been drawn from the original dataset [153]; e.g., can be used to suggest new 
treatments for new/existing diseases. 

 Convolutional neural networks: are a category of Neural Networks that have proven very 
effective in image recognition and classification [154]; e.g., can be used to classify X-ray or 
CT-Scan images for diseases. 

 Recurrent neural networks/Transformer: derived from feedforward neural networks, RNNs 
can use their internal state (memory) to process variable-length sequences of inputs 
[143,155]; e.g. can be used to generate reports for anatomy pathology, X-ray, CT-scan 
images. 
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Figure 188: types of artificial neural networks 
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4. Reports writing 
The production process, controlled by a production editor or publisher, then takes an article 

through copy editing, typesetting, inclusion in a specific issue of a journal, and then printing and 
online publication. Academic copy editing seeks to ensure that an article conforms to the journal's 
house style, that all of the referencing and labeling are correct, and that the text is consistent and 
legible; often, this work involves substantive editing and negotiating with the authors [156,157]. 

 
The author will review and correct proofs at one or more stages in the production process. 

The full automation of the proof correction cycles has only become possible with the onset of online 
collaborative writing platforms, such as Authorea, Google Docs, and various others, where a remote 
service oversees the copy-editing interactions of multiple authors and exposes them as explicit, 
actionable historical events [156]. 

 
Several technologies exist that can automate the process report writing, Document 

formatting standards like LaTeX or markdown that enable creating standardized rich documents 
using plain text instructions. 

 
Markdown is a lightweight markup language with plain-text-formatting syntax, created in 

2004 by John Gruber with Aaron Swartz. Markdown is often used for formatting readme files, for 
writing messages in online discussion forums, and to create rich text using a plain text editor [158]. 

 
LaTeX is a software system for document preparation. When writing, the writer uses plain 

text instead of the formatted text found in "What You See Is What You Get" word processors like 
Microsoft Word, LibreOffice Writer, and Apple Pages. The writer uses markup tagging conventions 
to define the general structure of a document (such as article, book, and letter), to stylize text 
throughout a document (such as bold and italics), and to add citations and cross-references [159]. 

 
Markdown documents allow the automated extraction of headlines, tables, figures; tables 

and figures can be auto-incremented automatically according to any numbering format; table of 
contents can be automatically generated with links to the corresponding paragraph. 

 
LaTeX can display any mathematical formula, in addition to its being the publishing standard 

for many journals. 
 

Natural language processing algorithms can be used to write paragraphs, summarize 
headlines, abstracts, detect plagiarism, speech tone, voice, or compute metrics such as reading 
time, reading difficulty, word count, or auto-complete sentence, spell check, suggest synonyms, 
simplify phrases … etc. 
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Figure 189: natural language processing applications [88,142,155] 

5. Citations management 
Enumerative bibliographies are based on a unifying principle such as creator, subject, date, 

topic, or other characteristics. An entry in an enumerative bibliography provides the core elements 
of a text resource, including a title, the creator(s), publication date, and place of publication [160]. 

 
Reference management software, citation management software, or bibliographic 

management software is software for scholars and authors to use for recording and utilizing 
bibliographic citations (references) and managing project references either as a company or an 
individual. Once a citation has been recorded, it can be used repeatedly to generate bibliographies, 
such as lists of references in scholarly books, articles, and essays. The development of reference 
management packages has been driven by the rapid expansion of scientific literature [161]. 

 
These software packages typically consist of a database in which full bibliographic references 

can be entered, plus a system for generating selective lists of articles in the different formats 
required by publishers and scholarly journals. Modern reference management packages can usually 
be integrated with word processors so that a reference list in the appropriate format is produced 
automatically as an article is written, reducing the risk that a cited source is not included in the 
reference list. They will also have a facility for importing the details of publications from 
bibliographic databases [161]. 
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6. Research quality and peer-reviewing 
Quality research most commonly denotes the scientific process, including all aspects of study 

design; in particular, it relates to the judgment regarding the match between the methods and 
questions, selection of subjects, measurement of outcomes, and protection against systematic bias, 
nonsystematic bias, and inferential error. Principles and standards for quality research designs are 
commonly found in texts, reports, essays, and guides to research design and methodology, and so 
on [162,163]. 

 
Besides, quality assessment plays a vital role in the research community. It enlightens crucial 

decisions on the funding of projects, teams, and whole institutions, on how research is conducted, 
on recruitment and promotion, on what is published or disseminated, and on what researchers and 
others choose to read. It makes trust in the work of the research community. Quality is, of course, 
not a straightforward concept. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines it as the nature or 
standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind, and especially the degree 
of excellence it possesses [162]. 

 
Standards for assessing the quality of research [162,163]: 

 
 Pose a significant, important question that can be investigated empirically, and that 

contributes to the knowledge base. 
 A well‐defined research topic and a clear hypothesis. 
 Test questions that are linked to relevant theory. 
 Apply methods that best address the research questions of interest. 
 Base research on transparent chains of inferential reasoning supported and justified by 

complete coverage of the relevant literature. 
 Provide the necessary information to reproduce or replicate the study. 
 Ensure the study design, methods, and procedures are sufficiently transparent and ensure 

an independent, balanced, and objective approach to the research. 
 Provide a sufficient description of the sample, the intervention, and any comparison groups. 
 Use appropriate and reliable conceptualization and measurement of variables. 
 Evaluate alternative explanations for any findings. 
 High-quality data were fit for their intended use and reliable, valid, relevant, and accurate. 
 Findings of the study written in a way which brings clarity to important issues. 
 Tables and graphics which are clear, accurate, and understandable with appropriate labeling 

of data values, cut points, and thresholds. 
 Include both statistical significance results and effect sizes when possible. 
 The conclusions and recommendations both logical and consistent with the findings. 
 Assess the possible impact of systematic bias. 
 Submit research to a peer-review process. 
 Adhere to quality standards for reporting (i.e., clear, cogent, complete). 
 Is respectful to people with other perspectives. 
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 Provides adequate references. 
 Attempts to honestly present all perspectives. 

 
Natural-language processing algorithms can be used to compute metrics such as voice, tone, 

formality, conciseness; NLP algorithms can detect plagiarism, classify deception, spot fraud, 
detected incited sentences, and detect stealing. 

 
Citations can be checked for their style, their publisher's impact factor that can be crossed 

over some predefined threshold … etc. 
 

Overlooked features for assessing the quality of research [162]: 
 

 Research questions are designed to reach a particular conclusion. 
 Alternative perspectives or contrary findings are ignored or suppressed. 
 Data and analysis methods are biased. 
 Conclusions are based on faulty logic. 
 Limitations of analysis are ignored, and the implications of results are exaggerated. 
 Critical data and analysis details are unavailable for review by others. 
 Researchers are unqualified and unfamiliar with specialized issues. 
 Citations are primarily from special interest groups or popular media, rather than from peer- 

reviewed professional and academic organizations. 

 
VII. Deployment 

1. Requirements 
The application is a Typescript (Javascript) application that runs on Node.JS server runtime; 

the application was bundled using Webpack and packaged on a Docker container lightweight image. 
 

There is only one software requirement, Docker. Docker is a platform set as a service (PaaS) 
product that uses OS-level virtualization to deliver software packages called containers. Containers 
are isolated from one another and bundle their software, libraries, and configuration files; they can 
communicate through well-defined channels. All containers are run by a single operating system 
kernel and therefore use fewer resources than virtual machines. 

 
Minimum hardware requirements are: 

 
 Processor: Sandy bridge core i3, Phenom II x3, AMD a9, or equivalent. 
 Memory: 4 GB DDR3, 800 MHz. 
 Disk: 100 GB SDD or HDD. 
 Network: 1MBPS internet speed. 

 
  If used, Docker container technology will be the only software required dependency and will 
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take care of all sub-dependencies automatically. 
 

If the application is to be installed directly opting out of Docker technology, then NodeJS, 
NPM, ImageMagick dependencies must be met; NPM will install the remaining sub dependencies. 

 
2. Deployment at scale 

The application can be made available for all hospital departments with few minor changes: 
 

 It already comes with an exhaustive ontology database. 
 Its EHR scheme adapts to the admission department. 
 It supports all hospital staff personas. 
 More personas can be added easily. 
 It can be easily integrated with radio imaging devices, a DICOM previewer can be easily 

added. 
 It can be easily integrated with laboratory devices to publish results automatically. 
 Its container-based architecture was built with scalability in mind. 
 It supports container isolation and database sharding. 
 It comes with a continuous integration pipeline. 

 
To be deployed at a massive scale: 

 
 Access control rules must be fine-tuned at the attribute-level to enforce security. 
 Firewalls must be enforced, and kernels must be secured. 
 Kubernetes integration must be written. 
 Hardware/infrastructure must be made available. 
 Autoscaling and scalability topology must be designed and implemented. 
 Resilience and SLA profiles must be designed and implemented. 
 Audit trails must be added. 
 Application monitoring software must be installed. 
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Meta-research is the study of research through the use of research methods. It aims to 
reduce waste and increase research quality in all fields. Data quality, governance, and querying are 
pivotal elements in data and research lifecycles; thus, automating them helps establish continuous 
research pipelines. 

 
Our objective was to introduce health informatics solutions combined with data science 

solutions to establish a continuous research pipeline and assert data quality attributes and data 
governance. 

 
The software development lifecycle dictated our methodology; we've employed the Agile 

methodology and Scrum framework in our workflow; standardization, structuring, software quality, 
security, legislative, and user experience considerations were our major concerns. 

 
We used “meta” suite to create a multi-purpose content management system and a universal 

data management system, and we’ve encoded content schemes to instruct visual components. 
 

The resulting system consists of 8 major containers: hospital management system, practice 
management system, electronic medical record, multi-purpose content management system, 
universal data management system, identity, and access management system, internationalization 
system in addition to the ontology container. 

 
We’ve developed an ontology container to augment our entry system capabilities, which 

represent concepts in a tree-like structure; each concept is encoded with a prefix string following a 
Trie data structure, which enables static operations in O(1) time; We’ve added to the database 
270,516 concepts for anatomy, diagnoses, findings, interventions, procedures, medications, 
organisms, substances in addition to dozen other attributes. 

 
The software was tested by three levels of testing: unit, integration, and acceptance testing; 

Our acceptance testing objectives were to submit, investigate, and query data using real medical 
records. To assert these objectives, we've submitted 19 real patient medical records for a two 
months’ period; Submitted data include patient demographics, history notes, examination notes, 
prescriptions sheets, requested procedures, interventions, diagnoses, and progress notes; We've 
created and executed data queries exploring clinical, para-clinical, diagnoses, prognosis, and 
therapeutic parameters. 

 
Introducing health informatics impacts clinical research directly and improves healthcare by 

digitizing paper trails, asserting quality attributes, asserting data governance, enabling data 
querying and smart healthcare, and opening the door for other automation techniques. Many 
research aspects can be automated thanks to artificial intelligence, natural language processing 
algorithms, and expert systems. 
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I. Appendix 1: Scrum framework 
A framework within which people can address complex adaptive problems, while 

productively and creatively delivering products of the highest possible value [63]. 
 

Scrum is: 
 

 Lightweight.
 Simple to understand.
 Difficult to master.

 
Scrum is a process framework that has been used to manage work on complex products 

since the early 1990s. Scrum is not a process, technique, or definitive method. Rather, it is a 
framework within which you can employ various processes and techniques. Scrum makes clear the 
relative efficacy of your product management and work techniques so that you can continuously 
improve the product, the team, and the working environment. 

 
The Scrum framework consists of Scrum Teams and their associated roles, events, artifacts, 

and rules. Each component within the framework serves a specific purpose and is essential to 
Scrum’s success and usage. 

 
The rules of Scrum bind together the roles, events, and artifacts, governing the relationships 

and interaction between them. The rules of Scrum are described throughout the body of this 
document. 

 
Specific tactics for using the Scrum framework vary and are described elsewhere. 

 
1. Uses of Scrum 

Scrum was initially developed for managing and developing products. Starting in the early 
1990s, Scrum has been used extensively, worldwide, to: 

 
 Research and identify viable markets, technologies, and product capabilities;
 Develop products and enhancements;
 Release products and enhancements, as frequently as many times per day;
 Develop and sustain Cloud (online, secure, on-demand) and other operational environments 

for product use; and,
 Sustain and renew products.

 
Scrum has been used to develop software, hardware, embedded software, networks of 

interacting function, autonomous vehicles, schools, government, marketing, managing the 
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operation of organizations and almost everything we use in our daily lives, as individuals and 
societies. 

 
As technology, market, and environmental complexities and their interactions have rapidly 

increased, Scrum’s utility in dealing with complexity is proven daily. 
 

Scrum proved especially effective in iterative and incremental knowledge transfer. Scrum is 
now widely used for products, services, and the management of the parent organization. 

 
The essence of Scrum is a small team of people. The individual team is highly flexible and 

adaptive. These strengths continue operating in single, several, many, and networks of teams that 
develop, release, operate and sustain the work and work products of thousands of people. They 
collaborate and interoperate through sophisticated development architectures and target release 
environments. 

 
When the words "develop" and "development" are used in the Scrum Guide, they refer to 

complex work, such as those types identified above. 
 

2. Scrum Theory 
Scrum is founded on empirical process control theory, or empiricism. Empiricism asserts that 

knowledge comes from experience and making decisions based on what is known. Scrum employs 
an iterative, incremental approach to optimize predictability and control risk. Three pillars uphold 
every implementation of empirical process control: transparency, inspection, and adaptation. 

 
A. Transparency 
Significant aspects of the process must be visible to those responsible for the outcome. 

Transparency requires those aspects be defined by a common standard so observers share a 
common understanding of what is being seen. 

 
For example: 

 
 A common language referring to the process must be shared by all participants; and,
 Those performing the work and those inspecting the resulting increment must share a 

common definition of "Done".
 

B. Inspection 
Scrum users must frequently inspect Scrum artifacts and progress toward a Sprint Goal to 

detect undesirable variances. Their inspection should not be so frequent that inspection gets in the 
way of the work. Inspections are most beneficial when diligently performed by skilled inspectors at 
the point of work. 
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C. Adaptation 
If an inspector determines that one or more aspects of a process deviate outside acceptable 

limits, and that the resulting product will be unacceptable, the process or the material being 
processed must be adjusted. An adjustment must be made as soon as possible to minimize further 
deviation. 

 
Scrum prescribes four formal events for inspection and adaptation, as described in the Scrum 

Events section of this document: 
 

 Sprint Planning
 Daily Scrum

 Sprint Review

 Sprint Retrospective
 

3. Scrum Values 
When the values of commitment, courage, focus, openness and respect are embodied and 

lived by the Scrum Team, the Scrum pillars of transparency, inspection, and adaptation come to life 
and build trust for everyone. The Scrum Team members learn and explore those values as they work 
with the Scrum events, roles and artifacts. 

 
Successful use of Scrum depends on people becoming more proficient in living these five 

values. People personally commit to achieving the goals of the Scrum Team. The Scrum Team 
members have courage to do the right thing and work on tough problems. Everyone focuses on the 
work of the Sprint and the goals of the Scrum Team. The Scrum Team and its stakeholders agree to 
be open about all the work and the challenges with performing the work. Scrum Team members 
respect each other to be capable, independent people. 

 
4. The Scrum Team 

The Scrum Team consists of a Product Owner, the Development Team, and a Scrum Master. 
Scrum Teams are self-organizing and cross-functional. Self-organizing teams choose how best to 
accomplish their work, rather than being directed by others outside the team. Cross-functional 
teams have all competencies needed to accomplish the work without depending on others not part 
of the team. The team model in Scrum is designed to optimize flexibility, creativity, and productivity. 
The Scrum Team has proven itself to be increasingly effective for all the earlier stated uses, and any 
complex work. 

Scrum Teams deliver products iteratively and incrementally, maximizing opportunities for 
feedback. Incremental deliveries of "Done" product ensure a potentially useful version of working 
product is always available. 
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A. The Product Owner 
The Product Owner is responsible for maximizing the value of the product resulting from 

work of the Development Team. How this is done may vary widely across organizations, Scrum 
Teams, and individuals. 

 
The Product Owner is the sole person responsible for managing the Product Backlog. Product 

Backlog management includes: 
 

 Clearly expressing Product Backlog items;
 Ordering the items in the Product Backlog to best achieve goals and missions;
 Optimizing the value of the work the Development Team performs;
 Ensuring that the Product Backlog is visible, transparent, and clear to all, and shows what 

the Scrum Team will work on next; and,
 Ensuring the Development Team understands items in the Product Backlog to the level 

needed.
 

The Product Owner may do the above work, or have the Development Team do it. However, 
the Product Owner remains accountable. 

 
The Product Owner is one person, not a committee. The Product Owner may represent the 

desires of a committee in the Product Backlog, but those wanting to change a Product Backlog item’s 
priority must address the Product Owner. 

 
For the Product Owner to succeed, the entire organization must respect his or her decisions. 

The Product Owner’s decisions are visible in the content and ordering of the Product Backlog. No 
one can force the Development Team to work from a different set of requirements. 

 
B. The Development Team 
The Development Team consists of professionals who do the work of delivering a potentially 

releasable Increment of "Done" product at the end of each Sprint. A "Done" increment is required at 
the Sprint Review. Only members of the Development Team create the Increment. 

 
Development Teams are structured and empowered by the organization to organize and 

manage their own work. The resulting synergy optimizes the Development Team’s overall efficiency 
and effectiveness. 

 
Development Teams have the following characteristics: 

 
 They are self-organizing. No one (not even the Scrum Master) tells the Development Team 

how to turn Product Backlog into Increments of potentially releasable functionality;
 Development Teams are cross-functional, with all the skills as a team necessary to create a
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product Increment; 
 Scrum recognizes no titles for Development Team members, regardless of the work being 

performed by the person;
 Scrum recognizes no sub-teams in the Development Team, regardless of domains that need 

to be addressed like testing, architecture, operations, or business analysis; and,
 Individual Development Team members may have specialized skills and areas of focus, but 

accountability belongs to the Development Team as a whole.
 

C. Development Team Size 
Optimal Development Team size is small enough to remain nimble and large enough to 

complete significant work within a Sprint. Fewer than three Development Team members decrease 
interaction and results in smaller productivity gains. Smaller Development Teams may encounter 
skill constraints during the Sprint, causing the Development Team to be unable to deliver a 
potentially releasable Increment. Having more than nine members requires too much coordination. 
Large Development Teams generate too much complexity for an empirical process to be useful. The 
Product Owner and Scrum Master roles are not included in this count unless they are also executing 
the work of the Sprint Backlog. 

 
D. The Scrum Master 
The Scrum Master is responsible for promoting and supporting Scrum as defined in the 

Scrum Guide. Scrum Masters do this by helping everyone understand Scrum theory, practices, rules, 
and values. 

 
The Scrum Master is a servant-leader for the Scrum Team. The Scrum Master helps those 

outside the Scrum Team understand which of their interactions with the Scrum Team are helpful and 
which aren’t. The Scrum Master helps everyone change these interactions to maximize the value 
created by the Scrum Team. 

 
 Scrum Master Service to the Product Owner 

The Scrum Master serves the Product Owner in several ways, including: 
 

 Ensuring that goals, scope, and product domain are understood by everyone on the Scrum 
Team as well as possible;

 Finding techniques for effective Product Backlog management;
 Helping the Scrum Team understand the need for clear and concise Product Backlog items;
 Understanding product planning in an empirical environment;
 Ensuring the Product Owner knows how to arrange the Product Backlog to maximize value;
 Understanding and practicing agility; and,
 Facilitating Scrum events as requested or needed.
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 Scrum Master Service to the Development Team 
The Scrum Master serves the Development Team in several ways, including: 

 
 Coaching the Development Team in self-organization and cross-functionality;
 Helping the Development Team to create high-value products;
 Removing impediments to the Development Team’s progress;
 Facilitating Scrum events as requested or needed; and,
 Coaching the Development Team in organizational environments in which Scrum is not yet 

fully adopted and understood.

 
 Scrum Master Service to the Organization 

The Scrum Master serves the organization in several ways, including: 
 

 Leading and coaching the organization in its Scrum adoption;
 Planning Scrum implementations within the organization;
 Helping employees and stakeholders understand and enact Scrum and empirical product 

development;
 Causing change that increases the productivity of the Scrum Team; and,
 Working with other Scrum Masters to increase the effectiveness of the application of Scrum 

in the organization.
 

5. Scrum Events 
Prescribed events are used in Scrum to create regularity and to minimize the need for 

meetings not defined in Scrum. All events are time-boxed events, such that every event has a 
maximum duration. Once a Sprint begins, its duration is fixed and cannot be shortened or 
lengthened. The remaining events may end whenever the purpose of the event is achieved, ensuring 
an appropriate amount of time is spent without allowing waste in the process. 

 
Other than the Sprint itself, which is a container for all other events, each event in Scrum is 

a formal opportunity to inspect and adapt something. These events are specifically designed to 
enable critical transparency and inspection. Failure to include any of these events results in reduced 
transparency and is a lost opportunity to inspect and adapt. 

 
A. The Sprint 

The heart of Scrum is a Sprint, a time-box of one month or less during which a "Done", 
useable, and potentially releasable product Increment is created. Sprints have consistent durations 
throughout a development effort. A new Sprint starts immediately after the conclusion of the 
previous Sprint. 
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Sprints contain and consist of the Sprint Planning, Daily Scrums, the development work, the 
Sprint Review, and the Sprint Retrospective. 

 
During the Sprint: 

 
 No changes are made that would endanger the Sprint Goal;
 Quality goals do not decrease; and,
 Scope may be clarified and re-negotiated between the Product Owner and Development 

Team as more is learned.
 

Each Sprint may be considered a project with no more than a one-month horizon. Like 
projects, Sprints are used to accomplish something. Each Sprint has a goal of what is to be built, a 
design and flexible plan that will guide building it, the work, and the resultant product increment. 

 
Sprints are limited to one calendar month. When a Sprint’s horizon is too long the definition 

of what is being built may change, complexity may rise, and risk may increase. Sprints enable 
predictability by ensuring inspection and adaptation of progress toward a Sprint Goal at least every 
calendar month. Sprints also limit risk to one calendar month of cost. 

 
 Cancelling a Sprint 

A Sprint can be cancelled before the Sprint time-box is over. Only the Product Owner has the 
authority to cancel the Sprint, although he or she may do so under influence from the stakeholders, 
the Development Team, or the Scrum Master. 

 
A Sprint would be cancelled if the Sprint Goal becomes obsolete. This might occur if the 

company changes direction or if market or technology conditions change. In general, a Sprint should 
be cancelled if it no longer makes sense given the circumstances. But, due to the short duration of 
Sprints, cancellation rarely makes sense. 

 
When a Sprint is cancelled, any completed and "Done" Product Backlog items are reviewed. If 

part of the work is potentially releasable, the Product Owner typically accepts it. All incomplete 
Product Backlog Items are re-estimated and put back on the Product Backlog. The work done on 
them depreciates quickly and must be frequently re-estimated. 

 
Sprint cancellations consume resources, since everyone regroups in another Sprint Planning 

to start another Sprint. Sprint cancellations are often traumatic to the Scrum Team, and are very 
uncommon. 
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B. Sprint Planning 
The work to be performed in the Sprint is planned at the Sprint Planning. This plan is created 

by the collaborative work of the entire Scrum Team. 
 

Sprint Planning is time-boxed to a maximum of eight hours for a one-month Sprint. For 
shorter Sprints, the event is usually shorter. The Scrum Master ensures that the event takes place 
and that attendants understand its purpose. The Scrum Master teaches the Scrum Team to keep it 
within the time-box. 

 
Sprint Planning answers the following: 

 
 What can be delivered in the Increment resulting from the upcoming Sprint?
 How will the work needed to deliver the Increment be achieved?

 
 Topic One: What can be done this Sprint? 

The Development Team works to forecast the functionality that will be developed during the 
Sprint. The Product Owner discusses the objective that the Sprint should achieve and the Product 
Backlog items that, if completed in the Sprint, would achieve the Sprint Goal. The entire Scrum Team 
collaborates on understanding the work of the Sprint. 

 
The input to this meeting is the Product Backlog, the latest product Increment, projected 

capacity of the Development Team during the Sprint, and past performance of the Development 
Team. The number of items selected from the Product Backlog for the Sprint is solely up to the 
Development Team. Only the Development Team can assess what it can accomplish over the 
upcoming Sprint. 

 
During Sprint Planning the Scrum Team also crafts a Sprint Goal. The Sprint Goal is an 

objective that will be met within the Sprint through the implementation of the Product Backlog, and 
it provides guidance to the Development Team on why it is building the Increment. 

 
 Topic Two: how will the chosen work get done? 

Having set the Sprint Goal and selected the Product Backlog items for the Sprint, the 
Development Team decides how it will build this functionality into a "Done" product Increment 
during the Sprint. The Product Backlog items selected for this Sprint plus the plan for delivering 
them is called the Sprint Backlog. 

 
The Development Team usually starts by designing the system and the work needed to 

convert the Product Backlog into a working product Increment. Work may be of varying size, or 
estimated effort. However, enough work is planned during Sprint Planning for the Development 
Team to forecast what it believes it can do in the upcoming Sprint. Work planned for the first days 
of the Sprint by the Development Team is decomposed by the end of this meeting, often to units of 
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one day or less. The Development Team self-organizes to undertake the work in the Sprint Backlog, 
both during Sprint Planning and as needed throughout the Sprint. 

 
The Product Owner can help to clarify the selected Product Backlog items and make trade- 

offs. If the Development Team determines it has too much or too little work, it may renegotiate the 
selected Product Backlog items with the Product Owner. The Development Team may also invite 
other people to attend to provide technical or domain advice. 

 
By the end of the Sprint Planning, the Development Team should be able to explain to the 

Product Owner and Scrum Master how it intends to work as a self-organizing team to accomplish 
the Sprint Goal and create the anticipated Increment. 

 
C. Sprint Goal 
The Sprint Goal is an objective set for the Sprint that can be met through the implementation 

of Product Backlog. It provides guidance to the Development Team on why it is building the 
Increment. It is created during the Sprint Planning meeting. The Sprint Goal gives the Development 
Team some flexibility regarding the functionality implemented within the Sprint. The selected 
Product Backlog items deliver one coherent function, which can be the Sprint Goal. The Sprint Goal 
can be any other coherence that causes the Development Team to work together rather than on 
separate initiatives. 

 
As the Development Team works, it keeps the Sprint Goal in mind. In order to satisfy the 

Sprint Goal, it implements functionality and technology. If the work turns out to be different than 
the Development Team expected, they collaborate with the Product Owner to negotiate the scope 
of Sprint Backlog within the Sprint. 

 
D. Daily Scrum 
The Daily Scrum is a 15-minute time-boxed event for the Development Team. The Daily 

Scrum is held every day of the Sprint. At it, the Development Team plans work for the next 24 hours. 
This optimizes team collaboration and performance by inspecting the work since the last Daily 
Scrum and forecasting upcoming Sprint work. The Daily Scrum is held at the same time and place 
each day to reduce complexity. 

 
The Development Team uses the Daily Scrum to inspect progress toward the Sprint Goal and 

to inspect how progress is trending toward completing the work in the Sprint Backlog. The Daily 
Scrum optimizes the probability that the Development Team will meet the Sprint Goal. Every day, 
the Development Team should understand how it intends to work together as a self-organizing 
team to accomplish the Sprint Goal and create the anticipated Increment by the end of the Sprint. 

 
The structure of the meeting is set by the Development Team and can be conducted in 

different ways if it focuses on progress toward the Sprint Goal. Some Development Teams will use 
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questions, some will be more discussion based. Here is an example of what might be used: 
 

 What did I do yesterday that helped the Development Team meet the Sprint Goal?
 What will I do today to help the Development Team meet the Sprint Goal?
 Do I see any impediment that prevents me or the Development Team from meeting the Sprint 

Goal?
 

The Development Team or team members often meet immediately after the Daily Scrum for 
detailed discussions, or to adapt, or replan, the rest of the Sprint’s work. 

 
The Scrum Master ensures that the Development Team has the meeting, but the Development 

Team is responsible for conducting the Daily Scrum. The Scrum Master teaches the Development 
Team to keep the Daily Scrum within the 15-minute time-box. 

 
The Daily Scrum is an internal meeting for the Development Team. If others are present, the 

Scrum Master ensures that they do not disrupt the meeting. 
 

Daily Scrums improve communications, eliminate other meetings, identify impediments to 
development for removal, highlight and promote quick decision-making, and improve the 
Development Team’s level of knowledge. This is a key inspect and adapt meeting. 

 
E. Sprint Review 
A Sprint Review is held at the end of the Sprint to inspect the Increment and adapt the Product 

Backlog if needed. During the Sprint Review, the Scrum Team and stakeholders collaborate about 
what was done in the Sprint. Based on that and any changes to the Product Backlog during the Sprint, 
attendees collaborate on the next things that could be done to optimize value. This is an informal 
meeting, not a status meeting, and the presentation of the Increment is intended to elicit feedback 
and foster collaboration. 

 
This is at most a four-hour meeting for one-month Sprints. For shorter Sprints, the event is 

usually shorter. The Scrum Master ensures that the event takes place and that attendees understand 
its purpose. The Scrum Master teaches everyone involved to keep it within the time-box. 

 
The Sprint Review includes the following elements: 

 
 Attendees include the Scrum Team and key stakeholders invited by the Product Owner;
 The Product Owner explains what Product Backlog items have been "Done" and what has not 

been "Done";
 The Development Team discusses what went well during the Sprint, what problems it ran 

into, and how those problems were solved;
 The Development Team demonstrates the work that it has "Done" and answers questions
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about the Increment; 
 The Product Owner discusses the Product Backlog as it stands. He or she projects likely target 

and delivery dates based on progress to date (if needed);
 The entire group collaborates on what to do next, so that the Sprint Review provides valuable 

input to subsequent Sprint Planning;
 Review of how the marketplace or potential use of the product might have changed what is 

the most valuable thing to do next; and,
 Review of the timeline, budget, potential capabilities, and marketplace for the next 

anticipated releases of functionality or capability of the product.
 

The result of the Sprint Review is a revised Product Backlog that defines the probable Product 
Backlog items for the next Sprint. The Product Backlog may also be adjusted overall to meet new 
opportunities. 

 
F. Sprint Retrospective 
The Sprint Retrospective is an opportunity for the Scrum Team to inspect itself and create a 

plan for improvements to be enacted during the next Sprint. 
 

The Sprint Retrospective occurs after the Sprint Review and prior to the next Sprint Planning. 
This is at most a three-hour meeting for one-month Sprints. For shorter Sprints, the event is usually 
shorter. The Scrum Master ensures that the event takes place and that attendants understand its 
purpose. 

 
The Scrum Master ensures that the meeting is positive and productive. The Scrum Master 

teaches all to keep it within the time-box. The Scrum Master participates as a peer team member in 
the meeting from the accountability over the Scrum process. 

 
The purpose of the Sprint Retrospective is to: 

 
 Inspect how the last Sprint went with regards to people, relationships, process, and tools;
 Identify and order the major items that went well and potential improvements; and,
 Create a plan for implementing improvements to the way the Scrum Team does its work.

 
The Scrum Master encourages the Scrum Team to improve, within the Scrum process 

framework, its development process and practices to make it more effective and enjoyable for the 
next Sprint. During each Sprint Retrospective, the Scrum Team plans ways to increase product 
quality by improving work processes or adapting the definition of "Done", if appropriate and not in 
conflict with product or organizational standards. 

 
By the end of the Sprint Retrospective, the Scrum Team should have identified improvements 

that it will implement in the next Sprint. Implementing these improvements in the next Sprint is the 
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adaptation to the inspection of the Scrum Team itself. Although improvements may be implemented 
at any time, the Sprint Retrospective provides a formal opportunity to focus on inspection and 
adaptation. 

 
6. Scrum Artifacts 

Scrum’s artifacts represent work or value to provide transparency and opportunities for 
inspection and adaptation. Artifacts defined by Scrum are specifically designed to maximize 
transparency of key information so that everybody has the same understanding of the artifact. 

 
A. Product Backlog 

The Product Backlog is an ordered list of everything that is known to be needed in the 
product. It is the single source of requirements for any changes to be made to the product. The 
Product Owner is responsible for the Product Backlog, including its content, availability, and 
ordering. 

 
A Product Backlog is never complete. The earliest development of it lays out the initially 

known and best-understood requirements. The Product Backlog evolves as the product and the 
environment in which it will be used evolves. The Product Backlog is dynamic; it constantly changes 
to identify what the product needs to be appropriate, competitive, and useful. If a product exists, 
its Product Backlog also exists. 

 
The Product Backlog lists all features, functions, requirements, enhancements, and fixes that 

constitute the changes to be made to the product in future releases. Product Backlog items have the 
attributes of a description, order, estimate, and value. Product Backlog items often include test 
descriptions that will prove its completeness when "Done". 

 
As a product is used and gains value, and the marketplace provides feedback, the Product 

Backlog becomes a larger and more exhaustive list. Requirements never stop changing, so a Product 
Backlog is a living artifact. Changes in business requirements, market conditions, or technology may 
cause changes in the Product Backlog. 

 
Multiple Scrum Teams often work together on the same product. One Product Backlog is 

used to describe the upcoming work on the product. A Product Backlog attribute that groups items 
may then be employed. 

 
Product Backlog refinement is the act of adding detail, estimates, and order to items in the 

Product Backlog. This is an ongoing process in which the Product Owner and the Development Team 
collaborate on the details of Product Backlog items. During Product Backlog refinement, items are 
reviewed and revised. The Scrum Team decides how and when refinement is done. Refinement 
usually consumes no more than 10% of the capacity of the Development Team. However, Product 
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Backlog items can be updated at any time by the Product Owner or at the Product Owner’s discretion. 
 

Higher ordered Product Backlog items are usually clearer and more detailed than lower 
ordered ones. More precise estimates are made based on the greater clarity and increased detail; 
the lower the order, the less detail. Product Backlog items that will occupy the Development Team 
for the upcoming Sprint are refined so that any one item can reasonably be "Done" within the Sprint 
time-box. Product Backlog items that can be "Done" by the Development Team within one Sprint are 
deemed "Ready" for selection in a Sprint Planning. Product Backlog items usually acquire this degree 
of transparency through the above described refining activities. 

 
The Development Team is responsible for all estimates. The Product Owner may influence 

the Development Team by helping it understand and select trade-offs, but the people who will 
perform the work make the final estimate. 

 
 Monitoring Progress Toward Goals 

At any point in time, the total work remaining to reach a goal can be summed. The Product 
Owner tracks this total work remaining at least every Sprint Review. The Product Owner compares 
this amount with work remaining at previous Sprint Reviews to assess progress toward completing 
projected work by the desired time for the goal. This information is made transparent to all 
stakeholders. 

 
Various projective practices upon trending have been used to forecast progress, like burn- 

downs, burn-ups, or cumulative flows. These have proven useful. However, these do not replace the 
importance of empiricism. In complex environments, what will happen is unknown. Only what has 
already happened may be used for forward-looking decision-making. 

 
B. Sprint Backlog 
The Sprint Backlog is the set of Product Backlog items selected for the Sprint, plus a plan for 

delivering the product Increment and realizing the Sprint Goal. The Sprint Backlog is a forecast by 
the Development Team about what functionality will be in the next Increment and the work needed 
to deliver that functionality into a "Done" Increment. 

 
The Sprint Backlog makes visible all the work that the Development Team identifies as 

necessary to meet the Sprint Goal. To ensure continuous improvement, it includes at least one high 
priority process improvement identified in the previous Retrospective meeting. 

 
The Sprint Backlog is a plan with enough detail that changes in progress can be understood 

in the Daily Scrum. The Development Team modifies the Sprint Backlog throughout the Sprint, and 
the Sprint Backlog emerges during the Sprint. This emergence occurs as the Development Team 
works through the plan and learns more about the work needed to achieve the Sprint Goal. 
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As new work is required, the Development Team adds it to the Sprint Backlog. As work is 
performed or completed, the estimated remaining work is updated. When elements of the plan are 
deemed unnecessary, they are removed. Only the Development Team can change its Sprint Backlog 
during a Sprint. The Sprint Backlog is a highly visible, real-time picture of the work that the 
Development Team plans to accomplish during the Sprint, and it belongs solely to the Development 
Team. 

 
 Monitoring Sprint Progress 

At any point in time in a Sprint, the total work remaining in the Sprint Backlog can be 
summed. The Development Team tracks this total work remaining at least for every Daily Scrum to 
project the likelihood of achieving the Sprint Goal. By tracking the remaining work throughout the 
Sprint, the Development Team can manage its progress. 

 
C. Increment 
The Increment is the sum of all the Product Backlog items completed during a Sprint and the 

value of the increments of all previous Sprints. At the end of a Sprint, the new Increment must be 
"Done," which means it must be in useable condition and meet the Scrum Team’s definition of 
"Done". An increment is a body of inspectable, done work that supports empiricism at the end of 
the Sprint. The increment is a step toward a vision or goal. The increment must be in useable 
condition regardless of whether the Product Owner decides to release it. 

7. Artifact Transparency 
Scrum relies on transparency. Decisions to optimize value and control risk are made based 

on the perceived state of the artifacts. To the extent that transparency is complete, these decisions 
have a sound basis. To the extent that the artifacts are incompletely transparent, these decisions 
can be flawed, value may diminish and risk may increase. 

 
The Scrum Master must work with the Product Owner, Development Team, and other involved 

parties to understand if the artifacts are completely transparent. There are practices for coping with 
incomplete transparency; the Scrum Master must help everyone apply the most appropriate practices 
in the absence of complete transparency. A Scrum Master can detect incomplete transparency by 
inspecting the artifacts, sensing patterns, listening closely to what is being said, and detecting 
differences between expected and real results. 

 
The Scrum Master’s job is to work with the Scrum Team and the organization to increase the 

transparency of the artifacts. This work usually involves learning, convincing, and change. 
Transparency doesn’t occur overnight, but is a path. 

 
D. Definition of "Done" 
When a Product Backlog item or an Increment is described as "Done", everyone must 

understand what "Done" means. Although this may vary significantly per Scrum Team, members 
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must have a shared understanding of what it means for work to be complete, to ensure transparency. 
This is the definition of "Done" for the Scrum Team and is used to assess when work is complete on 
the product Increment. 

 
The same definition guides the Development Team in knowing how many Product Backlog 

items it can select during a Sprint Planning. The purpose of each Sprint is to deliver Increments of 
potentially releasable functionality that adhere to the Scrum Team’s current definition of "Done". 

 
Development Teams deliver an Increment of product functionality every Sprint. This 

Increment is useable, so a Product Owner may choose to immediately release it. If the definition of 
"Done" for an increment is part of the conventions, standards or guidelines of the development 
organization, all Scrum Teams must follow it as a minimum. 

 
If "Done" for an increment is not a convention of the development organization, the 

Development Team of the Scrum Team must define a definition of "Done" appropriate for the 
product. If there are multiple Scrum Teams working on the system or product release, the 
Development Teams on all the Scrum Teams must mutually define the definition of "Done". 

 
Each Increment is additive to all prior Increments and thoroughly tested, ensuring that all 

Increments work together. 
 

As Scrum Teams mature, it is expected that their definitions of "Done" will expand to include 
more stringent criteria for higher quality. New definitions, as used, may uncover work to be done in 
previously "Done" increments. Any one product or system should have a definition of "Done" that is 
a standard for any work done on it. 

 
II. Appendix 2: software quality dimensions 

1. Reliability 
The root causes of poor reliability are found in a combination of non-compliance with good 

architectural and coding practices. This non-compliance can be detected by measuring the static 
quality attributes of an application which provides an estimate of the level of business risk and the 
likelihood of potential application failures and defects the application will experience when placed 
in operation [164,165]. 

 
Assessing reliability requires checks of at least the following software engineering best 

practices and technical attributes [164,166,167]: 
 

 Application Architecture Practices.
 Coding Practices.
 Complexity of algorithms.
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 The complexity of programming practices.
 Compliance with Object-Oriented and Structured Programming best practices (when 

applicable).
 Component or pattern reuse ratio.
 Dirty programming.
 Error & Exception handling (for all layers - GUI, Logic & Data).
 Multi-layer design compliance.
 Resource bounds management.
 Software avoids patterns that will lead to unexpected behaviors.
 The software manages data integrity and consistency.
 Transaction complexity level.

 
2. Efficiency 

As with Reliability, the causes of performance inefficiency are often found in violations of 
good architectural and coding practices, which can be detected by measuring an application's static 
quality attributes which predict potential operational performance bottlenecks and future scalability 
problems, especially for applications requiring high execution speed for handling complex 
algorithms or huge volumes of data [164,165]. 

 
Assessing performance efficiency requires checking at least the following software 

engineering best practices and technical attributes [164,167]: 
 

 Application Architecture Practices.
 Appropriate interactions with expensive and/or remote resources.
 Data access performance and data management.
 Memory, network, and disk space management.
 Coding Practices.
 Compliance with Object-Oriented and Structured Programming best practices (as 

appropriate).
 Compliance with SQL programming best practices.

 
3. Security 

Most security vulnerabilities result from poor coding and architectural practices such as SQL 
injection or cross-site scripting [164,167]. 

 
Assessing security requires at least checking the following software engineering best 

practices and technical attributes [164,167]: 
 

 Application Architecture Practices.
 Multi-layer design compliance.
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 Security best practices (Input Validation, SQL Injection, Cross-Site Scripting, etc.).
 Programming Practices (code level).
 Error & Exception handling.
 Security best practices (system functions access, access control to programs).

 
4. Maintainability 

Maintainability includes concepts of modularity, understandability, changeability, testability, 
reusability, and transferability from one development team to another [164,165,167]. 

 
Assessing maintainability requires checking the following software engineering best 

practices and technical attributes [164,167,167]: 
 

 Application Architecture Practices.
 Architecture, Programs and Code documentation embedded in source code.
 Code readability.
 The complexity level of transactions.
 Complexity of algorithms.
 The complexity of programming practices.
 Compliance with Object-Oriented and Structured Programming best practices (when 

applicable).
 Component or pattern reuse ratio.
 Controlled level of dynamic coding.
 Coupling ratio.
 Dirty programming.
 Documentation.
 Hardware, OS, middleware, software components, and database independence.
 Multi-layer design compliance.
 Portability.
 Programming Practices (code level).
 Reduced duplicate code and functions.
 Source code file organization cleanliness.

 
III. Appendix 3: security considerations and measures 

1. Security by design 
Security by design, or alternately secure by design, means that the software has been 

designed from the ground up to be secure. In this case, security is considered as the main feature 
[168,169,170]. 

 
Some of the techniques in this approach include [168,169]: 
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 The least privilege principle, where each part of the system has only the permissions for its 
function. Even if an intruder accesses that component, they only have restricted access to 
the system.

 Automated theorem proving the correctness of software subsystems.
 Code reviews and unit testing methods to make modules safer where evidence of formality 

is not feasible.
 Defense-in-depth, where the design is such that more than one subsystem needs to be 

violated to compromise the system's integrity and the information it holds.
 Default secure settings, and design to "fail secure" rather than "fail insecure". Ideally, a secure 

system should require a deliberate, conscious, knowledgeable, and free decision on 
legitimate authorities to make it insecure.

 

Figure 190: security by design applied to the Agile methodology [171] 
 

2. Security architecture 
Security architecture is the design specifying how security controls / countermeasures are 

positioned and how they contribute to the overall IT architecture. These controls help to protect the 
quality attributes of the system: confidentiality, integrity, availability, transparency and insurance 
services [170]. 

 
The key attributes of security architecture are [172]: 

 
 Different component relationships and how they rely on each other.
 Determining controls based on risk management, good practice, finance, and regulatory 

matters.
 The standardization of controls.
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Practicing security architecture offers the best basis to consistently resolve business, IT, and 
organizational security concerns. 

 

Figure 191: security architecture [172] 

 
3. Security measures 

A software "secure" state is the conceptual ideal achieved using three processes: threat 
prevention, detection, and response. These processes are based on various policies and system 
components [173,174]: 

 
 Access control systems and cryptography can shield device files and data, respectively.
 Firewalls are the most popular network security protection mechanisms. They can (if properly 

configured) shield access to internal network resources and block such attacks by filtering 
packets. Firewalls may be hardware- or software-based. Firewalls are the most popular 
network security protection mechanisms. They can (if properly configured) shield access to 
internal network resources and block such attacks by filtering packets. Firewalls may be 
hardware or software-based.
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Figure 192: security measures [172] 

4. Identity management 
Identity management (ID management) is the organizational mechanism for identifying, 

authenticating, and authorizing individuals or groups of people to access applications, systems, or 
networks by integrating user rights and restrictions with existing identities. It also includes how and 
by whom descriptive details about the user can be accessed and updated Identity management (ID 
management) is the organizational mechanism for identifying, authenticating, and authorizing 
individuals or groups of people to access applications, systems, or networks by integrating user 
rights and restrictions with existing identities. It also includes how and by whom descriptive details 
about the user can be accessed and updated [175,176]. 
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Figure 193: identity management [175] 

5. Access control 
Access control (AC) is the selective restriction of access to a place or other resource while 

access management describes the process. Accessing may mean consuming, entering, or using. 
Permission to access a resource is called authorization [114]. 

 
Access control requires authentication, authorization, auditing. A narrower definition of 

access control will only cover access approval, whereby the device decides to approve or deny a 
request for access from an already authenticated subject depending on what the subject can access. 
Authentication and access control are also combined into a single operation to be accepted based 
on successful authentication or an anonymous access token Access control requires authentication, 
authorization, auditing. A narrower definition of access control will only cover access approval, 
whereby the device decides to approve or deny a request for access from an already authenticated 
subject depending on what the subject can access. Authentication and access control are also 
combined into a single operation to be accepted on the basis of successful authentication or an 
anonymous access token [114]. 

 
Determining what to access, how to access, and how grants are shaped, distributed and 

assigned is governed by access control policies; Many regulating policies exist, each with its own 
pros and cons and spectrum of use [114]. 
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IV. Appendix 4: legislative considerations 
The medical record was over time subject to multiple legal and ethical obligations and 

recommendations, whether during its preparation or its management. 
 

This chapter illustrates the importance of regulations in the existence and management of 
the medical record, but also the importance of the medical record in the legal field, namely in the 
protection of the rights of patients, doctors and healthcare establishments. 

 
1. Medical record 
The medical record in hospitals, an informal tool kept for a long time by doctors, has become 

a formal obligation in many Western countries in application of legislative and regulatory texts. 
 

In Morocco, the medical record is an ethical obligation cited in Articles 22, 24 and 60 of the 
Code of Physicians and in Article 44 of the Code of Dental Surgeons. It became legal with the 
promulgation of Law 65-00 on compulsory health insurance [177,178,179]. However, no law 
specifies the modalities of its holding, nor the sanctions applied in the event of derogation. 

 
The internal regulations of hospitals cite this in Articles 137 and 140 and make the hospital 

the owner of the medical record and responsible for its preservation during hospitalization and after 
discharge. It organizes the methods of communication of information and assigns responsibility for 
safeguarding the confidential nature of record information to the hospital administration [180]. 

 
In France, from 1970, the law of December 31 and its implementing decree of 1974 made 

the medical record a legal obligation in public health establishments. This obligation was 
generalized in 1991 to all health establishments and even for liberal medicine in 1995. Thus any 
defect in its keeping or in its updating is sanctioned by law [18,181]. 

 
The patient's record was the subject of a finalization in June 2003 by the National Agency for 

Accreditation and Evaluation in Health in France (ANAES), which has published recommendations 
aimed at improving the quality of medical care. It considers the medical record as the main element 
among ten accreditation standards [32]. 

 
In the United States, the “Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organization” 

(JCAHO) has particularly studied the criteria for evaluating the keeping of medical records (and their 
purposes), and has detailed and clarified them in the 2 reference books that are the “Comprehensive 
Accreditation Manual for Hospitals: The Official Handbook” and the “Hospital Accreditation 
Standards” [18]. 
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A. Medical record content 
 Morocco 

The Ministry of Health in a perspective of improving care, and in collaboration with the public 
assistance of Paris hospitals, introduced in 1995, a hospitalization record organized in a single 
medium for medical, nursing and administrative information. This intervention, envisaged as a pilot 
project, did not materialize as the initiators of the project wanted. With the commitment of the 
Ministry of Health in hospital reform, a process has been initiated to revise the hospital information 
system in order to provide the public hospital with modern structures and management methods. 
The product of this revision is the normative framework of the Hospital Information and 
Management System (SIG-Ho) in general and of the patient record in particular as the hub of the 
entire hospital information system implemented by the Ministry of Health in 2001 [182]. 

 
In fact, this approach has tried to develop collection that supports hospital information which 

are 71 in number (forms and summary statements and reports, vouchers, invoices and certificates, 
tickets, bulletins and notices, dashboards, etc.), the main one being the hospital medical record: 

 
 Patient identification card

o Administrative and social information 
o Residence number 

 Admission form: full hospitalization or day hospitalization
o History, reason for going to hospital 
o Medical history, current treatments 
o Data from the initial clinical examination, conclusions of the first examination and 

subsequent examination 
o Results and reports of para-clinical examinations 
o Pre-anesthetic consultation sheet 
o Per and post-operative monitoring sheet 
o Operative or delivery report 
o Medical observation of the newborn 
o Medical prescriptions 
o Transfusion monitoring card 
o Hospitalization report (with diagnosis, clinical summary, exit procedures and exit 

requirements) 
 Nursing records

o Objective and protocols of care, planning of nursing care 
o Acts and actions implemented (education and prevention), evaluation of care in 

relation to defined objectives 
o Summary sheet of the nursing record 
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The Hospitals and Ambulatory Care Directorate carried out an evaluation of this system one 
year after its introduction which revealed that only 53% of hospitals implemented the record and 
25% of these record systems were completed. 

 
 France 

In France, the contents of the medical record are more detailed, since the subject of 
numerous obligations and legislative clarifications and recommendations of health authorities 
represented by the National Agency for Accreditation and Health Evaluation (ANAES) whose functions 
are taken over by the High Authority for Health (HAS). 

 
Administrative record 
The hospital administration must take steps to ensure that the administrative record, drawn 

up during contact with the patient, is distinct from the medical file and must not contain any data 
of a medical nature. It feeds the patient's file with all the elements allowing to identify the patient, 
his administrative situation and his social cover. 

 
It includes for each hospitalized patient, the name and address of the patient, his registration 

number, his affiliation fund, the date and time of his entry, the admission discipline, the notion of 
possible transfer, the date and time of exit. A return home aptitude form is required for patients 
treated in an alternative structure [183]. It also includes, if necessary, the various authorizations 
required by the regulations, in particular [19]: 

 
 Authorizations to operate on a minor patient.
 Refusal to authorize an autopsy or organ removal from a deceased person.
 Discharges for discharge against medical advice.
 The findings of fugue.
 The identity of the trusted person and that of the person to be notified who will be consulted 

in the event that they are unable to express their wishes and receive the information 
necessary for this purpose. This designation is made in writing.

 
The administration must keep the register of patient arrivals and departures indefinitely, as 

well as an emergency register. 
 

ANAES recommends that this identification be reliable and collected with the greatest 
possible precision from official administrative documents presented by the patient, such as the 
identity card, passport or residence permit. It also recommends respecting the rules for entering 
the identity of patients who are the subject of a procedure disseminated to the persons concerned 
and regular assessment [3]. 

 
Standardized, high-quality administrative identification avoids duplication resulting from 

new information gathering that could generate errors. It allows the production of labels that can be 
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used for requests for additional examinations, small bar codes, they serve as a means which helps 
in the archiving of files [3]. 

 
Patient record 
Article No. R. 1112-2 of Decree No. 2003-462 of May 21, 2003 of the French Public Health 

Code specifies and classifies the minimum content of the patient's record [19]: 
 

 Formalized information collected during outpatient consultations provided in the 
establishment, during reception in the emergency department or at the time of admission 
and during the stay in a health establishment, and in particular:

o The letter from the doctor who initiated the consultation or admission; 
o The reasons for hospitalization; 
o The search for antecedents and risk factors; 
o The conclusions of the initial clinical evaluation; 
o The type of care provided and the prescriptions made on entry; 
o The nature of the care provided and the prescriptions established during the 

outpatient visit or the emergency room; 
o Information relating to care during hospitalization: clinical status, care received, 

paraclinical examinations, in particular imaging; 
o Information on the medical approach adopted under the conditions provided for in 

Article L. 1111-4; 
o The anesthesia file; 
o The operating or delivery report; 
o The written consent of the patient for situations where this consent is required in this 

form by legal or regulatory means; 
o Mention of the transfusion acts performed on the patient and, where applicable, a 

copy of the transfusion incident sheet mentioned in the second paragraph of article 
R. 1221-40; 

o Items relating to the medical prescription, its execution and additional examinations; 
o The nursing care file or, failing that, information relating to nursing care; 
o Information relating to the care provided by other health professionals; 
o Correspondence exchanged between health professionals. 

 The formalized information established at the end of the stay. They include in particular:
o The hospitalization report and the letter written on the occasion of discharge; 
o The discharge prescription and duplicate discharge orders; 
o The exit procedures (home, other structures); 
o The nurse liaison form. 

 Information stating that they were collected from third parties not involved in the therapeutic 
care or concerning such third parties.
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Only the information listed in 1 ° and 2 ° can be communicated. " [184]; This list is not exhaustive, 
as the file may also include a number of other documents: 

 
 Copies of medical certificates;
 The autopsy reports;
 Documents allowing the traceability of the actions and information of the patient concerning 

numerous vigilances: haemovigilance, biovigilance, nosocomiovigilance, pharmacovigilance, 
etc [19].

 
There can be no distinction between the hospitalization and consultation records. The 

information resulting from the consultation is an integral part of the patient's record and cannot be 
separated from the hospitalization file. French law requires that each part of the record include the 
identification of the patient, and each writing must include the date and the identity of the 
professional who carried it out. Medical prescriptions must be time stamped and signed by 
prescribing physician and include the legible name of the physician [19]. 

 
ANAES recommends that the patient's record include the trace of the benefit-risk reflection, 

the diagnostic and therapeutic strategy adopted for the patient before each invasive procedure, and 
updated information on the evolution of his clinical condition and its intake. in charge. As well as, 
after his release, the conclusions of the stay and any follow-up procedures. In the event of the 
patient's death, it is recommended to note in the file the circumstances and causes of death. ANAES 
paid particular attention to the hospitalization report. And recommends the following structuring 
[19]: 

 
 Patient identification;
 Identification of the dates of contact (date of consultation, dates of entry and exit from 

hospitalization);
 Place of contact;
 Entry mode;
 Reason for contact;
 Patient history;
 Lifestyle;
 History of the disease ;
 Physical examination ;
 Significant biological results;
 Results of additional examinations;
 Treatments performed, including transfusions;
 Evolution in the service and discussion;
 Mode of discharge (patient's destination), including the date and time of discharge, the 

means of transport and any accompaniment, as well as the list of items given to the patient;
 Exit processing;
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 Action to be taken (monitoring to be instituted, reconvocation, etc.);
 Conclusion in summary form.

 
Paramedical record 
It is an essential component of the patient record of which it is an integral part. It includes 

the nursing care record or, failing that, information relating to nursing care and information relating 
to care provided by other health professionals possibly organized in "sub-records" [19]. 

 
French legislative texts have assigned the nurse responsibility for the constitution and 

management of this case [16]. These texts specify that the nursing care file includes all the elements 
relating to nursing care in particular, the monitoring parameters (temperature, pulsations, blood 
pressure, respiratory rate, volume of diuresis, weight, measurements, pupillary reflexes, skin 
defense reflexes , observations of manifestations of the state of consciousness, evaluation of pain) 
and the trace of all the acts of care in application of medical prescriptions (injections, infusions, 
treatment of pain, etc.). Caregivers and auxiliaries must record their observations and actions in this 
record. Each paramedical professional can create a sub-sheet specific to his profession which will 
be an integral part of the patient's record [185]. 

 
ANAES has published clinical practice guidelines for the paramedical care record. She 

encourages the nurse after each intervention to note the date, nature and results of the nursing care 
provided as well as his observations on the evolution of the patient's condition and any information 
collected that may be useful for his care. overall. It requires that all medical prescriptions be noted, 
dated and signed by prescribing physicians in the nursing record. It establishes in writing a summary 
of the nursing care of the patient upon discharge [19]. 

 
B. Data privacy protection 
09-08 Regulation which consists of five chapters: 

 
 The first chapter describes the creation of a national commission based on the security of 

personal data; it highlights its area of interest, its extent of intervention, and how it interacts 
with entities dealing with personal data , primarily through a data governance officer charged 
with managing data access to personal data, as well as how these entities will be 
responsibilized towards the protection of personal data [73].

 The second chapter outlines national commission competences and authorization procedure 
[73].

 The third chapter is about certain specific data treatment categories, mainly statistical and 
historical data treatment, and about ensuring data anonymity if the result is going to be 
publicly published or at least justify the reason behind the divulgation of identifying personal 
data [73].

 The fourth chapter elaborates on the rights of persons of interest regarding their data, mainly 
the right to access, rectify, and oppose [73].
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 The fifth chapter is about the transfer of personal data to foreign countries, which cannot be 
done without the authorization of the national committee [73].

 
Related regulations are mainly decrees which promulgate the application of 09-08 law. 

 

The 24th article of the Moroccan constitution elaborates on the right to protect private life 
[72]. 

 

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA or the Kennedy– 
Kassebaum Act) was enacted by the 104th United States Congress and signed by President Bill 
Clinton in 1996. It was created primarily to modernize the flow of healthcare information, stipulate 
how Personally Identifiable Information maintained by the healthcare and healthcare insurance 
industries should be protected from fraud and theft, and address limitations on healthcare insurance 
coverage [74,75]. 

 
The 27th article of the Moroccan constitution elaborates the right to information access, 

which cannot be limited only by the law, to ensure the protection of everything that concerns 
national defense, the internal and external security of the state, as well as the personal life of the 
individual [72]. 

 
C. Access and communication 
The right to information is a universal principle recognized by all regulations around the 

world. In addition, the communication of the elements of the medical file is a main element ensuring 
the continuity of care, main role of the patient file. However, access to and communication of 
medical information are subject to various legal and ethical rules all aimed at protecting professional 
secrecy. This covers everything that has come to the knowledge of the doctor in the exercise of his 
profession, that is to say not only what has been entrusted to him, but also what he has seen, heard 
or understood. . It is binding on anyone with access to medical information whether or not they are 
directly involved in care [19]. 

 
The Moroccan code of ethics makes medical secrecy an obligation in article 4. It also specifies 

for these people the circumstances which may lead them to reveal medical information in articles 
31 and 56. The penal code provides for penalties of imprisonment from one month to six months 
and a fine of 200 to 1,000 Dirhams for any person revealing these secrets except in the case where 
the law obliges or authorizes him to act as a whistleblower [186]. In addition to the patient and the 
attending physician, access to the patient's record is guaranteed for all health professionals, in the 
health establishment, who intervene in the care, since the patient's agreement is presumed upon 
admission to the hospital. establishment. It is also allowed to the legal representative of the patient 
and to the beneficiaries after his death, as well as for the controlling physicians as indicated in article 
28 of law 65-00 on the code of basic medical coverage and article 33 of the decree. 2-05-733 taken 
for its application, the same for the representatives of the judicial authorities in the event of such 
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proceedings [179,187]. 
 

In France, the legislator understood very well the importance of the establishment of a 
balance between the right to information and the continuity of care on the one hand and the respect 
of professional secrecy and the protection of privacy. of the patient on the other hand. Thus it clearly 
specified the beneficiaries of the right of access to the patient's record and the terms of this access. 
These people are [19,188]: 

 
The patient himself who has direct access to his record except: 

o The minor child who only has an indirect right of access; 
o In the context of hospitalization at the request of a third party or compulsory 

hospitalization; 
o The adult subject to a guardianship measure cannot obtain communication of his 

record; 
 The beneficiaries of the deceased patient have limited access. The healthcare professional, 

before authorizing it, should therefore check:
o The patient's lack of opposition expressed during his lifetime; 
o The identity of the applicant and his status as beneficiary through the production of 

an official document; 
o The motivation for access, which can only result from one of the following three 

reasons: 
 Know the causes of death; 
 To assert his rights ; 
 Defend the memory of the deceased. 

 Parents of a minor child in the absence of his opposition. Parents of adult children are 
considered as third parties and they cannot access medical information concerning their 
child except with their consent.

 Third parties: some doctors and jurisdictions well defined by law:
o Doctors who participate in patient care: The hospital doctor's access to the 

hospitalized patient's record is an important element for the continuity and 
coordination of care, and the limitation of examinations and medical acts. 

o The doctors designated by the patient to read the record 
 The intermediary doctor who helps the patient to understand the elements 

appearing in his record; 
 The conciliator of the commission for relations with users and the quality of 

care; 
 The occupational physician, his access is only possible with the written 

consent of the employee. 
 Doctors authorized by law to access the record:

o The doctor responsible for the medical information department; 
o Social security medical advisers; 
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o Medical inspectors of health; 
o Expert doctors from ANAES; 

 The insurance company doctor cannot, under any circumstances, access medical information 
concerning an insured;

 Legal access to the patient's record:
o The medical expert before the courts who must strictly respect the framework of his 

mission; 
o Entering the patient's record in the event of a criminal investigation: it is during an 

investigation or an investigation that the file 
 

D. Archiving 
If the keeping, the content and the communication of the patient's record represent three 

pillars determining the quality of care, an archiving done in good conditions is another. It meets 
three essential objectives [19]: 

 
 The traceability of medical acts and prescribed care, to ensure continuity of patient care and 

easy communication between the various actors who work with the patient;
 A medico-legal interest by keeping documents which constitute proof that can be used in 

the event of legal action being brought, particularly in the area of medical liability;
 A medico-economic interest since the archived file authorizes research and studies to 

improve medical practices and health management. This is only possible if accessibility to 
archived documents is ensured.

 
The internal regulations of hospitals make the hospital, in Morocco, the owner of the medical 

record and responsible for its preservation during hospitalization and after discharge. As a result, 
the medical record must always remain within the health establishment where it was designed and 
the doctor and the patient as well as the various persons specified above only have a right of access 
to it. However, Moroccan legislation remains poor in terms of medical archiving [177]. 

 
On the contrary, in France, the archiving of the medical record is subject to exhaustive regulations. 
It also makes the hospital the owner of the medical record and responsible for its preservation. 
These records before being archived must undergo a sorting by the practitioner who designed 
them in order to keep only the documents necessary and useful for the subsequent follow-up of 
the patient and the documents that the regulations require to keep [19]. Computer media currently 
have the same legal value as paper. They have the advantage in archiving in terms of fidelity, 
durability, economy of archiving space and speed of access. The retention periods for medical 
records and archives are set according to criteria of medical specialty, pathology and the nature of 
the documents. For example, pediatrics, neurology, stomatology and chronic disease records are 
kept until 70 years. Other documents such as entry and exit records, hereditary disease records 
and inquiries are kept indefinitely [19]. 
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At the end of this legal archiving period, the elimination of a record must respect two rules: 
 

 First, the doctor responsible for archiving and the director of the establishment must give 
their consent for the destruction of a record;

 Secondly, any elimination must give rise to the establishment of a report of destruction which 
represents a discharge of responsibility for the director of the hospital. The patient's file 
being the property of the hospital cannot under any circumstances be entrusted to doctors 
in the event of cessation of activity or to the patient's beneficiaries after his death. In the 
event of the abolition of a public or private health establishment participating in the 
execution of the public hospital service, its archives must be transferred, either to the 
departmental archives, or to the archives of the establishment which contains the powers of 
the abolished establishment [19].

 
V. Appendix 5: user experience considerations 

Several user experience principles were taken into consideration [77,78]: 
 

 Clarity and simplicity: in half of a second, users evaluate the design of an application. Visually 
focus attention on the main button versus a bunch of buttons on the page.

 Scannability: making a page scannable will appeal to the audience. Most will scan the content 
for something that strikes them, and then they switch to reading when they want to find out 
more.

 Consistency: providing a straightforward, consistent design is simpler for users. They can 
then know what to expect when reusing colors, behaviors, and aesthetics, which reduces the 
need for them to figure out the interface. When users are familiar with some of the design 
aspects, it makes the process clearer and easier to use.

 Common elements: creativity with standardized patterns can make your interface hard to 
work with and not promote usability. Although one may think non-traditional is appealing, 
it may make it harder for users to navigate, and thus it falls into a problem area. Creativity 
and usability need to have a balance.

 Audience research: when you use styles and designs that your audience is already 
comfortable with, they can be eased into your site. You can then differentiate yourself with 
your ideas on their needs.

 Hierarchy: when putting the most critical elements on the interface, highlight them so that 
users focus on them. There are many ways to highlight things, but the most effective is 
making it larger than anything else on the screen.

 Less is more: reducing the operational and cognitive costs of the users. In placing value on
this, the design’s usability and consistency improve. 

 Confirmation: accidents happen all the time. One typical digital example: a person may 
unintentionally place an order. The design should help correct this, though, because you do 
not want to give the user a poor experience. This makes confirmation another one of the 
essential UX design principles.
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 Control: user control focuses on greater flexibility of use and better control of where a user 
is within a design or product, enhancing user experience. Furthermore, it allows users to 
backpedal and recover from errors.

 Visual grammar: visual grammar has its roots in graphic design, but it sits at the pivot of all 
visual communication, which plays a significant role in user experience. Visual grammar 
consists of everything that makes up the visual elements of design: icons, illustrations, 
patterns, and more.
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Abstract 
Meta-research is the study of research through the use of research methods. It aims to 

reduce waste and increase research quality in all fields. Data quality, governance, and querying are 
pivotal elements in data and research lifecycles; thus, automating them helps establish continuous 
research pipelines. 

 
Our objective was to introduce health informatics solutions combined with data science 

solutions to establish a continuous research pipeline and assert data quality attributes and data 
governance. 

 
The software development lifecycle dictated our methodology; we've employed the Agile 

methodology and Scrum framework in our workflow; standardization, structuring, software quality, 
security, legislative, and user experience considerations were our major concerns. 

 
We used “meta” suite to create a multi-purpose content management system and a universal 

data management system, and we’ve encoded content schemes to instruct visual components. The 
resulting system consists of 8 major containers: hospital management system, practice management 
system, electronic medical record, multi-purpose content management system, universal data 
management system, identity, and access management system, internationalization system in 
addition to the ontology container. 

 
We’ve developed an ontology container to augment our entry system capabilities, which 

represent concepts in a tree-like structure; each concept is encoded with a prefix string following a 
Trie data structure, which enables static operations in O(1) time; We’ve added to the database 
270,516 concepts for anatomy, diagnoses, findings, interventions, procedures, medications, 
organisms, substances in addition to dozen other attributes. 

 
The software was tested by three levels of testing: unit, integration, and acceptance testing; 

Our acceptance testing objectives were to submit, investigate, and query data using real medical 
records. To assert these objectives, we've submitted 19 real patient medical records for a two 
months’ period; Submitted data include patient demographics, history notes, examination notes, 
prescriptions sheets, requested procedures, interventions, diagnoses, and progress notes; We've 
created and executed data queries exploring clinical, para-clinical, diagnoses, prognosis, and 
therapeutic parameters. 

 
Introducing health informatics impacts clinical research directly and improves healthcare by 
digitizing paper trails, asserting quality attributes, asserting data governance, enabling data 
querying and smart healthcare, and opening the door for other automation techniques. Many 

research aspects can be automated thanks to artificial intelligence, natural language processing 
algorithms, and expert systems. 
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Resumé 
La méta-recherche est l'étude de la recherche par l'utilisation de méthodes scientifiques. Elle 

vise à réduire les dépenses et à améliorer la qualité de la recherche dans tous les domaines. La 
qualité des données, la gouvernance et l'interrogation sont des éléments essentiels dans les cycles 
de vie des données et de la recherche ; ainsi, leur automatisation permet d'établir des pipelines de 
recherche continues. Notre objectif était d'introduire des solutions d'informatique de santé 
combinées à des solutions de science des données afin d'établir un pipeline de recherche continu 
et d'affirmer les attributs de qualité des données et la gouvernance des données. 

 
Le cycle de vie du développement logiciel a dicté notre méthodologie ; nous avons utilisé la 

méthodologie Agile et le cadre Scrum dans notre flux de travail ; la normalisation, la structuration, 
la qualité des logiciels, la sécurité, la législation et l'expérience utilisateur ont été nos principales 
préoccupations. 

 
Nous avons utilisé la suite "meta" pour créer un système de gestion de contenu polyvalent et 

un système de gestion de données universel, et nous avons encodé des schémas de contenu pour 
instruire les composants visuels. Le système qui en résulte est composé de 8 conteneurs principaux 
: système de gestion hospitalière, système de gestion de pratique, dossier médical électronique, 
système de gestion de contenu polyvalent, système de gestion de données universel, système de 
gestion d'identité et d'accès, système d'internationalisation en plus du conteneur d'ontologie. 

 
Nous avons développé un conteneur d'ontologie pour augmenter les capacités de notre 

système d'entrée, qui représente les concepts dans une structure arborescente ; chaque concept est 
encodé avec une chaîne de préfixe suivant une structure de données Trie, qui permet des opérations 
statiques en temps O(1) ; Nous avons ajouté à la base de données 270 516 concepts pour l'anatomie, 
les diagnostics, les résultats, les interventions, les procédures, les médicaments, les organismes, 
les substances en plus de douzaines d'autres attributs. 

 
Le logiciel a été testé par trois niveaux de tests : tests unitaires, d'intégration et d'acceptation 

; Nos objectifs de tests d'acceptation étaient de soumettre, d'examiner et d'interroger des données 
en utilisant de vrais dossiers médicaux. Pour atteindre ces objectifs, nous avons soumis 19 dossiers 
médicaux de patients réels sur une période de deux mois. Les données soumises comprennent des 
données démographiques sur les patients, antécédents, examen clinique, fiches de prescription, 
des bilans demandés, des interventions, des diagnostics et les mises au points. 

 
L'introduction de l'informatique de santé a un impact direct sur la recherche clinique et 

améliore les soins de santé en numérisant les traces écrites, en affirmant les attributs de qualité, en 
affirmant la gouvernance des données, en permettant l'interrogation des données et les soins de 
santé intelligents, et en ouvrant la porte à d'autres techniques d'automatisation. De nombreux 
aspects de la recherche peuvent être automatisés grâce à l'intelligence artificielle, aux algorithmes 
de traitement du langage naturel et aux systèmes experts. 
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 ملخص

 قافلنإا لليقت لىإ فدهي .ةلعلميا بلياسلأا مادخستا لخال نم ثحلبا ةسارد وه ثوحبلل يلوتلا لالتحلي

 ةاحي تارود يف ةسياسأ رصانع مالعلستاوا ةمكوحوال تانايبال ةدوج دعت .تلااجلما عيمج يف ثحبال ةدوج نسيحوت
 ةرتمسم ثحب بيبانأ طوطخ ءاشنإ يف مهاست مهتتمأ نإف ،ليالتابو ؛ثوحالبو تانايلبا نم لك

 

 ملوع للوح عم بنج لىإ اب◌ً  نج ةيحلصا ةوسبحلا للوح جامدإ وه ةحورطلأا هذه نم فدلها نإف ليالتاوب
 .تانايلبا ةمكوحو تانايبال ةدوج تامس دكيأتو رتمسم يحثب بيبانأ طخ ءاشلنإ تانايبال

 

 لمعال ريس يف Scrum لمع راوإط Agile ةيجهنم امندختسا ؛انتجيهنم تايجمرلبا ريوطت ةايح ةرود تددح دقل
 انتاتمامها نم دمخستمال ةبرجتو تايعرشالتو نلمأوا جامربال ةدوجو ةوالھيكل يسايقال دلتوحيا ناك ؛انيدل

 ةيسيئرال
 

 ،تانايبال رةادإل لمياع ماظنو تاامدخلستاا ددعتم وىتحم رةادإ ماظن ءاشلنإ "meta" ةعموجم امندخاست
 .ةيئرلما تانوكمال هوجيتل ىوحتمال تاططخم زميرتب امنقو

 

 يتكون ماظنال من الناتج حاويات 8 :ةيسيئر ماظن إدارة ،ىفشتسالم ونظام إدارة ،ةسراممال والسجل
 تانايلبا ةرادإ ماظنو ،ضارغلأا ددعتم وىتحملا ةرادإ ماظنو ،ينورللكتإا يبطال ونظام ،الكوني إدارة ةيواله

 .ايجلنطولوأا ةيواح لىإ ةفاضلإاب ليودتال ماظنو لوصولاو
 

 تانايب يةنب يف ميهافلما ليثمت ربع ،انيدل لاخدلإا ماظن تاردق ميعدتل اولوجيطنألا ةيواح ريوطتب امنق دقل
 دقل ؛ O (1) تقو يف ةتباث تاعمليب حمست يتوال ، Trie تانايب ةينب عبتت ةئداب ةسلسلب مفھوم لك زميرت متي ؛ةيرجش

 تءاارجلإوا تاءارجلإوا جئاتنوال صخيشتوال حيرشتلا مهت تانايبال ةدعاق لىإ امفھوم 270.516 انفضأ
 .ىرخلأا تامسال تارشع لىإ ةفالضإاب دوالموا ةلحيا تانئاالكو ةيودلأوا

 

 رابتخا تم لخال نم جامنرالب تارابختا :رابتخلاا نم تايوستم ةثثال الوحدة والتكامل تناك ؛لوبقوال

 هذه قيقحتل .ةيقيقح ةيبط تالجس مادخستاب تانايبال بجوااستو ةعجارمو ميدقت يه انيدل لوبقال رابتخا افدأه

 لعف ىضرملل على مدار .شھرين نمضتت تانايالب ةمدقالم ةبيكرالت
 اي◌ً 

 بط
 اي◌ً 

 األھداف، لاخدإب اقمن سجالً  19

 ةيناكسال ،ضيرللم ،خيرالتاو صحفلوا ،يريرسال وسجالت تافالوص ،ةيبطال تاصوحفوال ،ةبوطلملا
 .تاثيدحالتو تاصيخشلتاو ،تاءارجلإوا

 

 ةمنقر لخال نم ةلصحيا ةياعرال نسحيو رشابم لكشب ةيريرسال ثاحلبأا لىع ةحيصال ةيتاموعلمال لاخدإ رثؤي
 ةياعروال تانايبال نع مالعلستاا نيكمتو ت،انايبال ةمكوح دكيأتو ،ةدوجال تامس ديأكتو ،ةيقرلوا تاراسلما

 الصحية ،ةكيذال حتفو باالب تاينقلت ةلتمتأا .األخرى نكمي ةأتمت العديد جوانب من ثحالب لضفب الذكاء
 .ةريبخال ةمظلنأاو ةيعيبطلا ةللغا ةجلاعم تايمزرخواو يعالصطناا
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